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Survive Global Luciferianism 10 hrs ago

Everyone is so surprised. Why? The UN has stated for decades that the #1 global security issue is

overpopulation. There are dozens of contaminates allowed in food, water and medicine and the common

thread is they all impact female fertility.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

2FollowHim Writes 2FollowHim related topics Sep 14

I live in BC, Canada, they call it NDP, 'left', or maybe just 'alternative sex ways' and 'drugs' is another term

we could

use, with no genders, with 'transitioning', with drag queens displaying 'proudly'.

I could see that where I lived, at least, all trust and safety in bringing a precious human into the world was

OVER,

and they'd be completely at RISK. If they didn't get you 'in utero' or 'vaccined' to 'death' at birth, then

just wait until 'school' happened, how horrible their lives would be. And just what could they do about

'work'?

I loved science, medicine, research, but just wasn't 'LED' directly that way. Tangentally, yes, directly, no.

I was that 'fringe minority' which was the best thing that ever happened to me.

It's a new era. Not a better era. A far worse era. But altogether new, with new directives.

Those are 'no kids'. Those are 'no family'. Now, maybe some other countries perhaps?

You'd need to really study that, and how do you know it would STAY that way?

You don't.

It's a minority group that read what you put, Naomi, or read Kaufman's work, or Cowan's work,

or Sam Bailey's work. Not many, anyway. So kids will keep on being born, no worries.

They'll likely be quite different with their DNA altetered, and having any spiritual inclinations removed.

The bible makes this the clearest, that we're headed to a very dark time, not a better time.

Maybe not exactly straight ahead bad, but a little here, a little there.

The bible talks about 'the mark' and there's plenty of that being talked about.

It's either the very worst time to be here or the very most interesting time to be here.

And reasons for both.

Things have changed. Things about babies, about pregnancy have changed. We must change also.
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Joan Matthews Writes Joan’s Substack Sep 14

Dr. Wolff - What do we know about the employment NDAs that medical staff are commonly (?) required to

sign or comply with. Do they also possibly include broad anti-disparagement clauses? Curious if how

widespread this limitation may be. Pls respond if you can. Thanks for the hard work on this!
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Elias Bayti Writes ScholarBoxer’s Substack Sep 13

Nice work! I also recommend Covid Coup by Dr Horowitz. The book is laden with groundbreaking facts.

Synthetic Biology is a creepy science which brought us the likes of nano Bucky Balls of Graphene that

turn out to be highly toxic and lethal.
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Joan Matthews Writes Joan’s Substack Sep 13

Thank you for sharing. Beyond Shocking. This needs to be known, widespread. Do you think the staff of

these hamstrung doctors are also compromised? While medical records have some protection with

privacy laws, and staff honor this, do you know if OB GYN staff are subject to office practice NDAs?

(Obviously they wouldn't have the same onerous NDA described in the article but ...)
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Sharon Writes Sharon’s Substack Sep 12

....and they're still not letting up! How do we stop the genocide! So distressing! See also Mark Crispin

Miller's article here <https://truth613.substack.com/p/stay-away-from-new-rsv-flu-and-covid?

utm_source=substack&utm_campaign=post_embed&utm_medium=email>
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Survive Global Luciferianism 10 hrs ago

Educate people about social engineering.
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Dena Sep 12

The scam of the covid vaccines exposed in that they are working on a vaccine for covid and other viruses

that give mucusol immunity. Wait isnt that what is necessary for coronaviruses? A doctor with 50 years

experience in Sept 2021 stated that these covid 19 vaccines cannot give mucosal immunity. . They havent

developed one yet. Ah the scams and fraud upon the world. So the actual coromavirus like covid cant

enter the ovaries but the vaccine can with the spike. Thats where the vaccine is damaging people and the

virus doesnt cause myocarditis but the vaccine does as per Israeli data.
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Claude2 Sep 12

Dear Dr. Thorpe,

Please tell us that you will go the distance with lawsuits against your hospitals and medical staff officers

and boards to fight this all the way. Only by fighting viciously against these idiots, will we ever prevent

them from doing even more damage to our patients.
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Dena Sep 12

Yup
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Jimychanga Writes Smurfing the New Normal Sep 11

More Plandemic/NWO/Beast "backstory"...

Not as much is known about E-team as we now know about the Gelatin crew. But we do know that they

were also active in the 90s floors of the North Tower (the exact spot which exploded first on 9/11).

What's notable about E-team is an outrageous in-your-face mockery stunt essentially telling New York

that they were going to blow up the towers, and the precise location of the original great fireball. The

following write up and images are straight from E-team member Daniel Sieple

https://jimychanga.substack.com/p/this-was-my-red-pill-on-91201
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 9

Then DON’T WATCH IT!! Better? Have a good one!
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Greg Writes Greg’s Newsletter Sep 8

This was done on purpose, and knowingly with foreknowledge. May they all spend eternity in hell.
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Tony Werner Sep 8

Dr. Wolf, if possible it would be very helpful to obtain the May 20, 2021 article from the New England

Journal of Medicine regarding the 700 patients which were switched from the second Trimester to the

first Trimester to make the data look better for the Vaccinated women. Those comments were missed in

the initial transcription but would be very helpful to have access to this study. However, with the now

highly blemished record of the NEJM, you may not be able to obtain a copy of this article. I am sure the

1400 pages of the contract from the "Covenant of Death", would also be excellent , especially to find out

who the 300 entities are that signed the contract.

No Matter, the exposure you provided was the MOAB. Tony W.
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Tony Werner Sep 7 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Wolf, shared your interview with our Life Group. Finally, the RED Pill, opened many blind eyes to the

unbelievable truth. Hopefully, you are getting credit for this information. Your interview with Dr. Thorpe

exposed, what people had believed to be true, they now know for sure, it is true because of you. I read the

article in EPOC times but want people to know what you have done to bring the truth to this level.

John 3:20-2120 Everyone who does evil hates the light, and will not come into the light for fear that their

deeds will be exposed. 21 But whoever lives by the truth comes into the light, so that it may be seen

plainly that what they have done has been done in the sight of God. Thank you for being God's light!! Tony

W.
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Marie C Sep 7 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Hi Dr. Wolf, I very much appreciate your work!

I am very concerned about Pfizer’s new RSV vaccine being approved for pregnant women. I did some

quick math which I admit is not my strong point so I would welcome someone else going over the

numbers. What I came up with does not look good at all as far as increased risks to pregnant women and

their offspring with this vaccine. My very rough math:

3.66 mil birth/yr in US

In vaccine trials for Abrysvo the rates of Preeclampsia were 0.4%

higher in the vaccine group vs. the placebo group.

If everyone were vaccinated with this, that would mean roughly 14,640

more preE cases per yr

About 5% of infants from mothers with preE die per yr (based on ~10k

infant deaths annually from preE)

So that would mean about 732 more infant deaths annually from preE,

not to mention increase maternal mortality.

In contrast RSV itself kills 100-300 infants annually.

The vaccine was not even proven to reduce those deaths.

There were several other increased risks with the vaccine: preterm birth, low birth

weight, jaundice, etc which could also lead to increased infant

mortality.

The press release did not include all cause mortality which would be

essential to know in order to have informed consent.

I will certainly warn my patients and friends about this, but I hope that someone with reach on Substack

can cover this as well!! Thank you!!
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Dr Naomi Wolf Sep 7 Author

The person who oversees this kind of communication is amy@dailyclout.io -- pls send to her thx
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Last night I spent several hours commenting under your interview with Dr Drew informing people of your

Substack and asking that they become members. I did divulge your recent illness and suggested

donations are especially important right now.

As it was on YouTube where I am heavily shadow banned, I made a ton of comments. It is seriously

admirable that you can hear a man say “I murder the elderly all if the time!” and maintain your composure!

Why are people on the right so incapable of seeing past your past? Do leapards change their spots? No!

But, they will damned sure change their diets, just as wolves will, and in fact HAVE! What is it going to

take?

Anyway, the video I have been begging you to watch (WITH YOUR HUSBAND) has been taken down, in

fact the whole channel! The content creator is devastated. He has talked of throwing in the towel…. The

Capitol Shooting Video is also very good.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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THESTANDUPTHINKER.SUBSTACK Writes THE STANDUP THINKER Substack Sep 5

Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The “White Coat Killers” are Zyclon B’ing the baby in the womb. What a Noble profession…
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THESTANDUPTHINKER.SUBSTACK Writes THE STANDUP THINKER Substack Sep 5

Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

“[ . . . ] a vaccine, which we now know is a murder weapon [ . . . ]” — General Michael Flynn

https://rumble.com/v32tj76-general-flynn-the-vaccine-the-murder-weapon..html
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

Check this out and join us on telegram? Wooz News Group

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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Laura Ann Writes Laura’s Substack Sep 5

This should be done across the land in county and states levels: https://alt-market.us/solutions-are-

scary-part-1-its-time-to-bring-back-citizen-militias/ theclock is ticking, younger generations need to

pick up the slack before it's all over. It is one minute to midnite and does anyone care about their family,

business, or community? Are there any patriots left with spines? Deep state agenda 2030 is ready to

make a touchdown to the finish line and impose tyranny.
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Patti Sep 5

There is only one word for Big Pharma and that is EVIL. Surely there is someone at the top at Pfizer who

would not condone placing profits over lives, especially the lives of babies. This sadly speaks to the world

we inhabit now. It's all about the drive for money and power. I've always known that liberals were

dangerous but the recent push to do anything for power including using our agencies to spy on a sitting

President and stealing elections proves it. When Americans can't trust their government at all and when

they know their vote will likely be stolen we're toast. Our government has gone so far as to warn us not to

rise up or we'll be mowed down by all the much bigger guns that we paid for that government "owns".

That is some scary crap right there. Buy some land, grow your own food and raise your own animals. Oh,

and buy guns.....lots of them.
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Ymarsakar Writes Y's Apocalypse of Revelations Sep 2

Witness the face of true evil. A mere fragment of the dark gods influence
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KoalaPower Sep 2

I hope this makes more people wake up to this evil plan. This is going down in history as the biggest mass

murder event of the times, a deliberate plan by the cartel of the WEF and the like to depopulate, maim and

feed the medical cartel industry. This is a war against humanity. the 1% that are ruling the world need to be

stopped. stopworldcontrol.com
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

Try this! https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 3

You’ll appreciate this! Please join us on telegram @WoozNewsGroup

(Hold on to your hat!)

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU
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MaryLS Sep 4

Gone.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

The content creator is devastated too! Here it is on Bitchute. He’s also on Odysee.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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Filia Dei Aug 30

This tragic outcome is the result of doctors not being taught basic morality and ethics. It is also the result

of the so-called "elites" and intelligentsia following the debunked (and wicked) notions of Malthusianism,

eugenics, and social Darwinism rather than actual evidence and testing hypotheses. The "smart" people

who "followed the science" were actually following the lies and government propaganda. If you are not

walking with God, you will be easily beguiled and persuaded by the dark forces/principalities of this world

that work against God and his life-giving purposes for you. Choose this day whom you will serve. Jesus

told his followers: “I am sending you out like sheep among wolves. Therefore be as shrewd as snakes and

as innocent as doves."
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

YouTube scrubbed his channel!

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 3

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU

And here you will see it is a much larger deception! Please consider helping Rafa release Act III? Act I

can be found on Odysee or Rumble.
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Katie Andraski Writes Katie’s Ground Aug 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Here’s something that showed up on Apple Podcasts that says more women are getting breast cancer

and docs don’t know why. https://apple.news/nowPlaying/A_QpmPIh_QJSHJntvgNoElA
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 3

That’s like a doctor wildly hacking someone with a scalpel saying “I don’t know why the patient won’t

stop bleeding!

Check this out!

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU
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Katie Andraski Writes Katie’s Ground Sep 4

Sounds about right
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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Kenneth N Shonk Aug 28 · edited Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

On several occasions I have approached pregnant women, congratulated them on expecting, wishing

them well, and asked if they had gotten the CoVid "vaccine". And then proceeded to warn them about the

dramatically increased risk of miscarriage in the first and second trimester - at 82% up from a normal 10-

11%. If i remember correctly, that info was embedded in the Pfizer trial data that look at some 700 +

pregnancies the vast majority of which were third trimester. If I remember correctly, bout 12-13% were

miscarriages or still births - a little high but not statistically out of range of normal, but hidden in the data,

there were ~105 miscarriages out of 129 1st and 2nd trimester pregnancies. That's an astounding

percentage 82%. On several occasions I was thanked for my concern and on other occasions I have been

lambasted for interfering in something that is not any of my business. In the future, I think I will carry a

copy of this article with me at all times so I have something to provide for reference. After this article I will

gladly suffer any abuse.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 29 Author

Yes, I suggest being careful with pregnant women -- strangers are always telling them what to

do...better to hand them something written and say it is totally up to them to look at it -- trust me

they will look but not in your presence...thank you for your concern though.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

Got scrubbed - the whole channel!

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 3

Perhaps highlight the most important question and ask the woman to discuss the paper with

her doctor? I’m ready to run some people out on a rail! I bet a good time was had by all, except

one rather uncomfortable person, don’t you, back when that was a normal practice of fed up

people?

Dear Doctor Sheep Eater, you must watch this with your husband!!

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU
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Johnno Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The reason we have trouble accepting that the FDA knew the risks, is that if they DID know the risks, the

truth is almost too awful to contemplate.
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Neil Kellen Aug 29

And they are counting on that. People need to accept that evil exists, and does so in places that

make us incredibly vulnerable.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 3

Act Iii is soon to be released!

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 29 Author

Very true.
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Kenneth N Shonk Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I remember watching a Pfizer presentation on the trial data in November 2020. Dr. James Lyon-

Weiler got up and asked a question about the similarity of 16 of 17 epitopes on the spike protein that

were similar to human proteins and it particular about the similarity of one of the epitopes to the

synactin-1 (spelling?) protein that is involved in the formation of the placenta and the risk that the

similarity might cause women of child-bearing age to develop antibodies to that protein and cause

the immune system to damage the placenta which would likely terminate a pregnancy. He pushed to

have that epitope eliminated from the mRNA jab. Never happened so Pfizer knew the risk. At the time

I didn't know what an epitopes was, but I quickly educated myself and realized what that meant for a

pregnancy.
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JohnSmith Writes JohnSmith’s Observatory Aug 28 · edited Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Albert Bourla of Pfizer received the million-dollar Genesis Prize in Israel last year for his “contribution to

humanity” and his “committment to Jewish values”. The award also mentions the chief developers of the

Pfizer, Moderna, and J&J injections along with vax promoters Rochelle Walensky and Jeffrey Zients, now

Biden’s chief-of-staff:

genesisprize.org/press-center/2022-01-19-jewish-nobel-awarded-to-pfizer-ceo-albert-bourla
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 29 Author

Is that the same million dollar Israeli prize that Dr Fauci received?
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Lidia Aug 30

Fauci got the Dan David prize:

https://www.timesofisrael.com/dr-anthony-fauci-wins-israels-prestigious-1m-dan-david-prize-

for-2021/

LIKE REPLY SHARE

JohnSmith Writes JohnSmith’s Observatory Aug 29 · edited Aug 29

Fauci is not eligible, and was not mentioned in the Bourla award. Here's the list of all Genesis

Prize winners, starting with billionaire CFR/Trilateral member Michael Bloomberg:

genesisprize.org/honorees Prize criteria: genesisprize.org/about

In light of the ongoing genocidal catastrophe that you and others have exposed, consider these

stomach-churning remarks from the Bourla award notice linked above:

“Dr. Bourla personifies two of the most fundamental Jewish values: the commitment to the

'sanctity of life' and to 'repairing the world'. And while the pandemic is far from over, millions of

people are alive and healthy because of what Dr. Bourla and his team at Pfizer have

accomplished.”

Note that Michael Bloomberg, Bill Gates, and other billionaires met privately over a decade ago

to "overcome political obstacles" regarding population control:

"Some of America's leading billionaires have met secretly to consider how their wealth could be

used to slow the growth of the world's population... Described as the 'Good Club' by one

insider, it included Bill Gates, David Rockefeller Jr, Warren Buffett, George Soros, Michael

Bloomberg, Ted Turner, and Oprah Winfrey." -- London Times 2009-05-24:

thetimes.co.uk/article/billionaire-club-in-bid-to-curb-overpopulation-d2fl22qhl02

See also The Guardian 2009-05-30 (no paywall): theguardian.com/world/2009/may/31/new-

york-billionaire-philanthropists

The original Genesis prize: "Ye shall be as gods..."
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Her Indoors Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for so many thoughts. Because of you I bought a new, readable Bible, George M Lamsa

translation. What beautiful storytelling and a lifetime work of translation.

A thought and several - when we were being 'told what to do' aka panic. The ink on those multi billion

dollar contracts was already dry. They knew.

David Martin has been digging into this abyss for a long time. He's had the time to adjust his head to the

horrors. Maybe he has words of wisdom to share in how he's achieved that peace?

Conversation with a paramedic Christmas 2020, 3 weeks from the vax starting in the UK on 8 December

20. Big uptick in heart attacks and strokes 24hr post vax, ambulance call outs. Elderly as that was the first

target population. They have to report that. That's for many reasons. Has anyone done a FOIA on that time

period for those incidents?

I send you and yours and the whole Daily Clout family many thanks and blessings. May your God be with

you always 

🙏

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 3

Dr. David Martin is a bit of an enigma, isn’t he? (Being a high degree Free Mason with the Eye of

Horus tattooed on his Deltoid muscle, and all.

You will no doubt find this very informative? https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 28 Author

Thank you!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

I kept my word. I spent several hours on YouTube posting your link here and asking for money.

The video you need to see, YouTube decided you shouldn’t see any of! The channel literally got

scrubbed while I was posting it here - not just the video, the channel! Here’s the video on

Bitchute. Wooz News Group is on telegram if you could make the chance to drop in? (I’d be so

excited I’d probably wet myself!!!)

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Carrie Silvers Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you. I've sent this to my telegram channels and elsewhere. Excellent.

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/

YouTube banned the channel.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 3

Join WoozNewsGroup on telegram? See you there!

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU

LIKE REPLY SHARE

covidiot Aug 28

*they proceeded to urge this mRNA injection on pregnant women. As did The New York Times (which, I

gather, is running a hit piece on me shortly, surely coincidentally).*

prominent fake-left poseur and disinformation operative Naomi Klein whines pretentiously about being

confused with evil anti-vaxx conspiracy theorists with a similar name:

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2023/08/naomi-klein-naomi-wolf-book

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

YoiTube banned it!

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/

LIKE REPLY SHARE

gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 4

Good Lord! An entire book? So, tell me please what ‘you’ think of this? https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU
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Luke Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Remember hearing you for the first time Dr Wolfe. You’re video was posted on a gun enthusiast website

Feb 2021. The lady I was dating (Normie/Liberal type) knew you from some of your “Romance Book”

affiliations. The topic of that video was a warning about these vaccines being a potential backdoor to

medical ID tyranny. Because she was familiar with you she was willing to watch and listen.

Well it obviously didn’t make a fucking dent as she got #1 in April and #2 in June. We split up later that fall

and it really made me feel guilty for not being more patient. I was somewhat concerned when she received

her shots. However the dread really set in sometime that fall 2021.

Not knowing what is going to happen to these people has been miserable in some cases NOT all lol.

Seeing the vaccine campaign go full throttle crazy from that summer to that fall is the most terrifying thing

I have ever experienced in my life. It wasn’t Biden’s rants or underhanded mandates. It wasn’t the fear not

being able to ever work in a professional environment again. It was watching all these “smart” people pile

on to the crazy train. That was fucking scary.

It was the encouragement of “pregnant women” to get that jab which black & whited it for me. A woman

carrying a child should get a new vaccine/new technology platform? I could not square it in my mind with

the traditional “it’s all about money” approach. Two years FF to today and I still don’t know what this is all

about. What you and Dr Thorpe discuss today is mind blowing. It doesn’t strike me as something a

company like Pfizer would dare pull over greed alone. What good are Billions of dollars to Bourla if the

world ends up wanting his head? Makes no sense unless you accept the worst.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

YouTube took the channel down! Here’s the video:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Luke Sep 6

Thanks I noticed that after I liked your comment. I will watch in a moment. In the meantime

here’s one for you. He’s former military and his buddy Dr Chambers is Green Beret (Doctor).

https://rumble.com/v3f6lpu-live-situation-report-95-23.html
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 9

That shit is the bomb! Thank you!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 4

Please add this to your formulation?

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Neil Kellen Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Why don't people take Bill Gates at his word when he publicly stated that the global population would be

reduced through the use of vaccines? That train has left the station and those left behind are at the train

station (if not obvious - a Yellowstone reference).

He makes all the Bond villains look like weenies.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

Try this link instead, YouTube didn’t want you to see it!

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 4

Because they thought THIS was real!

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU
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Laura Ann Writes Laura’s Substack Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Where are men with backbone to take this country back and arrest those responsible for horrible crimes

against humanity incl starting wars we never win, in many countries since 1950 and financing wars in

these countries just to get people killed? This country has been taken over by globalists who want 95

percent of people dead by 2030, to save the planet and inforce extreme environmental controls that

would be under third world living conditions for everyone left except themselves.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

Try this - UouTibe banned it

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 4

They are incarcerated or consumed with their pending court dates. What else could this be?

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU
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Frank Aug 29

Here is a more concise explanation for you: men are not willing to be human do-ings for women that

refuse to see them as equally-important human beings.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Laura Ann Writes Laura’s Substack Aug 29

Aren't men concerned about their community, family and friends? Women don't see other

women as equally either, what about men likewise not seeing other men equal? Men are not

obviously concerned about much of anything real, or concerned about their jobs and

businesses? Many are married w/ kids, are they cowards too?

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Sue Don Nim Sep 1

You are free to pick up a gun and act, Dear.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Frank Aug 29 · edited Aug 29

A man's refusal to participate in paradigms that devalue or ignore him is not cowardice, but

prudence. In past generations, men were honored and respected for their service to their

communities. Today, they are dismissed, while women are prioritized. Wolf is an example of

that paradigm: I have never seen her express concern for male vax victims, yet she is not

called out on her femicentrism. If and when Wolf faces broader-based criticisms for her

femicentrism, I will be more inclined to listen to appeals for male leadership.

As for marriage and family: men are shunning marriage in record numbers; marriage, for

men, has been another casualty of feminism. Divorced men face an 8 times increase in

their suicide risk, so prudent men shun that, as well.
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Laura Ann Writes Laura’s Substack Aug 29

My two nephews one early 50's other one 44, unmarried, older one divorced, one son,

he has custody apparently x was using drugs and agreed about custody.. Young men

and women better off opting for sterilization, best to make it clear they don't want

children when dating, concerned about already crowded planet, woman wants career,

men don't need the baggage either and end up paying child spt. if divorced. This

country is off the rails, now under globalism, raising kids is useless, they have no

future anyway. Hubby and I are child free, knowing fifty years ago there was no future

in raising a family. He was career military in a risky profession. I worked , was oldest

child of three younger siblings didn't want to play the June Cleaver role.
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Frank Aug 29

Your nephew that got custody because his ex was using drugs was lucky. Lots of

horribly unfit mothers still get custody, because the system is that badly broken.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 4

This system? How much do you reckon this cost to pull off?

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU
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Frank Aug 28 · edited Aug 28

The men have all been marginalized, ignored, and weakened by 50 years of man-hating feminism. I

have yet to see feminists like Wolf speak up about cardiac-related issues and death

disproportionately suffered by male vax victims. Only the Florida Surgeon General, Dr. Joseph

Ladapo, advised men under 40 to avoid the shots, due to an 84% increase in cardiac-related death

within 28 days of taking the shots. So where are the men, you ask? They have taken their ball and bat

and walked off playing fields that have shunned and mocked them for decades.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Charles Mund Aug 28

See 'VACCINE-GATE" at revolutionaryroad.net
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John Mc Mahon Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

While I don’t dispute any of the research here Dr Naomi I still have trouble accepting FDA knew the risks

for pregnant mothers and fetus . My cousin lost her first grand son at full term . Section to save baby but

too late . Placenta lacked some components to nourish baby was the findings . Nothing else was done to

find reason why . I can’t tell my cousin on FDA approval knowing the risks . She and my family rarely talk to

me on my vaccination stance . Didn’t take it . FDA approved it knowing the risks .. I don’t get it .
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

YouTube took the video down - not for you to see!!! But here it is!

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 4

Explain this, in that case?

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU
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Neil Kellen Aug 29

They don't look at them as pregnant mothers, babies, fetuses, or even patients. We are all seen

simply as a number in the 8+billion that needs to be erased. I mean this literally - they see us as no

different than ants. Actually, I'm willing to bet that they see ants as more valuable than humans.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Kenneth N Shonk Aug 28

I remember watching a Pfizer presentation on the trial data in November 2020. Dr. James Lyon-

Weiler got up and asked a question about the similarity of 16 of 17 epitopes on the spike protein that

were similar to human proteins and it particular about the similarity of one of the epitopes to the

synactin-1 (spelling?) protein that is involved in the formation of the placenta and the risk that the

similarity might cause women of child-bearing age to develop antibodies to that protein and cause

the immune system to damage the placenta which would likely terminate a pregnancy. He pushed to

have that epitope eliminated from the mRNA jab. Never happened so Pfizer knew the risk. At the time

I didn't know what an epitopes was, but I quickly educated myself and realized what that meant for a

pregnancy.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 28 Author

So sorry. But sadly the FDA has all of these documents.
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Laura Ann Writes Laura’s Substack Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It wasn't easy but I decided to cut ties with those who joined the covid cult club, we dropped out of

church, now church online, those I trusted were warned about aborted fetuses in covid shots, took

them anyway.. We live mostly non social lives, read and have a few likeminded friends. These are

times to "declutter things" incl. people in our lives that are not critical thinkers, incl. informed about

globalism agenda 2030 and bio weapon agendas with injections. People that are sheeple who go

baa baa, lack critcal thinking ability trusting politicians and gov. officials incl local and state,and

watch corp. news as infallible and do what they mandate to "fit in" with the blockeads incl

socialmedia hype.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 4

Finding your tribe is wise. Check this out!

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU
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Neil Kellen Aug 28

I don't want to believe it either, but I know I must because it is true. Follow the money, and read RFK

Jrs book "The Real Anthony Fauci". It is at times stomach turning.
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Hannahlehigh Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I watched this video yesterday and I was appalled to know doctors were paid to lie to pregnant women,

but when demons take over our world, this is what we get, $$$$ means everything, human life means

nothing. What a sad sick world we are living in today. Get humble and pray to God everyday, He hears us

and He sees us, we need Him to save this precious world He created for us all.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 4

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU
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Neil Kellen Aug 28

I have always believed God leaves us, mostly, to our own devices. I've often called him "the ultimate

delegator". But you are right - we need his help like never before.
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Laura Ann Writes Laura’s Substack Aug 28

Praying for guidance and direction for family and safety is best. This country has fallen to the

globalist banker cartel, and so few see it. Most people dont care much about anything, nihilism

and self absorbed lifestyles affects over 90 percent of adults. Most people are shallow and

uninformed, fail to solve basic problems of everyday living doing anything Biden, others dictate,

or TV news says like taking boosters.
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Neil Kellen Aug 29

one other substack had this quote: Apathy is the fire in which we will burn.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 4

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU
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claude denis Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Here is a study from April 2021 that showed the toxicity of injections for pregnant women and their

children. https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2104983?query=recirc_curatedRelated_article

Look at Table 4.
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Angie Aug 29

This is the finding that my doctor referred to while I was 7 months old pregnant here in Basel,

Switzerland. I remember her telling me that 3000 pregnant people took them and it appeared to be

safe. So you should take it too for the sake of your baby. Mind you when you are pregnant, you were

so sensitive, so I was so close to getting one because of her recommendation. But thank God for my

acupuncturist, who told me not to put any toxins into your body while you are pregnant. Her guiding

me through the whole Traditional Chinese Medicine approach was significant enough to deter me

from getting one. I am now blessed with a healthy 21 month old baby , but really sad to hear that they

are women who are still lured to get this toxin into their bodies
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 4

God bless your acupuncturist! The man who made this video helped persuade me to have some

sense!

https://youtu.be/NG7IqgrpnoU
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 28 Author

Paradoxically with all of these aborted and hurt babies, this study has been cited by the media as

demonstrating that the vaccines were proven safe for pregnant women.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 4

Naomi, please, I beg you forgive me for spamming your article? Rafa, the dear young man who

created this video and other which allowed me to laugh ar the insane ‘measures’ saved me from

that shot; saved my life. His Act I can be found on Odysee as YouTube took it down, after he was

featured on Coast to Coast. Wooz News is the name of his channel across all platforms. Trust

that I am sharing your article as broadly and determinedly as I am sharing his video. You

empower me to fight! Don Quixote style I fear but at least I know my sword is sharp with you

having honed one edge and Rafa the other.

PS. I miss you reading the Britches. I tried without you and failed miserably. I look forward to your

healing voice and blessed comprehension. Thank you! Now please go nosh some more sheep!
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Frank Aug 28 · edited Aug 28

Have you ever spoke up for MEN that were injured and killed by the shots? Dr. Joseph Ladapo

advised men under 40 to avoid the shots, after his own research found that they suffered an

84% increase in cardiac-related death within 28 days of taking the shots.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

Over 20% of her argument is to save men. 80% is in defence of women because that is the

ratio by which they are targeted over and above men
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Frank Sep 6

I have yet to see her acknowledge the disproportionately-male issues of cardiac

death. I even asked her directly if she has ever spoken up about male issues from the

shots: no reply. Feminism and humanitarianism are two very different things.
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Scriber Sep 7

Frank, why aren't you angry and dismissive about Dr. Thorpe's character and

intentions since he specializes in women's medical care? Is it o.k. for men to

specialize but not women? Naomi is doing powerful work. Mike Yeadon, the 5

Doctors, Robert W. Malone, MD are some others that might rub you less the

wrong way.
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Frank Sep 8

The point is that Dr. Wolf has expressed concern for women, but not for

men. I think someone should tell her that all lives matter equally.
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Neil Kellen Aug 28

Well, when you consider that abortion is considered to be a societal good by the media, that

does mean that the vaccine is good (ie safe) for pregnant women. Even if you didn't want an

abortion, it's for your own good!

Don't be surprised if the next new abortifacient is an mRNA "vaccine".
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Queen Hotchibobo Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My daughter-in-law was forced to take the shot by her school. I can hardly bear to read this. My heart

hurts and I feel my throat closing. 

😭
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Her Indoors Aug 28

FLCCC vax protocol asap 

🙏

 or Dr Peter McCullough's Wellness Company one 

🙏
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Laura Ann Writes Laura’s Substack Aug 28

People don't know their rights in the first amendment, incl religion and the right to exemptions. I don't

know why informed folks send their kids to gov. schools anyway.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 28 Author

So sorry
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michael janket Aug 28

Utterly fantastic article! Another nail, hopefully, in the coffin of the dastardly movement against humanity

by subhumans. I will write my governor and his health commissioner, both rabid supporters of the Covid

vaccines, and let them know about this article. I need not deliver threats, I only need the truth to be

delivered via special delivery. Are these destroyers protected by immunity agreements? Every governor

and his go-alongs must be made aware of the devastation they have wrought.
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Frank Aug 28

I have yet to see Wolf, or any other feminist, express concern for male vaccine victims. Humanity has

two sexes, not just one.
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Laura Ann Writes Laura’s Substack Aug 29

Younger men are more likely to have myocarditis and other heart related issues from these

shots.
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Frank Aug 29

You are right. The problem is that I have never seen Wolf express concern for that issue. In

fact, the only doctor I know of that did was Florida's Surgeon General, Dr. Joseph Ladapo.
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Neil Kellen Aug 28

Nails will not be enough. We need metal straps around that coffin, concrete encasement, and

deposition into the Mariana Trench.
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Laurie Landon Aug 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Praying often for you and your fellow dissidents. The truth will prevail. 

🙏😪🙏
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Jeron Smith Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I'm so grateful for this, thank you Dr. Wolf. I live in the St. Louis area and will share this wide and far. I'm

also Catholic, and am so disappointed by the response of our Catholic institutions and especially the

hierarchy to COVID; complicit in the death of so many with a few notable exceptions. I will not comply!
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Ymarsakar Writes Y's Apocalypse of Revelations Aug 27

This is proof the qabal fears the coming of the saints of the most high. They know these souls must come

through a woman.

But they are too late as usual. They are already here on earth.
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Amy Harlib Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

There is no noxious crime that the evildoers desiring to lord it over us won't commit to maintain their

stranglehold on power. A groundswell critical mass resistance to their murderous enslavement plans is

needed urgently!

There is a fate worse than death - I would rather die than be a robotized slave of technocratic overlords!

This is my hill to die on!

I have a landline and a wired laptop and a wired monitor screen, all the tech anyone should ever want or

need. I never had and refuse to ever have one of those infernal mobile devices that are designed to

enslave you.

My loathing of AI and all things NANO and digital knows no bounds!

Kudos to Dr. Naomi Wolf's and Dr. James Thorp's heroic efforts and success in the struggle. We the

People must always be aware of the existential threats lurking behind this fight!

How I stick my thumb in the eyes of the grotesque billionaire bastards pushing their enslavement agenda

and how I embrace being fully human.

Fighting the globalist predator technocrat psychopath megalomaniac TOTAL SLAVERY AGENDA one

performance at a time!

Amazing Amy: Eccentric Yoga Entertainer!

As an entertainer, I have been devastated and practically destroyed by the closure of all performance

venues and then when they reopened, because MY BODY, MY CHOICE - being made a total

untermenschen pariah outcast in NAZI NIGHTMARE LAWLESS 'SHOW ME YOUR PAPERS' JAB CROW

APARTHEID/DISCRIMINATION/SEGREGATION HELL NYC WHERE THE MAD/DRUNK WITH POWER

TYRANT POLS DOUBLE DOWN ON THEIR ILLEGAL MANDATES. I am trapped here with zero financial

resources to leave or do anything else about this 'wish I were dead' endless misery life has become. The

tragic irony is that my SPREAD THE YOGA LOVE performances are all about health, miraculously

overcoming age (68) and injury to achieve feats of flexibility few can attain at any age. So BIG PHARMA

who wants to addict every person on the planet to their toxic products hate people like me who prove that

we do not need them if we eat healthy organic food and exercise daily!

https://www.reverbnation.com/artist/amazingamycontortionistuniqueyogadancer

I try and live and embody the creative performing artistic world and life I so fervently want existence to be

about.

They can stick their f*cking damned NANO, Digital IDs, AI, jabs and chips up their asses where the sun

don't shine!

All manner of lies and propaganda spew forth from the upper echelons in governments worldwide who

are completely intertwined with the global criminal ruling class that wants to commit the worst atrocities

imaginable and suffer no consequences. And their corruption slithers down the chain of command

creating petty tyrants everywhere.

Supporting this excellent post with a statement and useful links. https://virustruth.net

We the People are facing HORRIFYING TECHNOCRATIC PSYCHOPATHY TO DESTROY HUMANITY AND

ALL NATURAL LIFE!

It was NEVER about health! The Powers That Should Not Be were ALWAYS about they want you DEAD or

a SLAVE! This is a painful truth to accept but we the people must wake up and fight back!

We must never lose sight of the larger picture of the vile malignance we are fighting against.

CLIMATE CHANGE IS AN EVEN WORSE FRAUD THAN THE PLANSCAMDEMIC! SO-CALLED GREEN

TECH IS A GIGANTIC SCAM! MINING AND MANUFACTURING 'GREEN' PRODUCTS NEEDS COAL, GAS

AND OIL AND MINING RARE MINERALS IS MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY TOXIC AND DESTRUCTIVE

THAN LEGACY PRODUCTS. SCREW YOUR DAMNED AGENDA!

There is an insidious global ruling class plot to enslave all life on earth behind all the madness and

suffering inflicted on We the People.

How to fight back against this TOTAL SLAVERY!

RESIST! DO NOT COMPLY! DITCH THE DAMNED 'SMART' PHONES AND THE DAMNED QR CODES

AND GO BACK TO LANDLINES OR FLIP PHONES AND USE CASH AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE! INSIST ON

CASH! CBDC IS TOTAL SLAVERY!

Other than getting rid of nuclear weapons which I support 100% the rest of the anti-nuclear peace

movement and CLIMATE CRISIS propaganda is parroting UN utter GARBAGE, a complete surrender to the

ENSLAVEMENT AGENDA by the diabolical despots of Davos - ruling class criminals who lust for total

power and control and all of whom should be tried and jailed for life and their malign organizations

dismantled: the UN, the WEF, the IMF, the WHO, the BIS, NATO, Blackrock, Vanguard, The Rockefellers,

the Rothschilds, The Bilderbergers, the CFR et al.

There is an evil predator globalist technocratic elite agenda of eugenics/depopulation/genocide using

bioweapon poison jabs, war, geoengineering, EMF radiation, starvation and economic collapse - THE

GREAT RESET/AGENDA 2030/4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION to get rid of billions of 'useless eaters'

and to use nano tech to turn the survivors into ROBOTIZED COMPLIANT SLAVES! WAKE UP AND

RESIST! DO NOT COMPLY! These are psychopath megalomaniacs who want to play god by turning all life

into digitized metaverse mechanistic synthetic biology to be manipulated by their AI algorithms. A more

demonic sickening idea is nearly impossible to imagine!

APPALLED AND HORRIFIED AT INSANE TYRANNICAL PROTOCOLS THAT HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH

HEALTH AND EVERYTHING TO DO WITH TOTALITARIAN CONTROL! REVERSE THIS NOW!

MAKE THE WORLD AND AMERICA 2019 (comparatively speaking), AND FREE AGAIN!

NO, I AM NOT AFRAID OF THE MORONIC SCARIANT SHMARIANT MONKEYSHINES! WAKE UP

ALREADY!

TOTALLY CONDEMN BIDEN AND ALL OTHER POLS WHO HAVE NO POWER TO LAWLESSLY ACT LIKE

AN EMPEROR OR DICTATOR AND DECREE JAB CROW 'SHOW ME YOUR PAPERS' FASCIST

SEGREGATION/DISCRIMINATION/APARTHEID VIOLATIONS OF THE CONSTITUTION, THE NUREMBERG

CODES AND EVERY CIVIL RIGHT IMAGINABLE.

NO GREEN NEW DEALS OR BUILD BACK BETTER FROM THE CRIMINAL TECHNOCRAT TYRANTS

KLAUS SCHWAB AND HIS CRONIES FROM THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM.

STOP THE TERRIBLE TYRANNY OF THE TECHNOCRATS GLOBAL AGENDA OF TOTAL SURVEILLANCE

AND CONTROL USING THE VIRUS AS EXCUSE AND PROPAGANDA TOOL!

NO MUZZLING STIFLING MASK MANDATES! NO FORCED VACCINES! END TORTUROUS

DEVASTATING LOCK DOWNS NOW! I WANT MY LIFE BACK.

https://wrenchinthegears.com

https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/

https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com

https://pandemicfacts.info

https://wearehumanwearefree.org/7-days-campaign/

https://sonsoflibertymedia.com/covid-19-roadmap-12-step-plan-to-create-a-totalitarian-new-world-

order-were-on-number-8-headed-towards-number-9/

https://questioningcovid.com

https://www.corbettreport.com/interview-1581-james-corbett-breaks-down-the-great-reset/

http://www.stopcp.com/GlobalResetPSYOP/GlobalResetPSYOPMindMap.html

https://everydayconcerned.net/2020/09/04/breaking-major-investigative-report-by-association-of-

french-reserve-army-officers-finds-covid-19-pandemic-to-have-a-hidden-agenda-for-global-

totalitarianism-nanotech-chipping-of-all-5g-irradia/

Pam Popper: https://makeamericansfreeagain.com

Del Bigtree: https://www.brighteon.com/channels/highwire

https://www.technocracy.news

Naomi Wolf: https://dailyclout.io

www.nojabforme.info

https://www.globalresearch.ca/we-must-awaken-from-corona-coma-reject-great-reset-robotic-

technocracy-assert-common-humanity/5745213
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michael janket Aug 28

This is one of the landmark article replies for the ages. Love that anger, love that aggression against

the tyrannicals. I would fervently hope that this sharpened arrow in the quiver of rectitude and

righteousness gets far and wide dissemination. The movement needs these kinds of involvements

and committments. Go, Spartacus, go.....
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Tracy Hernandez Aug 27

I am appalled that the so-called champions and defenders of Women’s rights are strangely silent about all

the important topics affecting women right now. Nothing to say about young girls mutilating their bodies,

so they can look like men! About men unfairly taking over Women’s sports and now the most sacred of all,

the assault of this poison on reproduction. Nary a peep from them. It’s because they don’t really stand for

anything except the current thing. Cowards!!
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Frank Aug 29

The defenders of women's rights are silent about the absence of men's rights, and the numerous

issues men face. The fact that there are 4 times more male suicides than female suicides. The fact

that many times more taxpayer funds are spent on breast cancer than prostate cancer. The fact that

men are required to register for the military draft, but women are exempt. The fact that women can

refuse parenthood, but also impose it on men. Oh - men are not taking over women's sports,

transsexuals are.

And in this case, a female doctor speaks about women injured by the shots, but is silent about men

being injured, as well.
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Tracy Hernandez Aug 29

You make some excellent points, Frank. Thank you
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Liz P. Aug 28

I think because the so-called Women's Movement wasn't what it pretended to be. It was a really

mechanism to destroy the power of the autonomous family unit. Are you familiar with the Yuri

Bezmenov interview about how communists take over a country? If not, search iit on YouTube. They

weaken the country first by destroying the family unit and demoralizing the society through

promiscuity, drugs, pleasure-seeking, etc., and they do this incrementally. They have succeeded in

ruining most of the adult population. They are literally destroying the children now.
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Tracy Hernandez Aug 28

Yes I have and he’s right
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Ymarsakar Writes Y's Apocalypse of Revelations Aug 27

They obey orders. Controlled opposition
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Tracy Hernandez Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This report and everything emerging from the data they still are redacting and fighting to disclose is

absolutely horrifying and they want to try and still push people into taking this poison? When will there be

any accountability?
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Jillian Stirling Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

God bless you, Naomi and Dr Thorp.
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Bunji29 Writes Bunji29’s Substack Aug 27

I tried to find Dr. James Thorp on Substack, no luck. Does anyone have a link to his writings? TYIA
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Dan Phillips Aug 27

It was not easy to find! His substack is called Freedom In Truth, and the logo is a line drawing of a

pregnant woman.
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Bunji29 Writes Bunji29’s Substack Aug 27

Thanks for your help, much appreciated!
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Mary Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

you inspire us all (of course)
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Tricia Westling Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thanks to heroes like you and Dr Thorpe who persisted in pursuing the truth, none of my young adult

children got jabbed. The sister of s 20-something friend just lost her baby at 23 weeks for reasons that

sound very suspicious to me - unexplained persistent hemorrhaging. They couldn’t save her son.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 27 Author

so sorry
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Michelle Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My 22-yo old niece just got married and has been dreaming of having children since she was a child. She

tearfully took the original 2-shot series because she was getting certified to teach... I wonder if she and

her new hubby (also mandated to get vaxxed, a fire fighter) will manage to have a healthy family...
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Her Indoors Aug 28

If you can get them on the FLCCC post vax protocol? Or Dr Peter McCullough's version of

Nattokinase, Bromelain and Turmeric Curcumin? Plus vit D. https://drtrozzi.org/2023/08/28/vitamin-

d3-the-great-biology-reset/

This is an excellent presentation on vit d, explained in straightforward terms. At 58mins they talk

fertility and conception.

Also see a homeopath specialist in vax detox asap 

🙏
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Queen Hotchibobo Aug 28

Your story is so similar to mine. My new daughter-in-law was forced to get the shots to get her

degree.

I *hate* the people responsible for this nightmare.
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Michelle Aug 28

I frequently remind myself that God will serve ultimate justice, even if they do not suffer

consequences for their evil in this life.
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George Bredestege Writes Grumpy Geo’s Smoke Screen Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

They don’t intend to depopulate us, they intend to stop us from reproducing. The damage has been done.

I wonder how they will answer in their next life?
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Capt. Roy Harkness Writes Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Aug 27

With any luck they'll be too busy burning in Hell to give that question much thought... 

🤔
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Sparkling CN Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

And why does the US Congress refuse to investigate these people? They are so busy worrying about

trivial matters (Dylan Mulvaney) to care about a matter that requires a Nuremberg 2.0.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

Nuremberg was a joke - 20 scape goats died.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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Warrior Mom Aug 28

speaking of trivial... according to my Blue Team jersey-wearing sister, their latest outrage is that

some clearly reprehensible Republican state senators are actually proposing a law allowing minors to

serve (as in CARRY the beer to the table of restaurant diners) alcohol. I guess we are supposed to be

horrified that conservatives are doing this, apparently so that their wealthy donors can make a few

extra pennies on the lower wages of the under-21 restaurant servers. REALLY? gee, instead of the

massive hourly wages that OVER-21 yr old servers make?!! (dripping sarcasm) I was floored that my

sister actually thought this was 'AN ISSUE' and I told her so. total WTF moment. Insanity!

(oh and she thinks its terrible that the Bud Light people 'caved in' to protestors over the Dylan

Mulvaney nonsense. really? its called voting with your dollars. it was a commercial! hellllloo. definitely

NOT a good way to sell beer to truck drivers and the dumbasses found out the hard way. but yeah,

Blue Team thinks they 'caved'.)
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Agnes Marko Aug 27

Video is still not working
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 27 Author

Pls click the url underneath the image...
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Agnes Marko Aug 27

Ok thx
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Gary Hogan Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I just listened to Dr. John Campbell reporting on data from US Insurers' Actuaries about "excess deaths", a

trend that has continued internationally since rollout of the evil jabs. It is most pronounced among our

younger population. And nobody wants to talk about it.
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Brandy Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

Soon, no doubt, it will not be considered “excess deaths” because it will be the new normal at some

point.
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leon fletcher Writes leon’s Substack Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Excellent, Excellent, brilliant and timely.

Next step is to instigate a large enough

Public outcry to force an accountability/

Legal process (which is currently not

Even remotely on the horizon). To do this

Understand that the criminals first mistake was the use of fear, that resulted

In a mass personal/societal shift far from equilibrium; this mistake opens up the rare opportunity that one

lone loose

Stone or person can induced an avalanche of suppressed emotional and

Mental energy. Which means what is necessary parallels what happened in

South Africa after the fall of apartheid, with Desmond Tutu's airing of public

Grievances in the televised National

Grievances and Reconcillation Hearings.

Look at your history, in the face of every

great moral injustice and wrong doing,

WHEN people rose up and banded together, it was Because of GRIEF. GRIEF cannot Be defeated.
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WHEN people rose up and banded together, it was Because of GRIEF. GRIEF cannot Be defeated.

Now think of all the millions of women

( and their husbands) Who are currently

Grieving in silence over their dead and

Maimed babies. Think of the millions of relatives who are quietly hurting because of permanently maimed

or murdered love ones. And among all those millions, how many have doubts about the cause of the

Injuries or deaths they have to live with,

Because they have been brain washed

By their doctors (that these events are

Normal and natural) and the bought off

Media? I would guess, because there is No mass outcry, that people aren't acting

Because they don't know for sure.

What is needed now is to give a voice to

The Grieving public: every woman who has lost a baby after December 2021, or

Whose baby was maimed due to the

Vaccine rollout needs to be put in front

Of a camera to tell her story: every relative of a love one who died, almost died or was severely crippled

shortly after

Receiving the jabs needs an Avenue to tell their story. We need a national, if not

Global day of Grieving, for the dead and

The maimed, by the premeditated and

Intentional use of a designed biological

Agent upon an unsuspecting and coerced public in an act of undeclared war upon Humanity.

Thanks

Fletchand@gmail.com

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

Please watch this? It fits in your formula!

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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leon fletcher Writes leon’s Substack Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

O
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Ninsuna Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Yeats said it best: "Too many things are occurring for even a big heart to hold." And W. B. hadn't seen the

half of it.

The devastating information just keeps mounting. It's Biblical, Naomi, and we are all here at this time for a

reason. I always thought I'd be long gone before things got this bad, but here I am.

The reason I'm here during this evil dark time may not be too clear to me, but the reason you're here is

brilliantly clear, Naomi.

May the Lord bless and protect you, Dr. Thorp, and everyone who is doing His work so tirelessly.

LIKED (16) REPLY SHARE

Heartlander Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

Please, I have two questions that I hope either Dr. Thorp or your awesome team of volunteers can help

answer:

1. Is there evidence of pregnancy complications among women who were vaxxxed months BEFORE any

pregnancy (as opposed to being vaxxxed DURING pregnancy)?

2. Has the rate of ECTOPIC pregnancies (as opposed to miscarriages) increased since the vaxxx was

rolled out?
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 27 Author

Please email amy@dailyclout.io. She can tell you if we have that information.
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Heartlander Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

Thank you so much! I'll do that.

God bless you!
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Michelle Aug 27

I would like to know the answers to these questions too, especially #1.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 27 Author

see above
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Beth Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

No matter how many new stones we turn over, underneath is the plan to reduce humanity to a

"manageable" (Georgia stones) 500 million to 1 billion like-minded transhumans. How they do it is of no

concern as the ends justifies the means in their view. Pure evil, not human.
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AL Aug 27

Yes, and they will keep going no matter what. There are no roadblocks they can't manage.
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Robert Yoho MD (ret) Writes Surviving Healthcare Aug 27

Premarin is no good and causes problems
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Ninsuna Aug 27

And terrible torture for horses!
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Dee Jacobson Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

TRULY THIS IS A SPIRITUAL BATTLE. Dr. Thorp quotes Isaiah 28:15-18. I looked it up... Amazing! I read

the rest of the chapter. That is where he gets the title of his work! And the inspiration

for his efforts! And now Dr. Wolf has joined with him to carry the banner against this awful satanic evil!
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Rob Polans Writes Rob’s Newsletter Aug 27

A new variant? How when they never had CV-19 to begin with. They did have the regular flu mixed with

SARS2. And a vax for it? What galaxy are they in? To quote Dr. Simon Gold, "No novel corona virus has

been found in twenty years. Of course HIV/AIDS, SWINE FLU, then CV-29 all plandemics, all from the

same guys.
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Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

There are no viruses.... nor lab leaks! But there was illness from Jan 2020 which correlates with the

roll out of 5G geographically AND chronologically but nobody wants to admit that.

https://francesleader.substack.com/p/there-is-no-virus-there-is-no-lab

I dread to think what 6G is intended to do....
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Rob Polans Writes Rob’s Newsletter Aug 27

Yep 5G frequency sort of sets off something it also has people with white hair sort of grey skin.

6G I have no idea. I almost bought a 4G cell phone.
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Michelle Aug 27

I didn’t think the cell networks supported 3G any more.
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Rob Polans Writes Rob’s Newsletter Aug 27

They don't do 3G, I'd love it if they still did. That's why I went to 4G, but didn't

complete the purchase.
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Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Aug 27

Arthur Firstenberg says that all the generations of cell phones are hellish toxic.

https://francesleader.substack.com/p/arthur-firstenberg-examines-long
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Rob Polans Writes Rob’s Newsletter Aug 27

He could be right.
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Deni Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

Am I mistaken, or does Dr. Naomi Wolf support abortion and believe women should be permitted to pay to

have their babies ripped limby by limb from the sanctity of the womb? Have you changed your position,

Dr. Wolf ???

"As recently as ten years ago, abortion advocates were still telling Americans that unborn children are not

really human beings, or if human then not really yet alive. They did so despite the fact that scientists have

long agreed that individual human life begins at fertilization. Today not a few abortion advocates have

conceded that surgical abortion terminates a human life (although they much prefer the concept

"pregnancy termination"). One notable concession came from feminist and abortion-rights advocate

Naomi Wolf. In calling abortion "a necessary evil," Wolf urged the "pro-choice" community to be more

honest in its rhetoric by acknowledging "the fetus, in its full humanity" (The New Republic, October

1995)." https://www.usccb.org/issues-and-action/human-life-and-dignity/abortion/moving-toward-a-

culture-of-life
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Liz P. Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

That is the elephant in the room that nobody wants to mention. Abortion is the other genocide but

they successfully sold this to people as "freedom" and not the right to life. An embryo, no matter how

small, isn't part of a woman's body. It is another human body that has the right to continue growing,

be born, and live their life. If a pregnancy is truly unwanted, adoption has always been the alternative.

Thankfully young people now reject abortion and Roe v Wade is overturned. Entire generations of

women have been indoctrinated in the culture of death, but many are finally breaking free and

rejecting it. This is however, why I can't support RFK Jr. He equates abortion with medical freedom.

(If a pregnancy is truly unwanted then arrange to place the baby with a loving family and allow that

person the right to live their life.)
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Filia Dei Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

“I've noticed that everyone who is for abortion has already been born.” Ronald Regan

The other thing I'll add for faithful Jewish and Christian believers alike is the Covenant of Life

that was set before Moses and the children of Israel in Deuteronomy 30:15-20

“See, I have placed before you today life and happiness, and death and adversity, in that I am

commanding you today to love the Lord your God, to walk in His ways and to keep His

commandments, His statutes, and His judgments, so that you may live and become numerous,

and that the Lord your God may bless you in the land where you are entering to take possession

of it. But if your heart turns away and you will not obey, but allow yourself to be led astray and

you worship other gods and serve them, I declare to you today that you will certainly perish. You

will not prolong your days in the land where you are crossing the Jordan to enter and take

possession of it. I call heaven and earth to witness against you today, that I have placed before

you life and death, the blessing and the curse. So choose life in order that you may live, you and

your descendants, by loving the Lord your God, by obeying His voice, and by holding close to

Him; for this is your life and the length of your days, so that you may live in the land which the

Lord swore to your fathers, to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, to give them.”
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Michelle Aug 27

Amen!
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Heartlander Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

As a life-long pro-life advocate, I am tremendously moved that it is Dr. Naomi Wolf who has done so

very, very much to speak out for babies in this evil, insane time that we're in. Indeed, it is her most

passionate cause at this time, and we all owe her a debt for tirelessly devoting her unique and

formidable skill-set to THIS issue.

As any serious student of the Bible knows, God seems to delight in using for His purposes of good in

the world people we might never have expected....

God is always at work in those who sincerely seek Him!
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Deni Aug 28

Perhaps, but... could more be accomplished if she would publicly and passionately reverse her

position and boldly proclaim she is no longer advocating for "women's rights" but instead is

fully dedicated to defending the rights of the "fully human" and SEPARATE body growing inside

the womb.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

How the fuck will that do ANYTHING to SAVE HUMANITY? Get over it already! Naomi has

informed at least 70,000 people that this is genocide. Are you really unable to differentiate

between an unborn child and a 4 year-old or 14 year-old child? How far do you expect that

dead horse to carry you?
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David Pare Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

As another perceptive woman said long ago, "No matter how cynical you get, it is impossible to keep up."

Now I know that women were the primary victims/pathway to forcing the shot on humanity, because of

their love of family. Those who did this are utterly evil.

I'm really glad the women have you as their champion. "Hard times create strong women..."
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Roscoe Christopher Writes The Roar Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Clothes Care Center

A clothes care center. WTF!!¡!!¡!

I've lived in a number of low-mid income corporate apartment properties in life so far just hitting 41 -- one

trend I noticed ... laundry rooms were and are being replaced by these ridiculous sounding clothes care

centers ...

Now listen.... my broke ass comes from a very distinguished lineage of lace curtain ancestors but "clothes

care centers" that's a bridge too far. !!!

Further why cards you gotta load up.... we're formerly known as laundry facilities being over run by renters

from different rental communities with quarter heavy pockets and eyes gleaming madly in the moonlight.

Back to banks.... this is more localized you all may not have heard of it. Look up Vystar in Jacksonville...

what they did to their customers last year. That gross abusive manner to treat your customers with. &

AFTER THAT THEY ARE STILL STANDING last time I checked. I just don't get why people tolerate things

like that
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Roscoe Christopher Writes The Roar Aug 27 · edited Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Related (but still) Off Topic Disclaimer

Anyone notice all the bank closures as the global elites want to march us towards that cashless dystopia...

Brick and mortar locations are necessary for numerous reasons. Opening a new account, mortagae

questions, loan stuff etc, getting quarters.

Recently wells fargo didn't have quarters and rather than apologize they gave me attitude for my attitude

which was justified because they didn't have quarters. I've seen this branch also upset a number of other,

particularly older customers with their lack of service.

Machines that take laundry cards instead of quarters are stooooopid. Those cards are almost always

issued in the leasing office which is almost always closed Friday evening until Monday morning. What are

you to do???

Ask your psychopathic mask wearing a snoody neighbor to allow you to use her card in exchange for the

quarters you couldn't get at loan remaining Wells Fargo.

Banks are not like blockbuster video rental where we can just swap it out for digital version.

Cash is KING
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Liz P. Aug 28

They did that where I live except you have to use your actual credit or debit card. We also have to pay

our rent online (although I think this was challenged and they had to allow people to mail a check to

the property owners.) I discovered the laundromat down the street that has 3, 4 and 5-load

machines. They still take quarters and tokens! They even have staff. I try to use cash as much as

possible for everything.
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Unagnu Aug 27

A timely rant and a good point. Control. All about control
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Cindy Aug 27

I have some things to say that you folks may not like.

--The Pfizer report was delivered to the FDA, not the CDC. So there's a very strong probability that

Walensky didn't read it and probably still hasn't. Please be very careful with what you write about her, Dr.

Wolf, because she could sue you for libel and win. And be very sure not to call anyone a mass murderer.

You already have enough legal problems, and libel suits could destroy your finances and ability to work.

--There is a range of competence and integrity among medicos, the same as in any field. Most of them

are mediocre at best. And once they get out of medical school, they rarely bother to learn anything new

unless it's in a major medical journal, and even then they usually don't pay attention. Surgeons tend to

spend more time learning because their failures die on the table in front of them.

--In the middle 1970's I was in charge of training all the ward clerks in a large Chicago hospital so I spent a

lot of time on the floor. I was shocked by the widespread indifference and incompetence. The doctors

protected their own, and while the nurses tried to protect the patients, they ended up siding with the

doctors, since they held all the power. And the people running hospitals care about one thing and one

thing only--the bottom line. As we've seen again and again, they will cave to any pressure that threatens

that. And, of course, they love their power.

--Since I'm 73, I've dealt with a wide range of medicos and while a few were terrific and took wonderful

care of me, some were very bad news and did quite a bit of harm. Most were mediocre. I learned the had

way not to trust any of them and to do my own research, which is why I sent out the alarm about the

mRNAs in October 2020.

--I don't think most doctors did any research about the Covid vaccines and just followed the party line

because that's what they always do. Remember, they had to get vaxxed in order to step inside a hospital,

so they're in as much trouble as their patients. And many do accept money from all sorts of places that

may be legal but highly unethical.

--I think the whole Covid and vaccine mess (that's putting it mildly) is about money and power and

widespread medical indifference and incompetence. Yes, the people running the show deserve to be tried

for crimes against humanity, beginning with Fauci and especially Biden and the Supreme Court Justices

who supported his vaccine mandates. But it ain't going to happen, is it?

--I don't think anyone, including the greedos at Pfizer and Moderna, were planning mass genocide, but

that's probably what we're going to end up dealing with.

--Yes, it's essential to get the truth out, but then we really need to focus on how we're going to take care

of all the people who got vaxxed and are dealing with the side effects. We're barely in the midterm range

of effects and since the results are already tragic, we do need to prepare for what's coming.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

Explain this, please?

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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Xabier Aug 27

We should also note - and this is particularly tragic - that the best, most competent physicians, of

integrity, may also have taken the bland assurances of the regulators on trust, and got injected.

A great failing of those with integrity and good ethics is that they will be inclined to assume it it other

professionals.

Sometimes one needs just a little crookedness in one's own nature, or perhaps some very tough life

experiences, to suspect it others. Or great wisdom.
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Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

"many do accept money from all sorts of places that may be legal but highly unethical."

There are hidden benefits for hospitals that virtually nobody is looking at....

For example: The telecoms industry pays hospitals to erect their antennae on the roof and they also

install wifi at every bed. EMF pollution in hospitals is through the roof and the list of health impacts

coincides with the symptoms associated with Covid19.

https://francesleader.substack.com/p/there-is-no-virus-there-is-no-lab
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 27 Author

They instal wifi at every bed? Why?
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Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

In UK every bed in hospitals have wifi attached to a meter which takes credit cards. You

can use the device to watch TV or use the internet. I was horrified when I saw that. I did not

use mine and begged my way out of the hospital because I felt brain dead in that

environment. I had suffered a stroke but felt fine UNTIL I got to the hospital.
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Vonu Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Congress should pass a law mandating the prosecution of any professional that takes actions like those

prosecuted in the Nuremberg trials. Since a substantial number of the members of Congress would

probably be prosecutable under such a law, I'm not waiting for it to be written, let alone passed.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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Vonu Sep 6

Substack can't be bothered to return to the thread, so I have no idea what your link is in answer

to.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 8

Try updating if it’s not taking you directly to the exact point in the conversation.

A couple of days ago, I spammed this comments section to this particular post - full

disclosure, I informed Dr. Wolf of my activity and why, promising to spend equal effort in

getting her message more widely received - of which I have and am continuing to do so.

Later, I learned that YouTube completely took the channel down. Even though the channel

only had one strike and the video is a shortened version of ‘The Director’s Cut’. I know it is

an important video to see. Even people who dislike the content creator (Rafa), or the style

or even dogs, all appreciate it is the most revealing video as relates to a very dishonest

government and a media which covers for it. I do hope you will watch.
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Vonu Sep 8

I'd be happy to watch it if Substack would return to the thread so I could find out what

it is.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 8

Bitchute. Wooz News. Everything Wrong With the Capitol Shooting… then,

Capitol Riots. Buckle up!
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Vonu Sep 9

I wish that Substack would return to the thread so I could know what your

post means, in the absence of any reference therein.
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 8

Oh! You are using the App! It sucks! Go to the desktop version, it’s much better!
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Vonu Sep 9

I don't have anything that uses apps. I get emails the original way.
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I don't have anything that uses apps. I get emails the original way.
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Gwyneth Aug 27

All vaccines are bioweapons.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Vonu Aug 27

Vaccines are tools and all tools can be used as weapons, or not.
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Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Aug 27

For me there is no virus nor fancy gain-of-function lab leaks. The vaccines may not be causing all the

health effects we are seeing.

One issue overlooked is the impact on other species:

https://francesleader.substack.com/p/there-is-no-virus-there-is-no-lab

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Vonu Aug 27

Thank you for the link to your Substack.
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Celeste & Bob Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I can't get the video to play.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dan Phillips Aug 27

Click the link, not the picture
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Liz P. Aug 27

Genocide. It's no accident that Bill Gates was the erstwhile subject matter expert even though he's not a

scientist or doctor (or software developer, for that matter.) The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation already

did this in third world countries and his family has a history of promoting eugenics. This has probably

been planned for decades, if not a hundred years or more.
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 27

What happens in Africa doesn't stay in Africa
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S. Nicoletta Rogers Aug 27

FASCINATING HISTORICAL CONTEXT

'Researcher Alan Watt features in this exclusive interview, in which he discusses how the same laws

are enacted at the same time across different countries under the structure of global governance.

Watt explains in detail how the people of the world are moved around by the elite like a domesticated

herd of animals by a series of contrived crises and "revolutions," be they cultural, political, sexual or

musical, so that the controllers can manipulate human behavior to the outcome they require.

Watt reveals how the population are kept in a constant state of panic and terror, so that authority

figures who speak with confidence are then more willingly trusted, using psychological "shock and

awe" to generate fear and helplessness by bombarding the population with a myriad of different

threats that they cannot personally cope with, and so turn to the state for reassurance and

leadership.

In this fascinating in-depth exploration of the human psyche, Watt discusses how this helplessness

is artificially steam-valved through the use of sports, where men are given a tribal team that they can

identify with and cheer on, providing them with some sense of success in their own personal lives

when in the real world they're going nowhere, and sports are merely a substitute to keep them

distracted from their own enslavement.

Watt explains how women were given high fashion at accessible prices as a similar form of

substitute, and how drugs, sex, free love hyper promiscuity and destructive lifestyles were also

encouraged through music as a means of misdirecting the natural rebellious tendencies of youth.

The ultimate goal of this process is to demolish the family unit - divide and conquer so that humanity

may be more easily ruled and oppressed by the state as vulnerable individuals, with no family tribe to

stand up and defend them.

Alan Watt continues to divulge his fascinating in-depth insights into how culture is created from the

top down and used by the elite to manipulate and pervert natural human instincts towards their own
Expand full comment
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gr8H8er Writes U C WUT EYE C? Sep 6

52,000 views, posted 10 years ago. A mirror of an AJ show. Do you know the lie? I’m not smart

enough to figure it out so I avoid these videos. Truth gets taken down - within days!

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TCI1C9xxfDrA/
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Liz P. Aug 27

Thank you. You're fourth paragraph is what happened to the women of my generation. I think

the statistic is at least 50% who came of age in the 1980s never married or had children and it

was by design, as you describe. To destroy the power of the family unit and leave women to

fend for themselves. Then they promoted abortion and homosexuality (even though only a tiny

percentage of people are not heterosexual) and now children are taught this and

transgenderism in elementary school and worse, without parental consent. It's staggering how

the destruction of the family has occurred so quickly.
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Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Aug 27

Good find! I love Alan Watt and miss him terribly!

One point I would like to make relates to this quote: "they continually push neo-eugenics and

are obsessed with inter-breeding to keep their own genetics intellectually pure."

I mixed with their progeny at a good British school and I worked with the aristocrats who fill the

board rooms of the City of London.

I can assure you that they may have clean genes but their intellects are crippled. They are the

dumbest, most cruel, inconsiderate, self-centred and arrogant people I have ever had the

misfortune of witnessing.

They think this is THEIR planet and we are in their way. Their plan is evil but possibly much

worse than Alan Watt envisaged.

https://francesleader.substack.com/p/black-nobility-101
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jane mary Aug 27

Thank you Dr. I will be sending this out to as many young women as possible and praying that many more

do the same. God bless you.
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(Comrade) Inugo Writes The New Normal Aug 27

Murdering our women and children. Said it all along.

https://open.substack.com/pub/inugo/p/genocide-by-vaccination?

r=qx9b5&utm_medium=ios&utm_campaign=post
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Vonu Aug 27

Thank you for the link to your Substack.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

(Comrade) Inugo Writes The New Normal Aug 27

Lots of 'boring' science posts too. One love.

https://open.substack.com/pub/inugo/p/the-elegant-bioweapon-a-love-story?

r=qx9b5&utm_medium=ios&utm_campaign=post
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Vonu Aug 27

The largest problem with most science posts is that they are written for the scientific literati

instead of attempting to inform those of us who are interested amateurs, at best.

A lot of supposed science reporters are in this group and many of them think they know

science because they report on it.

Back in the late 1970s, I became a news volunteer at a new NPR affiliate (KGNU) at just the

right time to engage in intense investigation of problems at the Rocky Flats Nuclear

Weapons Plant. Just before I did, a CETA science editor (with a BS in biology) had been

hired by the CETA news director, Mike Wilson. Mike told me later that he wished I had

appeared to him before she did, because I knew more about physical sciences than she

did about biology. In retrospect, I wouldn't have qualified under CETA because I was

already employed as a weekend broadcast transmitter engineer.
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Steven J. Daniels Writes Short Tall Tales Aug 27

Confirmation of the absolute evil we suspected was afoot. This amazing article needs to spread far and

wide.
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Mick From Hooe (UK) Writes Mick’s Newsletter Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

Pfizer did their 'in-house' Safety Trials for PREGNANT WOMEN to accept their DEADLY INJECTIONS

called vaccines! They used 8 (yes EIGHT) mice to prove their poison was 'safe' for pregnant women!

My assumption is that the jab causes infertility (or DEATH) to assist in depopulating the planet.

The CDC's 'V-Safe' Vax Safety, Injury and Vax-related DEATHS recording system was introduced less

than a year ago. But has now disappeared without a trace. It's deemed too frightening to continue. CDC

has suddenly pulled it without warning or explanation because it will increase Vax hesitancy!!

One way or another you will be injected (= TERMINATED), whether you agree or not!

It's called De-population and is necessary to satisfy the WEF 's 'Elite' crank's New World Order) that

believe those who survive their "VACCINES" will become their slaves!

Can anyone explain the mysterious cessation of the relatively NEW SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM 'V-

SAFE' with no explanation = Yet another serious warning of the (not so 'hidden') DANGERS of the

Experimental injections they call "Covid Vaccine"!

Instead, they could just have renamed V-SAFE as V-DEADLY!

They don't want the public to see how rampant POST-VAX INJURIES AND POST VAX DEATHS really are!

No LIABILITY for the manufacturers has no logical or fair reasoning to be required within the

manufacturer's CONTRACTS - but that's the deal - take it or leave it!

Ineffective and Unsafe - It really doesn't matter if there's NO LIABILITY! No impact on Pfizer & other

manufacturers of unsafe crap!

Mick from Hooe (UK) Unjabbed to live longer!
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Eric F. O’Neill Aug 27

The radical takeover of medicine has been going on for some years now. Many experienced excellent

physicians have been pushed out of health systems, both for financial reasons, and for political purposes.

The systems know full well that in many places, private practice is no longer an option, thereby directly

threatening their livelihoods. Keep going!
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Jennifer January Aug 27

Thank you! Mind boggling! Nothing to do but keep going, keep speaking out....You are a hero!
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Salty Dog Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Wolf, You might be interested in following the tribunal for Det. Helen Grus in Ottawa.
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Michelle Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Well done once again - thank you. ALL of you, Dr. Wolfe, are the heroes of today along with Dr. Thorp and

Maggie Thorp, Esquire, Dr. Tennpenny, Dr. McCoullough, Dr. Pierre Kory, and hundreds, if not thousands of

others around the globe KNOW what's going on and have expertise to investigate and prove it and are in

positions to speak about what this is, PURE EVIL. I'm not sure I ever really believed in evil (not really) from

the comfort of my homeland in my young country the United States of America. Unfortunately, now I

absolutely do from the not-so-much-comfortable-anymore place of my young country. I am sorry for all

those unborn and perhaps damaged innocent babies and heartbroken parents. In our small circle of family

and friends we know of several miscarriages ourselves. We tried to warn people but to no avail. We can

only speak our hearts and let God do the rest, and to support people like all of you on the front lines. Keep

up the fight.
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Heartlander Aug 27

I am in my 60s, and in my whole life up until a year ago, I only knew of ONE stillbirth among all the

people of my generation or younger. Now, in the past six months, TWO young women in my circle of

acquaintances delivered dead babies. And two more in the past year delivered babies with such

malformed lungs that the babies (full-term, not preemies!) had to spend weeks and weeks in the

NICU.
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Michael Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Stunning revelations. Looking forward to your book in November. Whistleblowers are coming forward and

unfolding evidence about an evil, corrupt process during the rollout of the MRNA vaccines. Stay safe.
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PAULA ADAMS Writes Blue Skies and Green Pastures Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi do you have any information on the vaccines causing fast-growing cancer or neurological

damage? I know of several people in my circle of friends who have had young relatives die from colon

cancer in the past year . Cancer that was recently diagnosed. Also my mother was diagnosed with ALS at

age 82 after a lifetime of extremely good health, above average. She got all the shots and boosters. Now

she can’t talk or swallow without difficulty. Another friend’s husband was only 70 , not sick, and she found

him dead on the floor. My niece’s 22 year old friend died from tumors in her heart . All this happened since

Covid .
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 27 Author

Yes sadly, pls see DailyClout.io's report on turbocancers, on our website.
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Xabier Aug 27

In the UK Prof Angus Dalgleish - oncologist - has given interviews and written articles on his

experience of turbo-cancers.

He and other doctors are contributors to:

www.conservativewoman.co.uk

Many good articles relative to the pandemic fraud, the WHO treaty, and the pseudo-vaccines.

Highly recommended for regular reading, and not sensationalist in tone.

Theturbo-cancers are particularly prevalent among those who were in remission, and commonly

the victims feel unwell from the time of injection, developing the stage 4 cancer a few weeks or

months later. It doesn't take long.

Prof Dalgleish's warnings have fallen on deaf ears, of course. Initially he fell for the pandemic

fraud.
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Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Aug 27

Can you provide a direct link to that article? There is so much stuff there I could not find it.
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Her Indoors Aug 28

Find Dr Makis on Substack. Oncologist.
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Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Aug 28

Er no. He is too main stream for me. https://francesleader.substack.com/p/there-is-

no-virus-there-is-no-lab
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Zelkova Aug 27

I don't know if this link will work, but about 1/3 of the way down on that site there is a

search bar.

https://dailyclout.io/?s=Cancer
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Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

That worked beautifully! Many thanks! xx

This is the link to the video I was seeking: https://dailyclout.io/turbo-cancer-after-

mrna-injection-dr-henry-ealy-reveals-whats-causing-it/

Having listened to 5 minutes of it I realised that it is nonsense..... which is a shame.

For me there is no virus nor fancy gain-of-function lab leaks.

https://francesleader.substack.com/p/there-is-no-virus-there-is-no-lab
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Turbulence Ahead Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Sickening... April 2021 these kill shots were recommended by OB-GYNs? That would explain what

happened to a friend of mine: late in life marriage & miraculously pregnant at age 41 whose baby died in

utero at 9 months... 9 months!!! The child was almost here except for a trusting mom & a money loving

doctor.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 27 Author

so sad
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Xabier Aug 27

On this side of the Atlantic, the UK regulators, and the Royal College of Obs, are still pushing the

injections for all pregnant women this fall. Words simply fail one......
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Janet Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My friends pregnant granddaughter had sudden spike in hypertension that put her in the hospital and

then bed rest until they did a cesarean the other day. I read that was happening and the hypertension has

not been resolving after giving birth. Of course she’s vaxxed. And her new underweight baby probably got

the usual poison shots right away. They are all clueless. GG is also on that new weigh loss shot to lose her

belly. The first thing the doc gave her to counter her weight gain. No diet advice. Another friend gets Prolia

jabs for osteoporosis. I have been reading about this nightmare drug. DO NOT TAKE THIS PROLIA. EVER.

The stories of women damaged by this are tragic and heartbreaking.
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Michelle Aug 27

I’m having trouble finding it again, but I remember reading an article in the Epoch Times about how

the whole bone density / osteoporosis / calcium supplements/ fosamax, etc. was a scam.
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Michelle Aug 27

I did find this one in my bookmarks. It might actually be the article I was thinking of.

https://greenmedinfo.com/blog/osteoporosis-myth-dangers-high-bone-mineral-density
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Janet Aug 27

The bone density machines were invented. Then they needed a disease to use it. Osteopenia

was the new diagnosis to get women into the scanner and then on the medication like Boniva

and Fosamax. Both nasty and makes bones more brittle. One of those destroyed my sisters jaw

bone. Osteopenia is actually not a disease but a lower reading. Scanners are often not

calibrated correctly and technicians undertrained. I also read that older women results are

compared to 18 yo women. Duh. That is a stupid measurement as bones naturally thin with age.

I don’t take calcium supplements. I get calcium from food and egg shell calcium made with

pastured egg shells. It’s easy to do yourself with a little coffee grinder and mixing it in a bit of

coconut oil. 1/2 teaspoon of powdered eggshells = 400 mg of calcium. And it’s much more bio

available calcium. It’s on the internet. Now Prolia is ramping up for a large class action lawsuit. I

haven’t had a scan in 10 years. I cracked my femur ball last year but I was in an accident. I was

walking 4 miles 6 weeks after replacement. 74 yo.
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T220 Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Horrifying. I can't believe this is our life.
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Filia Dei Aug 27 · edited Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Wolf - my good friend lost her unborn baby. I failed to warn her about the injections. I wish I had

spoken up more, but I could not have changed her mind anyway because she was so crippled by fear

throughout the entire 'pandemic' and 'lock downs' and 'social distancing' propaganda. My friend, a lovely

person who loves God, nevertheless became immobilized by fear and unable to function. Even though I

don't have a medical background, I did take college biology, and I could foresee that injecting foreign

genetic material into pregnant mothers would be devastating to women and babies. How could doctors

with years more biological training NOT predict it? Now I feel tremendous guilt even though I did not

participate in the entire charade. I failed to warn her because she was so paralyzed by fear. I reasoned she

might be one of the ones who could not function without the injections even though I knew it was all

phony. I hoped she might get one of the placebos. Has the time come for me to talk about the elephant in

the room? What legal recourse can she take? A medical lawsuit? I'm just not sure.
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Heartlander Aug 27

I, too, struggle with how to bring up the subject to someone who lost a baby, or whose baby has

horrible problems, that the vaxxx might be what caused it.

Maybe Naomi, with her wisdom and heart, can give us some tips on how to do that!
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 27 Author

I don't know but you should inform her. So sorry .
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Heartlander Aug 27

But HOW???
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S. Anderson Aug 27

Are you Facebook friends with these people? You could take the passive approach and

post something on your Facebook page which maybe they will see and read (of course,

you will have to be prepared for a lot of blowback).
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Filia Dei Aug 28

"These people" are my friends and family. We are all impacted by this loss and

deception even if we did not ourselves fall for it. In my opinion, social media and e-

mail are too distant and not the way to go to inform a close friend. Having a face-to-

face or heart-to-heart, something we all used to do before "smart" phones and the

Internet, is the way go. I risk being unable to comfort her when she hears the

devastating news if I just send a link.
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S. Anderson Aug 28

I wouldn't do it over email, but sometimes allowing someone to see something

indirectly (i.e., social media) instead of confronting them with it may give them

time to ponder and digest. Just my two cents.
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Filia Dei Aug 28

Understood thanks.
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James Mondello Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Please someone explain to me how this is not a huge story? Why is there complete silence? We know

China is not growing due to a lack of able body workers. Why would the US condone this behavior? It just

not make sense to me. Where are the mothers, and why are they not more vocal about what happened to

their pregnancy? Sorry I just don’t get it.
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 27

If you had a super yacht that holds 200,000 gallons of fuel you would want a bunch of those SUV

driving useless eaters dead too.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

S. Nicoletta Rogers Aug 27

Maybe this will help to explain things and put them into context...

Video link at the end...

FASCINATING HISTORICAL CONTEXT

'Researcher Alan Watt features in this exclusive interview, in which he discusses how the same laws

are enacted at the same time across different countries under the structure of global governance.

Watt explains in detail how the people of the world are moved around by the elite like a domesticated
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Watt explains in detail how the people of the world are moved around by the elite like a domesticated

herd of animals by a series of contrived crises and "revolutions," be they cultural, political, sexual or

musical, so that the controllers can manipulate human behavior to the outcome they require.

Watt reveals how the population are kept in a constant state of panic and terror, so that authority

figures who speak with confidence are then more willingly trusted, using psychological "shock and

awe" to generate fear and helplessness by bombarding the population with a myriad of different

threats that they cannot personally cope with, and so turn to the state for reassurance and

leadership.

In this fascinating in-depth exploration of the human psyche, Watt discusses how this helplessness

is artificially steam-valved through the use of sports, where men are given a tribal team that they can

identify with and cheer on, providing them with some sense of success in their own personal lives

when in the real world they're going nowhere, and sports are merely a substitute to keep them

distracted from their own enslavement.

Watt explains how women were given high fashion at accessible prices as a similar form of

substitute, and how drugs, sex, free love hyper promiscuity and destructive lifestyles were also

encouraged through music as a means of misdirecting the natural rebellious tendencies of youth.

The ultimate goal of this process is to demolish the family unit - divide and conquer so that humanity

may be more easily ruled and oppressed by the state as vulnerable individuals, with no family tribe to

stand up and defend them.

Alan Watt continues to divulge his fascinating in-depth insights into how culture is created from the

top down and used by the elite to manipulate and pervert natural human instincts towards their own

ends. Every change in culture, right down to fashion and music, points out Watt citing Plato, had to be

authorized and promoted from the top. This science of mass mind control is still taught today by the

insiders and mediums such as television are used as weapons of social control to prevent humanity

from ever realizing its full potential.

Watt talks about how the elite technocrats plan for the long term, in 50, 100 and even 150 year cycles

in which to implement the different aspects of their agenda, and how each cultural shift was

deliberately timed to be implemented at a certain time.

The current cultural bombardment surrounds the emergence of neo-eugenics, with big foundations

and organizations like the Optimum Population Trust pushing the idea that humans are superfluous,

virus-like, and therefore worthless. Watt discusses how sperm counts across Europe and America

have dropped at an alarming rate of up to 80 per cent over the past 50 years, and how the media's

complete ignorance of this crisis proves that it was authorized as a deliberate program of de-

population. Watt traces the program back to its origins in the 1950's, where synthetic female

hormones like estrogen were put in baby foods by companies like Proctor and Gamble, as well as

baby milk bottles washed with Bisphenol A, the very substance that attacks male genitalia and

prevents it from developing properly. Watt also outlines how Bisphenol A in women's cosmetic

products contributes to toxifying their bodies, leading to an environment for male babies that leads

them to have a reduced sperm count or even become sterile.The foundation of the agenda can be

discovered in the writings of people like Bertrand Russell and the Huxley brothers, who talked about

the need to sterilize the masses as far back as the 1930's.

Watt also divulges how the elite's ultimate goal for every human allowed to be born is for them to

serve the state and be deceived into accepting this enslavement as a natural form of existence. The

elite's greatest fear is that the "inferiors" will out-breed the "superiors," which is why they continually

push neo-eugenics and are obsessed with inter-breeding to keep their own genetics intellectually

pure.'

***

DISCLAIMER from the YouTube channel owner:

"I absolutely, in no way, support Alex Jones or any of his affiliates. But this video is not to be found on

Alan Watt's website so i had to take it from there.

https://youtu.be/NVlhBS8VrbY?si=ipb5sARlS4rgPz8G

***
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Chiadrum Aug 27

So I have recently discovered the carnivore diet. Early results have been fairly stunning. Too early to say

conclusively but I am EASILY losing weight. (I NEVER EVER EVER lose a pound, no matter what). My heart

rate when mountain biking is way down. Energy is high. Zero cravings. Lots of energy. And what do you

know, on cue, the “experts” are desperate to outlaw beef. Anything that actually heals and provides long

lasting health MUST be eliminated forever. We definitely live in the Matrix.

And the chickens have finally come home to roost. We know of dozens of injured and dead since Pfizer

and Murderna came to save the world. But now my best buddy from my childhood “suddenly” is down to

15% heart function. His legs are swollen like balloons despite his weight being ethiopian. He’s a walking

skeleton with Popeye legs. My age exactly at one day younger- 56. And I’m the crazy one. His sister

developed dementia and his brother was down with severe clotting in his legs. But mention the jabs and

get ready for a cage match. He and his whole family are viciously democrat. And of course they have

nothing to say about RFK Jr after a lifetime of worshipping the Kennedys. Can’t make this shit up.....
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 27 Author

so sorry.
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The Rationalist Society Writes The Rationalist - Society of Pr… Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

How do we SAFELY reverse the course which these corrupt centralized entities have us on?

We build new systems that make the old ones obsolete- ones 100% controlled and built by the people -

then plug them into the system with decentralized leadership.

We feel like we are down a rabbit hole and found a fix for all of the corruption and most of our problems,

but can’t scream loud enough for others to hear us. We need to build better Swarming systems, and plug

them into our current broken systems using leaders who decentralize their own positions. We implore you

to read this and understand the importance https://joshketry.substack.com/p/human-swarm-intelligence-

the-most?r=7oa9d&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 27

Sounds great.

Like rainbows and unicorns.

In the meantime try this.

https://www.project2025.org/personnel/
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Claude2 Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

So how does a Catholic hospital system explain their support of a medical intervention that has a side

effect of still birth and abortion???

LIKE (10) REPLY (3) SHARE

rosalee martin Writes rosalee’s Substack Sep 2

The hospitals are using the “Catholic” veneer solely to preserve their non- profit status for tax

advantages. It’s all about the money. So sad but that’s it in a nutshell. Greed made palatable through

deception.

Even the Pope has fallen for it. The Vatican has even honored Bill and Melinda for all the good work

they do in behalf of the poor.
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Heartlander Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

Not to mention that every single one of the Covid vaxxxes was developed and tested using cell lines

from an aborted baby. No believing/practicing Catholic should ever have had any business getting

injected with such products. And if every Catholic and pro-lifer in this country had said "Not just no,

but HELL NO!!" to these morally odious injections, the whole mass-vaxxxination project would have

come to an early halt.

These vaxxxes represent adult humans trying to extend their own lives with products made using

organs "harvested" from an innocent child. The child was aborted alive and vivisected for her organs,

and the cell lines used in so much medical research these days were derived from those harvested

organs. The medical research industry is essentially a bunch of vampires now.

Cannibalizing the young and helpless to benefit yourself... I don't even have words for how appalling

that is.
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Her Indoors Aug 27

Lawyer Ari Siri, find him through Del Bigtree Informed Consent Action Network the Highwire.

There's a recording somewhere, of a court case, he takes apart one of the medical researchers

(you know the type, arrogant and beyond) who is involved in research using these 'cell lines' (a

dehumanising name). He said there were 2 foetuses he'd used. Ari quoted his research back to

him. 100s. And he was completely indifferent to what he was doing. Horrifying.
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Lidia Aug 30

Stanley Plotkin.
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 27

Benjamins

But only in private
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Surviving the Billionaire Wars Writes Mary’s Newsletter Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

“Why did you put this in this injection if you knew it would destroy human reproductive capacity?”

It's pretty obvious by now that this is a depopulation program. Why else would anyone deliberately inject

people with poison, if not to poison them?
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Hal Pendergrass Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thanks for all you do! Stay close to God's word Naomi. You are battling millenia-old evil spirits. Power for

this is in the loving discipline of following God's Messiah Jesus and letting Him provide the energy, and

time, and even "joy and peace in believing" Romans 15:13. I'm praying for you.
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J Debra Grube Aug 27

Wise counsel right there!
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Anita Söderman Writes Anita’s Substack Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

What horror, what horror...and so many involved an d cooperating, in that sense culpable as well. What

has taken humanity?
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Kathy Roberts Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Former Pfizer VP, Mike Yeadon, would not be shocked. Back in 2020-21, he noted that pregnant women

were "lied to" about the Covid vaccine being safe for them. He said, “That’s bad enough because what

that tells me is that there’s recklessness. No one cares. The authorities do not care what happens."

https://europa.is/global/coronacrisis/risky-vaccination-experiments-dr-wodarg-and-dr-yeadon-eu-

petition/

Dr. Wodarg and Dr. Yeadon apply for immediate stop of all corona-vaccine studies and ask for co-signing

their petition

1.12.2020

Together with the ex-Pfizer head of research Dr. Michael Yeadon, I submitted an application to the EMA,

the European Medicine Agency responsible for EU-wide drug approval, on 1 December 2020 for the

immediate suspension of all SARS CoV-2 vaccine studies, in particular the BioNtech/Pfizer study on

BNT162b (EudraCT number 2020-002641-42). ...

The vaccinations are expected to produce antibodies against spike proteins of SARS-CoV-2. However,

spike proteins also contain syncytin-homologous proteins, which are essential for the formation of the

placenta in mammals such as humans. It is essential to rule out the possibility that a vaccine against

SARS-CoV-2 could trigger an immune response against syncytin-1, otherwise infertility of indefinite

duration could result in vaccinated women.

https://www.christianpost.com/news/former-pfizer-vp-urges-pregnant-women-not-to-get-covid-

vaccine.html

Former Pfizer VP urges pregnant, childbearing age women not to get COVID vaccine; CDC disagrees

Last Wednesday, Michael Yeadon, who served as vice president and chief scientist for allergy and

respiratory at Pfizer until 2011, raised some concerns about the COVID-19 vaccines use on pregnant and

childbearing age women during Life Site News’ “Stop the Shot” conference, where he was one of the
Expand full comment
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ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

>So someday, I hope that the people who formulated this injection with lipid nanoparticles will answer

before Congress

Respectfully Dr Wolf, it IS Congress. This was a government military operation - Operation Warp Speed.

Congress is on the take, and 'pharma' just held the bag. In Australia, it was Operation COVID Shield, also

under the auspices of the US DOD. Moderna is DARPA.

It will never be investigated by government, because they are the perpetrators. Here is Trump

congratulating the architects of the kill operation: https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/briefings-

statements/president-trump-awards-presidential-commendations-operation-warp-speed-team/

Trump even said 'Pfizer said they were not a part of Warp Speed but I corrected them' (para). It was a

speech in the rose garden. I cannot find the video but I am sure someone on your team can.

The point is that 'pharma' was given carte blanche to kill by governments. That was their role, and

intention. It was not an accident, and government facilitated it with the censorship and unpersoning.

Government could have stopped it, but did not.
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S. Nicoletta Rogers Aug 27

FASCINATING HISTORICAL CONTEXT

'Researcher Alan Watt features in this exclusive interview, in which he discusses how the same laws

are enacted at the same time across different countries under the structure of global governance.

Watt explains in detail how the people of the world are moved around by the elite like a domesticated

herd of animals by a series of contrived crises and "revolutions," be they cultural, political, sexual or

musical, so that the controllers can manipulate human behavior to the outcome they require.

Watt reveals how the population are kept in a constant state of panic and terror, so that authority

figures who speak with confidence are then more willingly trusted, using psychological "shock and

awe" to generate fear and helplessness by bombarding the population with a myriad of different

threats that they cannot personally cope with, and so turn to the state for reassurance and

leadership.

In this fascinating in-depth exploration of the human psyche, Watt discusses how this helplessness

is artificially steam-valved through the use of sports, where men are given a tribal team that they can

identify with and cheer on, providing them with some sense of success in their own personal lives

when in the real world they're going nowhere, and sports are merely a substitute to keep them

distracted from their own enslavement.

Watt explains how women were given high fashion at accessible prices as a similar form of

substitute, and how drugs, sex, free love hyper promiscuity and destructive lifestyles were also

encouraged through music as a means of misdirecting the natural rebellious tendencies of youth.

The ultimate goal of this process is to demolish the family unit - divide and conquer so that humanity

may be more easily ruled and oppressed by the state as vulnerable individuals, with no family tribe to

stand up and defend them.

Alan Watt continues to divulge his fascinating in-depth insights into how culture is created from the

top down and used by the elite to manipulate and pervert natural human instincts towards their own
Expand full comment
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ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Aug 27

You may appreciate this: https://vicparkpetition.substack.com/p/here-is-the-depopulation-

plan-the
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S. Nicoletta Rogers Aug 27

Thank you 

🙏

Will check it out.
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Jenna Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I thank God for warriors like you and doctor Thorpe that have pure souls and the wherewithal to fight this

evil, an invisible enemy, but very present in our lives. Everything that is happening is so outrageous it

seems like a terrible movie instead of our reality right now. This is horror straight from hell and we are

seeing the end times unfold. I pray for those of you that speak truth no matter how horrible the

consequences may be for you personally. You are facing the lies head on and you will help God to save

humanity. The brainwashing has unfortunately been a successful plan for the vile demons-but those of us

with eyes to see and ears to hear are trying desperately to warn our loved ones. Many of us have been

called crazy and isolated from our families due to their willful ignorance

Praying all this evil will be seen by them and that people in positions of esteem will have the courage to

join you and doctor Thorpe to bring these facts to the fore.

You are a woman that encourages many of us and we pray for your protection and victory! Thank you and

God bless and protect you.
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 26

Here is a fine example of what we are up against.

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2808358
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Eric F. O’Neill Aug 27

Drivel. Utterly disgusting and disturbing.
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LibrarianLiz Aug 26

Wow! No wonder people think we're nuts.
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 26

For every anti Vax article there are thousands of pro articles, maybe millions.
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JamesDuff Writes JamesDuff’s Newsletter Aug 26

Courageous to shine the light on this evil that

Has made a “Covenant with Death.”

That’s main obligation is to bring forth life, and to nurture that life.

“ For we have made a lie our refuge and falsehood

Our hiding place” Isaiah 28:14

Isaiah 28: 16-19 pray that Justice comes as it does in scripture!

God Bless you Naomi and Dr Thorpe Truth to a captured corrupted power!
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Truth Seeker Aug 26

Yes, doctors have been “captured by their paychecks”, and somewhere along the line they have sold their

souls. They have harmed and killed many innocent people, and for this they will answer to God.
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Leslie Dennis Taylor Writes Fast Well | Feast Well Aug 26 · edited Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The entire medical industrial complex was woefully corrupt long before COVID. It's terrible that the mRNA

vax hoax happened but the one good thing that can come out of it is how it's opened people's eyes to

truth about how entirely corrupt medicine has become.

One case in point is that most docs aren't telling patients that Type 2 diabetes is 100% reversible with

diet. They hand patients scripts that make them think the disease is being controlled while diabetes

continues to damage the body even while being "controlled" by meds.

How is it that every medical school in the country accidentally forgot to teach its doctors the 15 minute

lesson about how to cure a disease that affects 1 in 2 Americans (1 in 2 are either diabetic or prediabetic)?

Why are autoimmune diseases, cancer, mental health, and heart disease rates all violently increasing

while we spend trillions on medical care every year?

Here's how I seek to answer those questions.

All statins are a hoax and high LDL doesn't cause heart disease but high blood sugar does:

https://fastwell.substack.com/p/statins-detrimental-to-health-you

Diabetes is curable:

https://fastwell.substack.com/p/reversing-diabetes-success-stories

The cancer industry is every bit as fraudulent as the vax hoax, maybe more so (if that were possible):

https://fastwell.substack.com/p/an-odd-cure-for-incurable-cancer

Many people can cure mental health issues through diet:

https://fastwell.substack.com/p/how-one-harvard-doc-is-astonishing
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Capt. Roy Harkness Writes Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Aug 27

An article from Wade Frazier's monumental "A Healed Planet" -- the single largest Red Pill I've ever

taken (https://ahealedplanet.net/home.htm): "The Medical Racket":

https://ahealedplanet.net/medicine.htm. Posted over 20 years ago so it doesn't cover the

Scamdemic. Nonetheless you will find it... illuminating...
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S. Nicoletta Rogers Aug 27

The Medical Mafia (2002)

~ Ghislaine Lanctôt

https://archive.org/details/TheMedicalMafia

Direct link to PDF file:

https://ia800304.us.archive.org/2/items/TheMedicalMafia/TheMedicalMafia.pdf

415FDD8E7C67479381383FB7773DF379.pdf

~*~
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Dr Kay Writes Kay’s Newsletter Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Preach it, sister! All true.....cult of the medics is a death cult, and listening to its high priests of

pharma (doctors) is selling the Soul while damaging the body. Fasting....detoxing.....de-

parasiting....turbo-charging real nutrition (and not the chemical garbage cardboard that's sold as

"food" in the United Snakes) are the pathway to true health.
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deleted Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

Comment deleted

Leslie Dennis Taylor Writes Fast Well | Feast Well Aug 26

I have a brother who’s severely autistic and will never live alone. No one in my family will ever

receive another vaccine!
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Capt. Roy Harkness Writes Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

You reminded me of Del Bigtree's "Vaxxed: From Cover-up to Catastrophe"; a brief scene

of a primary caregiver now in their 60s, looking after their autistic son, now in his mid-30s..

who stands about 6'4", still in diapers, cannot be toilet-trained. What will happen to him

when his care-giver can no longer give care? (https://rumble.com/v31uqs6-vaxxed-from-

cover-up-to-catastrophe-conspiracy-culture.html)

Meanwhile my twin sister died at the age of 52 in 2011; Stage IV Colon Cancer out of the

blue and she did everything right. Exercised regularly, didn't smoke, hardly ever drank. I'm

certain now it was due to childhood vaccinations, and because of same, having read Harris

L. Coulter's "Vaccination, Social Violence and Criminality", at 64 I find myself wondering if

I'm a victim of what he called "Minimal Brain Damage".

(https://www.amazon.com/Vaccination-Social-Violence-Criminality-

American/dp/1556430841/ref=sr_1_1?

crid=38Z5KCJHTQFDS&keywords=vaccination%2C+social+violence%2C+and+criminalit

y&qid=1693161141&sprefix=vaccination+social+violence+%2Caps%2C176&sr=8-1)

This book is quite rare. I paid over $250 about 18 months ago for my copy.. 

🤔
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Bonita Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I can understand your need to go silent and be still. I have no words for this abomination. But thank you

God for these valiant truth seekers.
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carolyn kostopoulos Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

they knew, they had to know. my health coach noticed abnormalities in her practice within months of the

rollout. they didn't give out any vaccines; it's a functional medicine practice that doesn't take insurance,

but she saw two odd miscarriages and a 69 year old post menopausal woman start up with menstrual

bleeding.

when i asked her opinion of the shots, she said that they were "messing with women's hormones."

are we supposed to believe that it could obvious to her in a small boutique practice but go unnoticed by a

major pharmaceutical company with billions at it's disposal?
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 26

Naomi, you must have missed this.

Obviously you don't know what you are talking about.

https://www.sciencealert.com/alarming-study-shows-doctors-can-be-an-insidious-source-of-

misinformation
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https://youtu.be/NVlhBS8VrbY?si=ipb5sARlS4rgPz8G
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S. Nicoletta Rogers Aug 27

I sincerely hope you are "just" being facetious... and pointing to the absurdity of the claims made in

that "alarming study"!
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 27

Winner winner chicken dinner.
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Wikihospitals Writes Wikihospitals’s Newsletter Aug 26

'Obviously', you are a paid shill for the pharmaceutical industry.

Every public database that collects data on vaccine injuries from VAERS to the Yellow Card show a

15 to 20 percent increase in all cause mortality, since the experimental mRNA vaccines were pushed

on to unsuspecting populations.

Similarly, a drop in live births and skyrocketing rates of children born with cardiac, renal and

neurological deformities has followed the unprecedented bullying of pregnant women to have an

experimental drug.

The entire vaccine industry was granted exemption from prosecution for injuries caused by their

products back in the 80's. Since then, the number of mandatory vaccines along with rates of

childhood disease have risen. We now have the sickest generation of children in history. Pharma

meanwhile, is now the worlds most profitable industry.

The numbers in vaccine injury databases around the world, actuary tables on death rates and

government reports on live births and birth defects tell the awful truth.

Shame on you for trying to cover up the worst genocide in human history. Members of my own family

have died suddenly, after being forced by their employer to take this experimental, gene editing drug.

And shame on every pharm executive and share holder, for profiting from death and misery.
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 29 · edited Aug 29

Everyone had a choice.

Sadly almost all chose worldly possessions and got in the Russian Roulette Jab line.

Everyone knew it was a rushed "vaccine" for a novel "virus". Stop looking for someone to blame.

Don't be sheep
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Paul Vonharnish Aug 27

"And shame on every pharm executive and share holder, for profiting from death and misery."

Yes. Exactly. Share holders consistently avoid any discussion regarding their participation in the

corporate investment model. Who are the "criminals" really?
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Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

At the very beginning I was given sight of the limitations that Pfizer imposed on volunteers in its trials of

the vaccines. They excluded anyone who was pregnant and they stipulated that the participants should

refrain from sexual intercourse.

It never ceases to amaze me that this caution was dropped as soon as the vaccines were approved.
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Heartlander Aug 27

Wait a minute... I heard that people who got the vaxxx in 2021 were required to sign a consent form

that said they guaranteed they would use "effective contraception" for 60 days following the

injection.

(By the way, that's just one more reason that no CATHOLIC medical system, such as Dr. Thorp's

former employer, should have been forcing people to get those shots. People may not like it, but the

moral teaching of the Catholic Church is that contraception is a grave sin. So no Catholic hospital

should be forcing,or even encouraging, it.)
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Frances Leader Writes Uncensored Aug 27

60 days was not enough, obviously!
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MichiGal007 Aug 26

I recall the same and was shocked. I remember repeating it to people like a recording.
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Mona Mistric Writes The Story of the Fig Tree Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

"Nurse, Doctor, are you willing to lose your job to save my life?"
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sonya Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Good on you and good on Dr. Thorp and every other doctor and every single person who continues to

shout out the horrific truth behind the collusion between Phyzer and Moderna and the Biden government

with HHS and CDC to knowingly harm women’s menstrual cycles, to cause harm and death to mothers

and babies in the womb or out of the womb, and to cause infertility all over the globe!

We are living in incredibly evil times and irrespective of whether one is religious or not there is no other

word that better describes what you and your team and Dr. Thorp and his wife have uncovered regarding

the most vulnerable section of the population the world over! This is evil like I couldn’t even imagine

before covid madness and pregnant and nursing mothers are STILL being told the shots are safe and

effective! Hopefully many will now know others who are fully vaxxed and have gotten covid numerous

times regardless so are aware the shots aren’t actually effective at preventing covid. Unless you’re living

under a rock people should also now be even vaguely aware of all of the serious and debilitating and

devastating adverse reactions and millions of sudden deaths around the world caused by Phyzer and

Moderna mRNA vaccines!

Keep shouting out truth because one can instinctively recognize it when they hear it unlike all the

propaganda which doesn’t ring true.
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Capt. Roy Harkness Writes Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

"Jesus wept."

How can any of us, trust any medical doctor, about any question of health, about any diagnosis, of any

kind of treatment modality or prescription drug, under any circumstances? The answer is of course, we

can't. This degree of corruption is not merely diabolical, it is truly Satanic.
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S. Nicoletta Rogers Aug 27

The Medical Mafia (2002)

~ Ghislaine Lanctôt

https://archive.org/details/TheMedicalMafia

Direct link to PDF file:

https://ia800304.us.archive.org/2/items/TheMedicalMafia/TheMedicalMafia.pdf

415FDD8E7C67479381383FB7773DF379.pdf

~*~
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Capt. Roy Harkness Writes Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Aug 28

Saved to my harddrive. 

😘
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Jennifer Beebe Aug 27

Perfectly said! 

👿👿👿
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Margaret Frank Aug 26

No choice. We have friends with various cancers and other serious issues. Truthfully many have lived

for years because of prescription meds

I believe.we cannot say that there are drugs that have saved lives. Unfortunately as with

rverything,.one has to take the good with the bad.
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Chris Whitley Aug 27

Oh, no, no, no! One does not ever have to settle and take the good with the bad! I hear this

verbatim everywhere lately. Trust me, you do not have to take any bad with your good. This is

one of life's most fundamental lessons we all "must" learn. See it, recognize it for what it is and

then eliminate it by all means and in keeping with the light that brought you forth! It's terrifying

to contemplate, but this is on the least malignant end of evil's perspective and where it always

begins. It's also where it's easiest to end. We humans have the paradoxical state of being so

weakened by our emotions we choose to take our own lives and being so strengthened by our

emotions we rise above our own limitations to do for others what we could never do for

ourselves, actual miracles from the human soul! By the way, that is precisely what "all this" is

about, as it has always been! You choose to empower your soul or to tear it down. That may

never be taken from any human, but it can be manipulated and as such have the same results as

if it had been taken. It suits evil to have you freely hand it over, it just tickles it's blackened heart

to watch this happen! Be vigilant, never give up. The way will always present itself, you have to

be you to receive it!

There are drugs that can help, but they are typically derived from their organic, naturally

occurring counterparts! Come on haters, you all love this statement so, everything the human

being requires is here already, including "healers"! "Medicine" as they like to be known, does

not take part in healing
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Capt. Roy Harkness Writes Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Aug 27

Thank so much for this. Your comment is absolutely brilliant. I'm going to copy-and-paste it

so I don't loose it.
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Heartlander Aug 27

I did the same!
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Margaret Frank Aug 26

I believe there are drugs.that have saved lives.
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A Andersen Sep 9

I agree that's its hard to say that no drug, ever, has saved lives. Ivermectin, maybe, for

example, has saved lives. There are probably a few more, but I think it's a good rule of

thumb to be skeptical about most of them.
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Christine Aug 27

Margaret, I think you are correct…and because of that I have to think that there were, at

least once upon a time, well-intentioned people involved in the pharmaceutical industry.

The industry has clearly been corrupted by overwhelming greed and now — horrifyingly —

by outright malice. People whose own observation leads them to believe that loved ones’

lives have been saved by, or quality of life improved by, prescription meds can also believe

that the mRNA “vaccines” are the product of people with evil intentions.
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Capt. Roy Harkness Writes Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Aug 26

In the immortal words of Morpheus: "You take The Blue Pill, the story ends, you wake up in

your bed, and believe, whatever you want to..."
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Katie Andraski Writes Katie’s Ground Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I went for my yearly mammogram and saw the breast center was completely reconfigured. They said they

needed more room for diagnostics and asked me if I’d been vaxxed in the last six months.

There’s been an anti fertility spirit roaming the earth for quite some time. I’ve seen it reach into animals--

don’t buy from a breeder, rescue. Farm animals take too many resources. The abortion industry. The

“gender affirming” industry. And this vaccine. Didn’t Jesus say the love of many would grow cold around

the time of his return?

May you find deep rest as you take this break. The swallows are a miracle this year.
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S. Nicoletta Rogers Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

You might want to look into mammograms. ... or not...
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Katie Andraski Writes Katie’s Ground Aug 27

That sounds like it might be interesting. I was shocked at how much my breast center had

changed in a year. I’ve been going for over 20 years and it’s not been remodeled like that.
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adventure_mates@yahoo.com Sep 2

Thermogram is better and safer

r
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S. Nicoletta Rogers Aug 27

I had exactly ONE mammogram about 20 years ago. Never again...

I also had a biopsy done ... turned out to be "benign".

When it is my time to go... in whatever way... I am ready.

In fact, I am quite tired of living on this insane planet.
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Katie Andraski Writes Katie’s Ground Aug 27

I hear you about being tired. I have gone through patches of that kind of weariness but

then came awake again. They found pre breast cancer about ten years ago, did a

lumpectomy and five years of tamoxifen. That was a better deal than chemo etc. I’ve

been clear since then. But my mother and two aunts had cancer, so I’m watchful.

Grateful for health.
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HeavenboundRu2 Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

There is not enough earthly judgment for these creatures who developed, promoted, lied, injected this

poison on humanity. But God will deal with every single one of them justly and for eternity.
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Thomas Wedge Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It is the same as reading about the Holocaust for the first time.

Here is that article:

https://www.scribd.com/doc/234772665/The-Massacre-of-the-Jews

There are people who read it and understood it and knew that is was deeply wrong and others who read it

and denied it was happening. The world does not change very much since 1942.

I have pressed friends and family to measure and judge the vax programs they continue to promote. I

cannot decide for them, they must decide for themselves. We have all lost friends over these differences.

Our hearts are sick for these losses. Now we are losing they next generations

Thank you for pushing and voicing the Truth in these untruthful times.

Namaste.
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S. Nicoletta Rogers Aug 27

This may also be of interest...

A piece of gruesome, little known, historical context...

The Childhood Origins of World War II and the Holocaust

https://psychohistory.com/books/the-origins-of-war-in-child-abuse/chapter-6-the-childhood-

origins-of-world-war-ii-and-the-holocaust/
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Dana Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My son & daughter-in-law told us years ago there was NO WAY they were having children, "our lifestyle is

perfect & children would interfere". I was good with that .. they're liberals, educated at big universities, we

don't need more of those!! They just told us that they're expecting a baby in January ... she is 41 year old,

jabbed x2 and maybe boosted .... I can't say anything because they are SO sold on everything "Biden &

covid" that it would cause a terrible riff. I worried when I saw on the news they're suggesting "anyone over

75 & pregnant women should have the new vaccination"frightened that she will get it ... I worry SO much

about our grandson :'( I cry at night worrying about him. My heart just *breaks* thinking about what he

may be going through now or in the future.
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A Andersen Sep 9

My four adult children are evenly divided; two of them & spouses and children get every vax and are

blue-pilled in every way; the other two and their families don't get any vaccines, are red-pilled, and

one of them even homeschools their children. Guess which group is most definitely healthier with

hardly any colds or flus or strange autoimmune conditions: the red-pilled ones.
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Fizzygurl Aug 26

I feel for you Dana...I have a similar situation. My lib daughter is due with her second in Dec, is once

boosted and is still not awake. I pray daily for her and the baby and am so scared she will buy into this

Covid 2.0 and get another booster. I’m exhausted from all the worry about my 3 year old grandson

who she gave two jabs. When will this nightmare be over? I’m a super strong person but I’m not

certain how long I can last.
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Dana Aug 28

I feel JUST like that Fizzy - exhausted is the perfect description ... I'm the only unvaxxed in my

family of 8 and feel alone. I was pressured by family & family doctor for the vax and I just felt it

was too fast, too soon to have a safe shot. I just didn't feel like it was right and held my ground

and resent how they made me feel. I have more support from my neighbors (sadly) than my

spouse. And I know there is nothing I can say to my son & daughter-in-law that will change their

minds but I KNOW from everything I'm reading that their baby could be suffering soon and my

heart just breaks. Thank goodness for places like this that you and I can come and speak freely

and get support for the way we feel. You must remember that.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 26 Author

Oh dear....so sorry. The news is saying pregnant women should have it? How appalling.
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Xabier Aug 27

In the UK injection is recommended for all pregnant women, everyone over 60 yrs old, all the

'vulnerable', front-line medical staff and carers, and everyone, including minors, in contact with

the vulnerable. No mandates as yet, except for carers I believe,
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Dana Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

yes, it was just this week on someone's cold open - maybe on Warroom or Charlie Kirk...? when

they were talking about "the new covid vaccine coming in September". A combination of

different short clips from ABC, CNN - you know, those MSM folks. It was a female news person

saying specifically "maybe not everyone but definitely anyone over 75 & pregnant women

should have the new vaccination" which made my blood run cold.

I immediately thought of you and report 69 and 74(?)

THANK YOU for coming on programs like Warroom & Charlie Kirk so we can learn what those

terrible pharmaceutical companies have done/are doing.
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Heartlander Aug 27

Oh my God have mercy!! So they're specifically TARGETING the very groups that B.G. and

his merry band of humanity-cullers want to get rid of!!! The elderly ("useless eaters") and

pregnant women ("breeders").

God help us against these enemies of humanity!!
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Xabier Aug 27

I think we can call it 'topping and tailing' mankind?
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Kale J. M. Writes Kales Storied Stories Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Such powerful information cannot be substituted and discemination becomes a priority. Incredible,

horrible and here. [Women & Babies]

🙏🎯🙏
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silverwind9 Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

How do these devils sleep. No conscience. No heart. Simply evil beings.
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Meemanator Aug 26

Unfortunately, satan's minions do not know they are minions. They are convinced they are gods and

therefore RIGHT! Oldest lie in human history
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CStone Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

How can we share this?

If I share it in FB, friends who don’t have Substack are unable to read it, and most of them move on.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 26 Author

You can cut and paste my friend..
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CStone Aug 26

I can’t believe you replied!!!!

My heart is breaking for our nation. For our world. Thank you. Thank you for replying. Thank you

for allowing us to share. Thank you for all the work that you all are doing.

“May Yahweh bless you and protect you;

may Yahweh make His face shine on you

and be gracious to you;

may Yahweh look with favor on you

and give you Shalom.”

Numbers 6:24-26

I pray His protection surrounds you and this good Doctor and his wife.
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Dave Macy Writes The Mace of Truth Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Hi again Doc...Anyone reading this and not seeing the evil that is in the world, in our governmental

agencies, in congress and the executive branch...just ubiquitous...is either blind or part of the cabal.

If we had a true free press== free to dive into the truth, the country might be salvageable! Catch your

breath my friend, and when you recover-- know that in spite of the darkness there is light. The light that

can only shine from the heart of a person filled with love. God bless you Doc!
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Gail Writes Gail’s Newsletter Aug 26

The entire current trans-activist movement forced on America and Western civilization as a collective

whole has NOTHING to do with tolerance or diversity. It’s old news. Water under the bridge. We moved on.

I was a child when the film, “ Myra Breckienridge” hit the theaters. When tennis pro Richard Raskin’s

became Renee Richards. A pre-adolescent when my mother introduced me to her favorite antique dealer ,

Lorraine, nee Lawrence.

Lou Reed ‘s “ Take A Walk On The Wild Side”and “ Lola” performed by The Kinks hit the Billboard Charts

years prior.” Cabaret” swept the Oscars.Since then, “ The Bird Cage”, “” Midnight In The Garden Of Good

and Evil”, “ The Crying Game”, “ Tootsie”,”Cage Aux Folles”” Moulin Rouge”. Chastity Bono became Chaz

Bono. Bruce Jenner became Caitlyn Jenner.Prior to any of the aforementioned, “Some Like It Hot” was

already a comedic gem.

I’ve had trans friends for decades. What hasn’t changed until very recently? Transgenderism wasn’t a fad

and transitioning was a very serious, long thought out decision and the percentile of actual

transgenderism was minuscule.

Adolescent confusion is NOT “ transgenderism” Given time, it passes. On the rare occasion it doesn’t, so

be it. But what is currently being foisted upon our children has a very nefarious purpose. Control ,

unpersoning , sterility and depopulation.

Hence the hideous forced mRNA Covid “ vaccines”. When was there EVER a campaign to vaccinate

pregnant women or babies and children with a novel, rushed hot shot? For a novel questionable virus,

suddenly named a “ Pandemic”? Or mandated masking, lockdowns, school and business closures…? Not

being allowed to question or express concern? Even with past vaccine catastrophes!

With pharmaceutical induced tragedies- Does anybody remember the devastating deformities caused by

Thimersol given to pregnant women suffering nausea. Yet we’re supposed to STFU?
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Thimersol given to pregnant women suffering nausea. Yet we’re supposed to STFU?

One might think lessons were learned from the Holocaust, Tuskegee, the 1976 Pandemic that never was,

Gardisil, etc. Apparently not.

LIKE (12) REPLY (1) SHARE

rosalee martin Writes rosalee’s Substack Aug 26

It was thalidomide not thimerisol.

Thimerisol is the mercury adjuvant that the CDC claims is safe for babies

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Chris Coffman Writes Positive Space Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for your courage--and heart-felt thanks as well to Dr. Thorp and his attorney wife.

LIKE (13) REPLY SHARE

Dana Aug 26 · edited Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

this is just SO devastating for our country, humanity, the earth. I remember in 2020 or 2021 the idiots

running many of the zoos ALSO decided all our animals needed to be vaccinated from the "terrible covid

disease" ... So, learning what we have about what is it doing to the human reproductive system, I suspect

they have potentially decimated many animals - those that may have been near extinction will become so

because of this insanity.

LIKE (12) REPLY (3) SHARE

LibrarianLiz Aug 26

Professor Mark Crispin Miller has reported on the zoo animals that have died most likely because of

the shot. News from Underground is his stack. It's been maybe a few months since the last article on

animals but he's done multiple ones. I, too, wonder how it will be for the animals.
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Her Indoors Aug 27

Thanks, he has a Substack I've found. Must be one of the good guys based on his wiki entry 

😉

LIKE REPLY SHARE

James M. Aug 26

Yes, heart attacks and died suddenly just like humans.
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Dana Aug 26

I had not heard that ... I hated when they started announcing that they were vaccinating animals.

Thank you for sharing his name. This country has gone absolutely MAD
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S. Nicoletta Rogers Aug 27

It has been MAD for much longer than we think... and not only the USA...

FASCINATING HISTORICAL CONTEXT

'Researcher Alan Watt features in this exclusive interview, in which he discusses how the

same laws are enacted at the same time across different countries under the structure of

global governance. Watt explains in detail how the people of the world are moved around

by the elite like a domesticated herd of animals by a series of contrived crises and

"revolutions," be they cultural, political, sexual or musical, so that the controllers can

manipulate human behavior to the outcome they require.

Watt reveals how the population are kept in a constant state of panic and terror, so that

authority figures who speak with confidence are then more willingly trusted, using

psychological "shock and awe" to generate fear and helplessness by bombarding the

population with a myriad of different threats that they cannot personally cope with, and so

turn to the state for reassurance and leadership.

In this fascinating in-depth exploration of the human psyche, Watt discusses how this

helplessness is artificially steam-valved through the use of sports, where men are given a

tribal team that they can identify with and cheer on, providing them with some sense of

success in their own personal lives when in the real world they're going nowhere, and

sports are merely a substitute to keep them distracted from their own enslavement.

Watt explains how women were given high fashion at accessible prices as a similar form of

substitute, and how drugs, sex, free love hyper promiscuity and destructive lifestyles were

also encouraged through music as a means of misdirecting the natural rebellious

tendencies of youth. The ultimate goal of this process is to demolish the family unit - divide

and conquer so that humanity may be more easily ruled and oppressed by the state as

vulnerable individuals, with no family tribe to stand up and defend them.

Alan Watt continues to divulge his fascinating in-depth insights into how culture is created

from the top down and used by the elite to manipulate and pervert natural human instincts

towards their own ends. Every change in culture, right down to fashion and music, points

out Watt citing Plato, had to be authorized and promoted from the top. This science of

mass mind control is still taught today by the insiders and mediums such as television are

used as weapons of social control to prevent humanity from ever realizing its full potential.

Watt talks about how the elite technocrats plan for the long term, in 50, 100 and even 150

year cycles in which to implement the different aspects of their agenda, and how each

cultural shift was deliberately timed to be implemented at a certain time.

The current cultural bombardment surrounds the emergence of neo-eugenics, with big

foundations and organizations like the Optimum Population Trust pushing the idea that

humans are superfluous, virus-like, and therefore worthless. Watt discusses how sperm

counts across Europe and America have dropped at an alarming rate of up to 80 per cent

over the past 50 years, and how the media's complete ignorance of this crisis proves that it

was authorized as a deliberate program of de-population. Watt traces the program back to

its origins in the 1950's, where synthetic female hormones like estrogen were put in baby

foods by companies like Proctor and Gamble, as well as baby milk bottles washed with

Bisphenol A, the very substance that attacks male genitalia and prevents it from

developing properly. Watt also outlines how Bisphenol A in women's cosmetic products

contributes to toxifying their bodies, leading to an environment for male babies that leads

them to have a reduced sperm count or even become sterile.The foundation of the agenda

can be discovered in the writings of people like Bertrand Russell and the Huxley brothers,

who talked about the need to sterilize the masses as far back as the 1930's.

Watt also divulges how the elite's ultimate goal for every human allowed to be born is for

them to serve the state and be deceived into accepting this enslavement as a natural form

of existence. The elite's greatest fear is that the "inferiors" will out-breed the "superiors,"

which is why they continually push neo-eugenics and are obsessed with inter-breeding to

keep their own genetics intellectually pure.'

***

DISCLAIMER from the YouTube channel owner:

"I absolutely, in no way, support Alex Jones or any of his affiliates. But this video is not to be

found on Alan Watt's website so i had to take it from there.

https://youtu.be/NVlhBS8VrbY?si=ipb5sARlS4rgPz8G

***
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 26 Author

so true sadly
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Laurie Aug 26

And then be sure to call it global warming
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Thomas Lewis Writes Useless Liberal Aug 26

.

Living Among Morons

- While Tedious ...

Is Never So Fascinating

As When They Kill Themselves

By, With, And Because Of

Their Own Stupidity.

.
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&c. Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

.

One Cannot Help

But Wonder

As To The Nature

-Of Un Pricked...

Consciousness

& Hardened H'art

That Pumpeths Up

Your Bone

Dry Well

Insidious

Poisoned Penned

& Deathly Souls

Foul Puffery

.
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Steve C Aug 26

And Hubris!
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Ernie Laubacher Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

WOW! when did our once great country become killers of women and babies. First it was Margaret

Sanger, now pharmaceuticals & doctors. How long Lord? I pray for God's grace on our nation.

It made me sick to read the horrors. going on. Bless you dear Naomi, Ernie
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Margaret Galvin Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Wow, this is one of the heaviest interviews I have read. I think abortion is a covenant of death also, and I

am not innocent. John the Baptist's message of repentance is vital to understand at an individual and

societal level, it is the first step in digging ourselves out of a pit of corrupt behaviour. All the doctors and

nurses who have stood up and lost their jobs are leading the way, teaching us both the rewards and

punishments of courage. What use is gaining the world if you lose your integrity, you can't hide that from

yourself, yet that is what all the gaslighting by the media and authorities is attempting to do, to convince

us lies are the truth, which can only work temporarily. Therefore, they are living on borrowed time.

Eventually, there will have to be a reckoning big time, otherwise the patterns will continue. I think if kids

had to learn human physiology, some immunology, genetics, anatomy, just like they are required to learn

other subjects, it would protect them from being bamboozled by white coats as adults. Just the medical

lingo alone is daunting, and the lay person is at the mercy of terminology they don't understand, and it is

easy to believe the docs know far more than they do. We must empower young people with enough

knowledge that illuminates scientific falsehoods. James Lyons-Weiler is attempting to educate, to bridge

this huge chasm in society. It is ignorance that prevents people from wise decision making and clear

thinking. Thank God for FOIA, so much is being revealed, but it must go mainstream, at least mainstream

in the medical freedom media first, eventually the legacy media will be forced to back pedal more and

more. Donating to those filing lawsuits is a great way to fight, as this is an information war that kills as

viciously as any machine gun.
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Cyn Writes GoodStuff2Know! Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The more I read of things discovered and how compromised our Medical Industrial Complex has become,

the more I fear getting I’ll or being involved in an accident. The fear is of being sent to one of these

“houses of harm” (hospitals) and being vaccinated without my knowing or being refused stabilizing

treatment unless I agree to be vaccinated. What is a person to do? I truly don’t trust any doctors or

hospitals now.
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A Andersen Sep 9

I'm almost 72 and recently realized that I should never, ever go to a hospital. I think once one passes

age 70, they really don't care what happens to you. You are just a body to do things to that have a

billing code. So I'm prepared to just die when I die, at home. I hope it doesn't hurt too much.
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Dana Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

It is SO very scary theses days. Going to one of those houses of horror & being given the poison

blood when there ... THAT is my greatest worry! I want to bank my blood but where would it even be

safe? Who can we trust any more in our small communities? I won't even take a flu shot. My GP (who

*still* wears a mask) suggested a shingles vaccine and another along with the flu & I am not taking

anything from them ...
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Christine Aug 27

My doctor (who approves of the Covid vaxx and [mega eyeroll] claims that ivermectin has been

proven ineffective against Covid) recommended that I get the shingles shot too. No thank you,

Doctor. Ditto to the flu shot.
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Dana Aug 28

I think they will try to get EVERYONE to follow them down the toilet for as long as people

will do it. sad that we can't trust those who we *should* be able to :'(
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Cyn Writes GoodStuff2Know! Aug 27

There are a growing number of pure blood banks. Here is one: https://www.unjectedblood.com/
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Dana Aug 28

THANK YOU!! I had no idea!
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James M. Aug 26

My GP asked during my last physical (in 2021, I'm done with them) if I wanted the singles

vaccine. I asked him if I looked like a lab rat that wanted to suffer before I die. Blank stare. Had to

explain that anything novel from the pharma cartel is assumed to be harmful until 10+ yrs later

with no evidence of any lawsuits or complaints.
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Wayne Kerr Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

How much did the average OB/GYN sell us out for?
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 26

A couple BMWs a big house, two kids in college, new spouse, and really nice vacations.
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Theo Farmer Writes Orthomolecular Restorative Farm… Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

These crimes against humanity have been going on for decades. Anyone who consults with women about

their pregnancy and doesn't tell them about their need for high doses of vitamin C during pregnancy are

accomplices in the crimes. Anyone who works for an industry that propagates fear of disease and injects

poisons into pregnant women and children is an accomplice. The criminals and the narratives of the

industries they dominate are satanic. Many are trapped.

Vitamin C baby results are consistently repeatable and reveal the truth.

https://theofarmer.substack.com/p/vitamin-c-babies.

The war is a war on humanity and specifically on babies and their God-given potential. The solutions: love

God with all your heart, mind, and soul. Ask and discern God's design (particularly for birth and raising

children), as seen in His creation and spelled out in scripture. Spend your resources rebuilding The

Garden, spreading the good news, and ignore the criminals.
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j malzone Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I was drawn to the references to the Catholic Hospital Networks. Short and to the point: they abhor

abortion. Yet, indulge in all of the above that the article reports: deaths of the unborn and often their

mothers. CV-19, biggest con-job from the Cabal in history...but the sting op is in motion 24/7...be calm,

and pray...
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Jennifer Beebe Aug 27

🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏
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rosalee martin Writes rosalee’s Substack Aug 26

Unfortunately the “Catholic”hospital system seems now to function merely as “non profit” window

dressing so powerful profit driven corporations can escape taxes. Sad but true.
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Heartlander Aug 27

Ann Barnhardt, a true Catholic warrior, has written about this.
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Ed Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for exposing and publicizing these crimes against our most vulnerable women and defenseless

babies. It's probably one of the most evil things I've ever seen, and yet most of the medical profession

declares, "Move on, nothing to see here. By the way, have you had all your Covid shots?" This evil was all

too cleverly and intricately done to be an accident. And I believe that all those who were behind this

almost inhumanly detailed plot have yet to be revealed.
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S. Ivory, PhD Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I read it. I was a practising midwife in Canada (and practised prelegislation too, so an autodidact to boot ...

they didn't know what to do with me at registration as I hadn't gone to school nor been apprenticed, so

they threw me in with the foreign trained midwives where I was forced to 'apply' my philosophy degree in

order to pass the English language testing ! ...) until I got kicked out of the profession in 2004 for refusing

to implement harmful mandatory protocols (that generally had zero scientific backing or was

contraindicated by same) and legally defensible, but morally indefensible, "community standards".
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sharonmo Writes sharonmo’s Substack Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I believe that the whole picture here will cause unspeakable mental anguish to millions of people who

have been unwilling to listen to you and Dr Christine Northrup, and to other nurses and doctors who have

refused to comply with the CABAL agenda, lost their jobs and were discredited and some killed. I support

you and send LOVE and LIGHT and my gratitude, Sharon
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Chief Wolf Writes Chief’s Substack Aug 26

#DONOTCOMPLY TO Conmmunist Odd Vaccine Is Death
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Martha Crawford Christian Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you, Dr. Wolf, for this exposé of a devastating collusion and perpetration of a “covenant of death.”

Aren’t those responsible for it murderers? Aren’t murderers, if convicted in courts of law, punished to the

ultimate degree, commensurate with their crimes? Can we expect justice to be served?
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FreedomFighter Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Great work, Naomi. The truth keeps getting amplified and expanded. There can no longer be any doubt

about the genocide being inflicted on humanity. The majority, the brainwashed sheeple, still have their

heads in the sand. It is up to us to keep spreading the word, loudly and often, to resist. If we do anything

less, humanity is doomed.
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Robert Yoho MD (ret) Writes Surviving Healthcare Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I used to think that the OBGs were the stupidest and most corrupt of the specialties, but then I found out

about psychiatry and pediatrics. The former has 25 percent of us on their toxic drugs and the latter has

destroyed our future by bringing the autism rate up to 1/30 from roughly 1/10,000. All were bribed and

none of their medications including vaccines have ever been compared against placebos--which means

they kill people. But this audience knows all that.
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rosalee martin Writes rosalee’s Substack Aug 26

When I see a pediatrician I want to gag.

But good news! Parents (not the so called professionals) have figured out that many non

communicating autistics are actually suffering severe motor planning issues. They are saving

children the cabal injured and tried to dispose of.
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Joan Day Aug 26

Many are getting better? Through detoxifying? I’ve heard a bit
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Her Indoors Aug 27

Check out the homeopathic approach. Search Amazon for the key titles. So many

specialist homeopaths working on this with huge success. Ton Jansen Fighting Fire with

Fire is phenomenal and wonderfully mind changing but maybe not a beginner book. So

much skill. 

🙏
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rosalee martin Writes rosalee’s Substack Aug 27

Go to childrensheathdefense.com and check out their video interviews. Lots of news on

better therapies and many advancements.

These silent ones have a story to tell and it WILL BE TOLD!
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adventure_mates@yahoo.com Sep 2

Check out the movie Spellers
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rosalee martin Writes rosalee’s Substack Sep 2

Yes!!!

I happen to be related to an MD child psychiatrist and editor of a top psychiatric

journal with top credentials who also heads a very very well funded research lab.

They have gotten NOWHERE with their ( only pharmaceutical) research. No

cures. No solutions. I had debated with this person for years about the limited

testing models they use. Once I even posited, a little sarcasticly: why don’t you

just take some itty bitty neonate mice and put them through an approximation of

what the CDC and the medical professionals put human infants through and see

what happens… hhhhmmm maybe perhaps neurological, or autoimmunity

damages to the itty bitty creatures, and maybe even death sometimes? Maybe

mercury and aluminium and god knows what else on a newborn could be a real

problem? Couldn’t be that difficult to do could it?

After that this esteemed scientist, runs when they see me coming, not going to

debate with me, especially about appraxia and where that might have come

from.

But the parents of medically injured children who showed SPELLERS to the world

have presented TRUTH that can not be ignored. It will have its way while the

lifetime of awards and honors of which my “esteemed” relative is so proud of will

soon be forgotten.
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CMCM Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

I'm 74. When I was in my late 40's my OB tried to push hormone therapy on me to "protect against

premenopausal issues (hot flashes, etc) that I did not have. I refused, which turned out to be a good

decision given what was learned about hormone therapy a decade or so after that. Later my Family

practice doctor tried to push statins on me automatically because I have what is familial high

cholesterol. I demanded a more specialized cholesterol test (not usually supported by health

insurance, by the way) to see what kind of LDL particles I have....fluffy type, as it turned out, which is

good (compared to the more dangerous small, dense type particles). My doctor really did not appear

to know much about that kind of cholesterol test, but after that initial visit with her she now

automatically orders that more detailed test for me. My HDL has always been quite high and healthy,

and Tri's low. The LDL being high was what threw the overall score off and led to the statin

recommendation. Thankfully, I was astute enough to also refuse statins. I'm healthy as a horse and

take no meds, and frankly, I have always been reluctant to take any meds for anything other than

antibiotics when necessary, which is rare. I do feel I'm much better off for this lifelong attitude,

especially when I observe the often deplorable health condition of so many in my age range.
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Jennifer Beebe Aug 27

I have had a very similar experience to yours and like you thankfully I am healthy. High

cholesterol but good fluffy particles. I too figured out not to go by their stupid and dangerous

recommendations. No vaccines for me and I work with a fantastic functional medicine doc who

orders all the right tests that bring him to the right conclusion- no meds necessary. I do not trust

most doctors anymore or the dangerous insanity they try to sell! So very sad! God help us all! 

✝
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Desert Jewel Aug 26

Can you please provide the name of the “more detailed specialized cholesterol test” so all can

pursue defining LDL - many thanks!

LIKE (5) REPLY (2) SHARE

Katriot Writes Katriot’s Substack Aug 27

Over a decade ago I had extensive lipid testing done by an ‘outside the box’ thinking

lipidologist named Tara Dall, MD. This is where I first learned about my cholesterol details,

APOE status, Insulin resistance and omega 3 vs 6 levels. Also recent studies on Lean Mass

Hyper-responders (cholesterol) have opened new windows regarding statin use.
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Janet Aug 27

I think it’s called NMRLP. If your doc won’t order it, you can get them at the labs like Quest

or Labcorp. They are all over. I believe Medicare paid for mine. It was a couple of years ago.

It’s a fasting test.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Joan Day Aug 26

Reminds me of a dr who thought it strange I wasn’t on “the pill” when I saw him at 39 or so and

told him I’ve had severe hormonal mood swings since my teen years. It’s commonplace I guess

(was at least) to put ladies with pms induced mood swings on that contraceptive pill.
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Robert Yoho MD (ret) Writes Surviving Healthcare Aug 26

I like your attitude. Skepticism is your armor. For a more granular perspective, here is a free

download of my book Hormone Secrets. https://dl.bookfunnel.com/p7dvqow83g. Hormones

extend life if the right ones are appropriately prescribed.

My belief after much study is that statins are fraud from start to finish: an industry with nearly a

trillion total sales. No amount of hair splitting with "special tests" can overcome the original sin-

-they don't work and create patient injury.

LIKE (13) REPLY (1) SHARE

CMCM Aug 26

One thing I remember about the hormone issue was that my doctor said it didn't matter

that I had no real symptoms (no hot flashes, etc). She said they would protect against heart

disease in women. That turned out to be wrong.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Robert Yoho MD (ret) Writes Surviving Healthcare Aug 27

Read Hormone Secrets. She was right.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Katie Andraski Writes Katie’s Ground Aug 27

I’m feeling uneasy about Premarin cream because of peeing it into our septic and

field etc...let alone the horses used...will check out your book.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Steve Close Writes Steve’s Newsletter Aug 26

It's going to take a lot more people to die than 1 in 5000, or even 1 in 1000, for people to wake up. They

will have to lose close friends and family members to snap them out of their trance.

Even then it's possible they can be persuaded to believe it's climate change, and/or a novel pathogen

passed on to humanity from animals, and/or something new cooked up by the propagandists.

As H.L. Mencken said no one ever went broke underestimating the intelligence of the American people.
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Marie Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thanks for all you do , Naomi, it is greatly appreciated.

LIKE (11) REPLY SHARE

Nan C Aug 26

Absolutely heartbreaking. A 1 year old was recently hospitalized as they thought she had Leukemia. It is

not that but her neutrophil level is only 0.2. They are waiting for more test results.She is not int the hospital

but her activity is very limited. Her Mom was fully jabbed I think before she got pregnant. Have you seen

anything like this in other babies?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 26 Author

No but I’ll tell the team.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Timothy Winey Writes Timothy’s Newsletter Aug 26

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/364330424_Altered_Blood_Post_Vaccination_Can_a_potenti

al_catastrophe_be_averted

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Maggie V Writes Maggie’s Newsletter Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I can thank you both enought for your courage and honesty. God bless you both.
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Timothy Winey Writes Timothy’s Newsletter Aug 26

https://timothywiney.substack.com/p/your-slavery-began-in-1868-you-just

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Writes David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Ne… Aug 26

Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Unreal the evil. Dr. Breggin had a good host the other day that covered Eugenics.

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/america-out-loud-pulse/id1617629370?i=1000624911941
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David Poe Writes David’s Thinking about the Worl… Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Hubris.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Metta Zetty Writes BeyondC19.net Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This says it all: "Are you willing to lose your job to save my life?"

The Hippocratic Oath has been decimated.
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Corky Bobbin Writes Drown Later Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Individual acts of courage, millions of them, will be our salvation.
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Corky Bobbin Writes Drown Later Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It's understood that the human mind can't comprehend, make sense of, the vastness of the physical

Universe. Also mathematicians devised equations describing an understandable way to reference an

unlimited count of numbers. They call that count an infinity of numbers. Once they broadened their

understanding of the types or categories of numbers the term uncountable infinity became necessary.

One thing lead to another and soon it became apparent that some distinct infinites must have more

members than others. A dazzling result for the non-mathematician to comprehend. Likewise the human

mind cannot comprehend the infinite vastness of the universe of evil that has been and is still being

visited upon our human family by members of that family. The uncountable infinity of physical and

emotional suffering inflected is incomprehensible. The motives and will to inflect such incomprehensible

harm are incomprehensible. However our path to salvation is comprehensible. It is evidenced by this

discussion of Dr. Wolf and Dr. Thorp.
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Cheryl Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I keep feeling like I'm in an alternate universe.

Soon after big pharma stocks experienced significant drops, a mysterious new "variant" appears. This

came with the requisite MSM/CDC hysteria -- just in time for new shots!

And then I read Naomi, or RFK, Jr. or Dr. Campbell -- and wonder why nobody seems to be resisting the

new mask mandates/school closures announced this past week.

It's like deja vu all over again. People are still falling for it. How many more people have to die?
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CMCM Aug 26

I'm sorry to say I have now come to believe that a great many people have a very sheeplike, "follow

the leader" mentality and that isn't going to change despite what we have seen the last few years.

Very sad.
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Elizabeth Writes Dangling Over The Edge of Insan… Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Cheryl forgive me for weighing in below you as I can't access the independent posting box.

---------------------

Naomi,

I cannot understand how a 'legal' contract can be binding if it is based on doing great harm.

I also understand it takes great bravery to stand up and speak out against this.

But what does it take to be a part of it? There is no integrity in it. No life is worth living that would

knowingly collude in this. No matter the fallout.
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Jay Ramirez Aug 26

https://rumble.com/v3bzctw-over-2000-klds-missing-from-school-in-lahaina-the-npc-show.html

https://rumble.com/v1qte82-adrenochrome-production-exposed.html

https://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthread.php?120692-Sandra-Bullock-reveals-how-she-stays-

looking-young...--OMG-
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Jay Ramirez Aug 26

I found this in the comment section in the 2nd video link I pasted above me. I would like to know up if

it’s real, fake, wishful thinking, or one of many secrets being kept from the public? Greg Reese,

any thoughts.

US Patent 3693731A issued September 26, 1972 for laser tunneling and then things improved with

nuclear powered laser tunneling US Patent 3885332A issued May 27 , 1975 . These are large

machines with multiple lasers that melt the rock at 1 billion degrees kelvin and the tunnels advance at

5+ miles a day up to 40' in diameter .

There are an estimated 10,000 DUMBS under every major world city and all are connected by Mag

Lev Trains that travel at Mach 2 speeds . Most of the DUMBS are down 6.2 miles or 10 km - most of

them are between 10 miles and 30 miles in diameter as the rock is so hard .

Under President Trump POTUS 19 and Commander in Chief of the Alliance Military Special Forces

they have been working with Russia - Putin , China - Xi Jiping and 27+ other countries to take down

the Deep State in 130+ countries . They have their Navy Ships of the coasts of another 83+

countries . Since 2017 - there were huge underground wars going on - under Melbourne Australia

the fighting took months and more the 500,000 children have been rescued . The last DUMBS was

under Lake Geneva in Switzerland and on December 3,2022 Russian and German troops entered

Switzerland to make arrests - this was the headquarters for the Global Operations . I believe it has

been completed now - around 4 million children where rescued and Space Force working with the

Galactic Federation saw these children taken off planet by our Space Family to recover . Generations

of children were born underground and horrible things , locked in cages , tortured to produce

Adrenochrome and one can not even think about these things .

Thank you Alliance Military Special Forces for saving the children - saving humanity !
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David Poe Writes David’s Thinking about the Worl… Aug 26

How would you keep that secret?
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Jay Ramirez Aug 26

Ok so wrong term, why isn’t it common knowledge to the public? If it’s true wouldn’t be

mainstream? The story as a whole, that is, not the equipment or organizations involved.
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S. Ivory, PhD Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Although it is shocking, it is not surprising to any of us who have followed criminal behavior of those In

Obstetrics who supposedly care for women and children. For decades now, many women and midwives

have tried to stop the torture, the butchery and abuse of women during their pregnancies, deliveries and

postpartum. In 1984 the World Health Organization came out with a series of statements about Medical

Care during parturition, and it said that any rates of cesarean over 15% constituted medical malpractice.

Since then, the rates of induction and cesareans have climbed, almost to the point now in Canada where

one in three verging on one in two women are chopped up to deliver their babies. And the most horrifying

part of this, is that all of this is done with a smile for "their own good". And incredibly even worse, modern

obstetrical "care" sets the stage for the most widespread incidence of Stockholm Syndrome in history,

millions of women grateful for the unnecessary assaults on their bodies and their babies in the uninformed

and irresponsibly unexamined belief that it is "all for their own good". ... SO, shocking but not a big leap

from torture to murder.
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CMCM Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

I became an OB skeptic at the age of 20, 6 months after the birth of my daughter. I was a DES baby.

My mother took DES while pregnant with me in 1949. DES (a synthetic estrogen designed to

supposedly prevent miscarriage) was taken by 5 to 10 million women but later outlawed when the

dangers came to light. One article I looked at stated that, paraphrasing a bit of it:

"A DES daughter," was born to the estimated five to 10 million women who took the first-ever

synthetic estrogen, diethylstilbestrol, while pregnant. While marketed as a drug to help prevent

miscarriages, the estrogen was pervasive, winding up in everything from prenatal vitamins to weekly

shots to daily pills. Eventually, it would make its way into the blood of fetuses. When born, these

children would often find themselves with abnormal reproductive organs—often causing infertility—

and an elevated risk of developing various forms of cancer.

Many would also find themselves facing something that would further complicate their relationship

to their bodies: an ingrained distrust of the medical community. What Foucault called the "clinical

gaze," or the cognitive relativity that medical practitioners prescribe truths to their subject's bodies,

is the structure on which modern medicine balances—but one that crumbles when trust is broken.

For many, that trust has never been there."

This is 100% true for me for the last 54 years.

So I have had almost an inborn mistrust from the earliest age due to what my mother told me about

DES. She worried terribly about it, felt immense guilt about what might happen to me. This played out

in a big way for me at age 20, when a pap smear taken 6 months after my daughter's birth showed

suspicious, abnormal cells. My doctor knew about my DES exposure so perhaps he reacted more

aggressively due to that. In 1970 a bad pap smear was dealt with in a hospital setting, although I have

heard it would now bed done more simply in a doctor's office. But back then, I was in the E.R. and

had a cervical conization (cutting a chunk off the cervix for testing) and also a D&C to do biopsies,

both of which turned out to be non-problematic. However, the OB cut too deep with the conization,

cut into a blood vessel, and I nearly bled to death and had to be re-hospitalized twice due to

hemorrhaging. Lucky for me I survived, but I remained in fear of getting cancer eventually due to the

DES exposure. I got yearly pap smears my entire life with never another problem. More recently when

I discussed this with my doctor, she said atypical cells are not unusual for a time after childbirth.

Perhaps doctors didn't realize that then? Or were they just eager to pump DES into pregnant

women?
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 26 Author

You would like my 2001 book Misconceptions about this..you are right of course
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 26

Ask questions.

https://www.acog.org/contact
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cgg Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

With regards to Dr. Thorp's former CEO, someone needs to send him a copy of your "I'm Not Brave, You're

Just a P****" essay.

Cowards.
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Steve Conway Writes Sent Tenses Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Horrifying shit.

Thank you for posting this.

This might be good time to share my theory: The US Federal Government and the Chinese Communist

Party have been waging a slow motion war on the now Divided States of America.

Hope I'm wrong, but my gut has been telling me this for at least the past two years now.
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Josie Aug 26

Clinton gave the whole patent library to the CCP.
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Jonathan Ramsay Aug 26

Is there a difference?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

S. Ivory, PhD Aug 26

As Homer would say, "Doh!"
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George W. Ford Writes George W. Ford's Substack Aug 26

I thought Pfizer and Moderna excluded pregnant women from their 2020 clinical trials, though some

(fewer than 100 in Pfizer) did become pregnant nonetheless. Was the April 2021 report that went to

Rochelle Walensky based on the 2020 trial? Or was it a separate, later clinical trial just for pregnant

women? Or was it Pfizer's and Moderna's own special monitoring program, or the CDC's program, the so-

called "post marketing" data covering the Dec. 1, 2020 through Feb. 28, 2021 period?
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 26 Author

See the reports cited.
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zuFpM5*M Aug 26 · edited Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The more I learn recently, the more I think that Pfizer and Moderna were somewhere below the top of the

totem pole for this plan. Whoever planned this needed drug companies because they had to be able to

pretend to the public that these injections were a drug that had been through trials. Pfizer and

government lawyers have submitted to the court that that was not the case, it was just a sham for public

appearances. If some DoD entity had simply produced these substances right out of the belly of the

military-industrial complex, it would have been much harder to convince people that they were 'safe and

effective.'

Meanwhile, Pfizer's fortunes were somewhat in decline and they had a checkered past meaning they were

morally flexible about harmful substances. Moderna was a no product decades long failure possibly

propped up by covert government investments. Two such allies would do whatever they were told and

shut their mouths about it.

We really need to find out who gave the formula to these companies. Bourla was on TV saying that and I

paraphrase, "I was surprised when they told me that we would be going with this type [mRNA]." Who told

him? Whose orders did he follow?

As Dr. Yeadon has pointed out, how did every major vaccine player decided to use only the spike protein.

With whom did they communicate about that? It was impossible to have happened by accident. The

sequence of the spike protein originated with someone, in some lab, who had a specific design purpose in

mind.

I'm afraid that the answers to these questions will be withheld from the public with the same justification

as the "weapons system" redactions in the Pifzer documents. The only possibility is a dramatic regime

change in one of the participating, knowledgeable countries. But is that even a possibility with the

'electoral system' of today?
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Unagnu Aug 26

Ask yourself who are the 8,000 richest and best connected people in the world? They run the world.

They are the elite the cabal, the illuminati, the people that have run the world for centuries back to

maybe even the time of Christ. Then you will know where to point your finger. Look at Blackrock,

Vanguard.. what investments do they have? What do their CEOs espouse? Who ARE these people?

Jewish? Or those who say they are Jewish but have no creed except profit, and Satan's creed 'do

what you want, they deserve it if you tell them and they let you still do it to them"...... Ask Who

sits/belongs on these big Corporate Boards?? Now you will be getting warmer. Ask yourself if you

want to be king, who do you need to destroy and HOW do you need to do it? If you are China being

used or allowing yourself to be used in order to gain the upper hand, what would YOU do to make the

opponent go down? Give them bad science / data so they wander confused and cannot make good

decisions or plan ahead because garbage in = garbage out. Take away any science they have. Bribe

and get your people into places of influence, infiltrate the military, the police, the judiciary. Destablize

and Dumb down the society, divide it, give it mindless bread and circuses..do things to encourage

moral rot and decay and destroy the family. Get rid of God and a belief in a higher power. Are things

perhaps making more sense to you? This IS war. WAR AGAINST HUMANITY. Who stands at the helm

directing? May not even be human.... but the ones carrying out the orders and directions... these are

humans that are stone cold psychopaths. Can the masses manage to rise and shake them off? I fear

not. In which case, comes the time spoken of in the Bible: the desolation of abomination. The jabs my

friend. For you are in God's image, your body is his/her temple and you have taken a poison shot that

will CHANGE how your DNA is ... from human to human + artificial or animal DNA. You have defiled

your temple. Now you are not human any more are you? More over there may be nano tech that

seeks to use your body to generate energy like a parasite (which often kill hosts). Or which controls

your thoughts and emotions. And you have taken that which renders you infertile as a species. You

have willingly done this to your self and your world.... through strong delusions. You could not be

reached by science, by facts, so lost to the spell were you. There's the real horror. I am keeping my

eyes on the Lord and Heaven from whence shall come my salvation. And if I die as I must to leave this

world, my prayer is: Lord God, do not ask me to return to this place, do not send me back into the

fleshly body. Let me stay in the Heavenly realms...

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Metta Zetty Writes BeyondC19.net Aug 26

Check out the work of Sasha Latypova, Katherine Watt and David Martin. They are all shedding light

on who has been telling Big Harma what to do:

> https://workflowy.com/s/beyond-covid-19/SoQPdY75WJteLUYx#/f9c2c336b36d

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

zuFpM5*M Aug 26

Yes, I read them; however, we don't know who gave the marching orders to pharma. We just

know the DoD was involved and where some legal 'emergency pandemic' authority resides.

That does not tell us who the coup planner higher-ups are. We can only guess at the origin and

specific intent of the spike protein without discovering the documents of whoever made it.
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Abigail Starke Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

May justice come and bring prosecution to these murderers.
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Turfseer Writes Turfseer’s Newsletter Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Do these doctors REALLY know how dangerous these vaccines are? I maintain the majority do not as they

are members of the Vaccine Cult. Cognitive dissonance comes into play to ward off the doubts. When the

virus is your God you do not question your main sacramental rite!

DR. GASLIGHT. A doctor causes his patient to question her own sanity. Listen to Turfseer’s hit song.

https://turfseer.substack.com/p/dr-gaslight

THE EMERGENCY. Unending fake public health “emergencies” enable global elites to maintain an iron grip

on a worldwide population living in fear. Listen to Turfseer’s new song.

https://turfseer.substack.com/p/the-emergency

THE VIRUS IS MY GOD. The “virus” is claimed to have invaded a town in the old west and soon worshiped

as a new idol among the populace: Watch the music video here: https://turfseer.substack.com/p/the-

virus-is-my-god.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Margaret Frank Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Just the latest. Ways to kill babies of native ametivan women goes back decades and continued into the

1960s. African Americsn also. Just upped it to All!

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Chief Wolf Writes Chief’s Substack Aug 26

DEMONICRATS STARTED THE KKK RACISM KILLING OUR SOLDIERS BENGHAZI THRUOUT

HISTORY 0bamanus funding jihad with biden ETC DEMONICRATS KILLED PRESIDENT KENNEDY

ETC THE DEMONICRATS CLINTOON FOUNDATION OF SILENCING PATRIOTS ETC AND YET YOU

IGNORANT SOPPY PRAT

Margaret Frank YOU ARE SICK AND DERANGED BLAMMING PRESIDENT TRUMP

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Margaret Frank Aug 26

I know pro life Democrats and pro choice Republicans. Rarely does a person support their party
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Margaret Frank Aug 26

Robert Kennrdy said his father believed the CIA killed his brother. Eisenower involved us in

Vietnam. Kennedy planned to pull out. The reason he was killed. My Mother said that from day

one.
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Cheryl Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

God help us all.

Thanks for spotlighting the truth, Naomi.
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Bernd Michalski Writes We the populists Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The people behind this are Big Pharma and more broadly the globalist cabal … the usual suspects being

the WEF, WHO, the likes of Bill Gates etc. … who see mankind as a cancer on the planet and want to

"manage" the number of people living, i.e. practically kill billions. To them, a few million babies killed are

just the unavoidable side effect of "saving the planet".

I know, it sounds otherworldly, as if coming from a sick imagination of some "conspiracy" guy.

Yet at this point there is no doubt in my mind: that is exactly what we are dealing with.

To lethally endanger pregnant women and their babies is surely somehow the most evil sub-plot of their

whole schemes.

I remember looking through "reports" from Scottish Health Authorities who went out of their way to

statistically "prove" that the "vaccines" were totally fine with pregnant women, too. So it was not "only"

general negligence. It looks almost like the sub demographic was specifically targeted.

The whole ideology of those evil powers is … behind a curtain of supposed "health care" efforts … in effect

a cult of death, obsessive-compulsive, sick, demonic, diabolic.

We might have to think and speak about it in biblical terminology in order to barely grasp the essence.

I don't know exactly what your take might be on the following point, but I find it hard not to see some

connection between the globalists' position and what they are going for with the mRNA poison … and the

conviction of the left that abortion until birth and even beyond is perfectly normal and legit.

Let me just say I believe there is something to reflect about openly.

Thank you once more for your undeterred work on the China virus fraud, it is invaluable.

I hope that your sharing the terrible, horrific truths on the subject with all of us helps you bear the

emotional weight on your shoulders.

LIKE (6) REPLY (3) SHARE

Mark Much Aug 26

Charles III is also one of the leaders of the cabal. He and his father Philip are depopulation

enthusiasts, and Charles was the first to call for a great reset. Will he lose his head like Charles the

1st?

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 26 Author

It helps.
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 26

If you had a super yacht that holds 200,000 gallons of fuel you would want a bunch of those SUV

driving useless eaters dead too.
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Bernd Michalski Writes We the populists Aug 26

I get your point, but actually, I believe I wouldn't.

#45 owns a large plane and uses it on a daily basis, and he's not a proponent of such evil plans.

Just saying.
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 26

And I get your point, but Trump might be a bad example
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Chief Wolf Writes Chief’s Substack Aug 26

YET USURPER JOE biden diddles chidren and hires queer abominations in WE THE

PEOPLES W-H AND POISONS US AND OUR LAND YET ANOTHER IDIOT BLAMES

PRESIDENT TRUMP

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Removed Aug 26

Comment removed
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Chief Wolf Writes Chief’s Substack Aug 26 · edited Aug 28

Yer sister same one who diddled you. hillary lied also

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 26

My sister recently died

LIKE REPLY SHARE

The Pattywagon Writes The Pattywagon Aug 26

Thank you.

So, if we need an Obstetrician or Gynecologist, where do we go?

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Aug 26

One place to start looking:

https://covid19criticalcare.com/providers/

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Laura Kasner Aug 26

It doesn’t look like they list any OB/GYNs
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Aug 26

Alas. But it is a place to start. One doctor can recommend another.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Laura Kasner Aug 26

Very good point!
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Her Indoors Aug 28

Wellness Company? Dr Peter McCullough's crowd, worth asking as more and

more doctors are joining.
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Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

Thank GOODNESS this brave and ethical ob/gyn is married to an attorney!

Love you Naomi, and James and Maggie Thorp.

We really have not YET begun to fight.

Please don't give in to depression. The battle before us is HUGE, true, but I believe we must galvanize and

STAND UP.

Humanity is at stake.

Do NOT give up on your people.

Folks: please PLEASE continue to pay this data forward. Even If you're 99% certain the recipients will

delete without opening.

I prefaced my own link with this question:

"Did you know? Via your preferred sources for reliable information?

If you would please simply take the time to read, or listen, or watch this video:

You too may begin to suspect/understand what their end-game is.

https://open.substack.com/pub/naomiwolf/p/the-covenant-of-death?
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Mark Reeder Writes Way Overton Window Aug 26

Also: “ The War on Love: Were expectant mothers murdered in US hospitals to promote the Covid-19

agenda?”

https://thewayout.substack.com/p/the-war-on-love-were-expectant-mothers
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Maya Aug 26

No excuses for the mothers that maimed or killed their own children for their own pride, stupidity, or

money. None.
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Kelliann Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

So many gynecological surgeries in the operating room for the past 7 months. Never in 20 years of

surgical nursing have I seen this. 10-12 daily. Heavy post menopausal bleeding or young women having

menses for over 1 year.
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adventure_mates@yahoo.com Sep 2

My friend had fibroid before the shots, but never anything huge. Now has hydronephresis and needs

a hysterectomy because the uterus has gotten so large. They don't know why. She is 48 and never

had kids.
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Brandon is not your bro Aug 26

You got that right Kelliann!
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Brandon is not your bro Aug 27

CHD bus is coming to Ohio !! If you or anyone else lives by there !! 

🤗
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 26 Author

Please talk to me on or off the record. Naomi@dailyclout.io
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Kelliann Aug 27

I will email you
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Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Aug 26

Thanks for your testimony. 

💖

Please say the quiet part OUT LOUD folks.

(I'm already persona non grata for many many years, so, nothing to lose.)
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Kelliann Aug 27

Yes!!
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S. Ivory, PhD Aug 26

So am I. In south central ON. Where ru? Maybe we can connect and commiserate!
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Metta Zetty Writes BeyondC19.net Aug 26

Everyone should report their menstrual and fertility issues:

> https://workflowy.com/s/beyond-covid-19/SoQPdY75WJteLUYx#/27fc0bb7e449

Of particular interest:

> MyCycleStory.com
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 26 Author

No! These folks exist to harvest the data
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Metta Zetty Writes BeyondC19.net Aug 26

At the very least, I thought MyCycleStory was doing vitally important research:

> https://mycyclestory.com/project/covid-19-and-the-surge-in-decidual-cast-

shedding/

> https://mycyclestory.com/project/is-shedding-causing-menstrual-

irregularities/

> https://mycyclestory.com/project/spike-protein-effects-on-reproductive-

health/

Are you also suspect of the CHD's tracking system?

> https://childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/known-

culprits/vaccines-culprit/chd-international-vaccine-adverse-event-tracking-

system/
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Gwaihir Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Our governments hate us and want us dead. It seems like the entire world is dominated and ruled by

psychopaths. But the luciferian death cult doesn't win in the end. Maranatha.

LIKED (10) REPLY SHARE

James Goodrich Writes J Goodrich News Letter Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It’s become a real fear inside of me. Yes we read and listen to these fact filled interviews, and see the

horrific damage knowingly done by big pharma while at the same time colluding with the governmental

health bureaucracies. This in itself is frightening and horrendous. What scares me the most is the

promises made by the republican house to indict, conduct hearings, and bring in front of the American

public these participants, but we see nothing as to promises kept. Their complete lack of justice to wards

these crimes will only embolden these profiteers. With absolutely no response to these crimes against

humanity we all should expect round after round of these type crimes. To me every minute that goes by,

with no response, is another lost opportunity to straighten our republic. The lack of response is what

frightens me. In many ways I feel as though they are beginning to load the cattle cars back up and people

are lining up again to be sent off to the camps. Still no resistance by the house republicans to the war

against humanity. It’s frightening to me. J.Goodrich
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ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Aug 26

Because they are in on it. This was a government military kill operation, not a 'pharmaceutical

operation.' Your saviours will not come from government. They are the ones killing us.
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Stevanovitch Aug 26

Fear is never a good strategy.
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James Goodrich Writes J Goodrich News Letter Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I fear the lack of justice....and the consequences it creates.
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Cheryl Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

And they're rolling out a whole new bunch of COVID terror with this scary new "variant."

Not sure what's so scary about it, but a mere "uptick in cases" is enough to bring back mask

mandates and school closures in NY, TX, & KY.
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Janet Aug 27

The new variant is called BS.24/7.
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Jeff Schreiber Aug 27

And I call the whole fiasco Stupid 19
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Chiadrum Aug 27

Seems like a very small minority paying attention. Took a flight recently and there were about 5

or so people wearing CLOTH masks. Out of maybe 150-200 people. So 2-3% are still deranged

enough to fall for this crap? Although I was in CVS the other day and a fella and his wife were

going for their RSV shots. They were both thin and looked healthy. Just get sun every day and

take some smart supplements dude, you’ll be fine. Since I started mountain biking incessantly, I

haven’t had a hint of a cough. I’ve had a sniffle or two but never for more than a few hours.

That’s what happens when you have a functioning immune system not hijacked by freaking

Bond villains.
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Janet Aug 27

I had a hip surgery 1 year check up last week. The PA said it was nice to see my face since

the clinic had only recently made masks voluntary. But then rattled on about the recent rise

in cases and was excited to hear that you can have the jabs in just one arm now and not

both. I just starred at him. I did tell him I would not comply if masks came back. He didn’t

ask if I was shot up. I didn’t tell him either.
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Chiadrum Aug 27

I was wearing a tshirt to an orthopedic appointment the other day. It said it’s

dangerous to believe anything blindly. The reply was the science is settled. The

answer was that’s not how science works. The reply was you’re a racist. The nurse

who escorted me said ain’t that the damn truth. A sliver of hope.
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James Goodrich Writes J Goodrich News Letter Aug 26

Cheryl I just got over it. My mother in law was in the hospital, waiting to go to a Boston hospital

and got Covid. They never tested her so my wife and I went to visit her and we both got it,

supposedly. I never found out until over a week went by and worked right through it. It’s more

government fear porn that they create.
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CMCM Aug 26

Maybe you got the flu. Everyone calls every little thing covid these days. Also, the so-called

covid test shows viral remnants, but it doesn't seem like the test can really distinguish and

separate out the covid virus from any of the other 380 trillion viruses that populate our

bodies.
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Cheryl Aug 26

Yeah, I'm not at all frightened of COVID.

I'm mystified at how rapidly people slip back into masks, accept the school

shutdowns/mandates after all the info that's been released.
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CMCM Aug 26

Conditioning.
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Peter Ahern Writes No man is an island Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

FWIW, my last job (ended 10/22) as a hospital security guard entailed escorting nurses to the morgue with

the cadavers of newborns. Subsequent to the vaccines, there was a noticeable uptick of newborn

mortality. Not enough to jump up on a table and scream out "ah-ha", but noticeable. Nobody ever

commented on it, at least in my hearing. But it was happening.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 26 Author

Please talk to me, on or off the record. Naomi@dailyclout.io
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Peter Ahern Writes No man is an island Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you Doctor but as far as my comment goes, it's strictly anecdotal. I noticed an increase of

infant deaths, as a matter of fact all deaths. But not such an increase that we had a problem with

it. I also had conversations with the funeral home representatives who would come for the

bodies, again not just infants. In one of those conversations I was told they were very busy and

had been for some time. Again this isn't anything constituting irrefutable proof of the deadliness

of the vaccines. But there are no such things as coincidences, right?
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Dr Naomi Wolf Aug 26 Author

journalists consider eyewitness accounts such as yours very valuable. There can be

causes of spikes in deaths for elderly but something is really wrong if newborns die. Up to

you of course…
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Katie Andraski Writes Katie’s Ground Aug 27

I was told funeral homes in Chicago were so busy that a funeral for a friends father in

law had to be put off for two weeks.
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for sharing this.
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Nina Aug 26

Recognizing we (humanity) have a problem with which to contend is the first step. Too many non-evil

people STILL do not recognize evil when it is staring them in the face.
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Undine Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I feel like I’m living a nightmare. And the worst part? How relatively few people know the nightmare is here.
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

I suspect that many do know but they want to pretend that they don't. And many simply don't know

who they can trust to talk to about it openly.
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CMCM Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

I think some people, and I don't know if it's a lot of people, are in somewhat the same place I

found myself in early March 2020. Things weren't adding up, nothing made sense, and my

skepticism antennae were up already. So I started reading everything I could, and the more I

read, the more suspicious I became, even while not yet making sense of it all. Bit by bit, the

clueless are hopefully getting more clues now their initial fear has subsided.
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cgg Aug 26

I saw a podcast with Zuby and Dr. McCullough where they touched on this. Getting over the

hump requires reconciliation with the fact of 'oh shit, what did I do to myself???' That they may

be a ticking time bomb.
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Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Aug 26

Please, just begin saying the quiet part out loud.

At every opportunity.

Just SAY it.
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 26

All it took was 11 million for American College of OBGYN to prostitute themselves.

But why don't you name names ?

Who actually put money in their pockets in exchange for producing dead babies?
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Her Indoors Aug 28

I wonder if that info is in the redacted pages? 

🙏
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Metta Zetty Writes BeyondC19.net Aug 26

The simpler task would be to name of the names of the doctors who said "No" to the money and

spoke the truth. Apparently most of them have lost their jobs.
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 26

It would be a much shorter list.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Kathy M. Aug 26

Re: Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano. He is living in hiding right now because his mission has become to tell

the truth about the Catholic church and to start a charity for the good priests and nuns who are getting

thrown out on the street. The current pope has sadly turned the Catholic Church into the “Deep Church.”

Switch the website to English when it opens. https://exsurgedomine.it/
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David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 26

Their pedo problem has lead to deals with the devil.
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Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Aug 26

Absolutely. 

😢
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Freedom Fox Writes Freedom Fox Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Past, present and future, "a future that many of us might not like." As of 2016 only 14% of doctors took the

Hippocratic Oath to begin their careers. Fewer today.

Useless Eaters: Disability as Genocidal Marker in Nazi Germany

Catholic Culture, 2002

(From The Journal of Special Education, pages 155 - 168)

https://www.catholicculture.org/culture/library/view.cfm?recnum=7019

"Complicity of the Medical Professions

It is important to note that the enactment of prejudice against people with disabilities in Nazi Germany

could not have succeeded without the complicity of the medical and adjunct professions. Power over life

and death was placed firmly in the hands of physicians who became white-coated executioners, having

long abandoned the "do no harm" clause of the Hippocratic Oath. Currently [2002], there is evidence of

the medical community's again being willing agents in hastening the deaths of people deemed not viable,

including people with disabilities, through familiar methods for ending the lives of terminally ill people,

such as starvation and death by thirst. Furthermore, there is evidence that "do no harm" is now viewed as

a somewhat quaint throwback to a distant, less sophisticated era. For example, many physicians no longer

take the Hippocratic Oath before beginning their careers, and many standard hospital treatment protocols

now stipulate that staff physicians may override next-of-kin requests for patient treatment if the physician

decides that treatment will likely be ineffective (Smith, 2000). Once again, patients, including those with

disabilities who are terminally ill, now bear the responsibility of justifying their existence and their need for

treatment. This being the case, and with the clear understanding that not all physicians put the greater

good ahead of their individual patients, there should at least be some debate about what this means for

people with disabilities, many of whom rely extensively on the assumption that their physicians have their

best individual treatment interests at heart and will treat them regardless of utilitarian arguments to the

contrary."

Hippocratic Oath abandoned:

Culture of death : the assault on medical ethics in America

Wesley A Smith, 2000

https://archive.org/details/cultureofdeath00wesl

Smith's Follow up book:

Culture of Death, The Age of "Do Harm" Medicine

Discovery Institute, 2016

https://www.discovery.org/b/culture-of-death/

"Smith warns that future troubles could be tied to the fact that only 14% of doctors today report having

taken the Hippocratic oath to “do no harm.” Smith even recounts episodes of doctors recommending that

the old or sick be denied basic treatments which might potentially save life. This enlightening book

unmasks unexpected occurrences in the present practice of medicine, and shines light into a future that

many of us might not like."
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Margaret Frank Aug 26

I doubt German Dr's had a choice. The people who disobeyed Hitler died. He killed many German

people after he reached the top. Yes. Including children.
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Freedom Fox Writes Freedom Fox Aug 26

I suggest you read the Catholic Culture piece in its entirety. It was done the same way in

Germany as it's been done in the US. How many docs in the US and world have been killed for

speaking against the medical system? Only coercion, loss of licenses, status, etc has been

needed to gain 95% compliance. The true murderous evil didn't touch the German professional

dissidents until deep into the war efforts. By then it was too late. The 'First they came for..."

process. US and western Dr's caved to protect their own practices, homes and lifestyles. No

bullets required.
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Margaret Frank Aug 26

My mother born 1926. Knew everything there is to know about the history of Europe

especially WW2. Hitler cleaned up Germany by killing the homeless German children.

Brown Coats did the dirty work. His Hitlet Youth turned in their own parents. Then Hitler got

rid of the brown shirts. Our medical practice here is run by corporations. Almost all.Drs

belong to one and are controlled by them.
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Margaret Frank Aug 26

Do you study the history of the Catholic Church. The graveyards in Ireland outside of the

convents that took in unmarried women who were pregnant. Filled with bodies of murdered

newborn babies. Killed for being Bastards. Nothing new about killing babies.
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AK Aug 27

And how do you know they were murdered vice dying naturally, in childbirth or soon

after? You sound like Justine Trudeau and his absolutely baseless "mass graves"

accusation.
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Jim Davidson Writes SpacePrivé News Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I encourage Dr. Thorp and his family to sue Sisters of St Mary hospital for defamation and for conspiracy

to poison women and children under the racketeering influenced and corrupt organisation (RICO) laws -

which provide for triple damages. Not only are they defaming Dr. Thorp but also they are defaming St.

Mary. They shouldn't pretend to represent God while doing evil. Amen.
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Cyn Writes GoodStuff2Know! Aug 26

Absolutely! There must be consequences!
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Brandon is not your bro Aug 26

I tried Jim D ... I am ( scratch that WAS) an ob/gyn hospitalist/ laborist ... I sued and lost due to an “ at

will” contract . I complained about the data , miscarriages, stillbirths , abruptions ect ... crickets . At

another hospital the lead nurse also went to administration and they said they knew and had a

meeting with the lead MFM ... the ass ripped up the data and said there was no correlation. Oh and

by the way he knows Romero personally... Dr. Romero should be screaming from the mountain tops

Dr. Thorp ... but he’s not , why 

💰
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Jennifer Incognito Writes Ramblings in Faith Aug 27

You ARE an OB/GYN and you have potential to return to your field. I AM an incredibly competent

lawyer who will find my voice and God's new path. Thank you for speaking out about what you

observed clinically. The deck is stacked against us in these cases but the tide is turning and

plaintiffs are beginning to prevail. God's will be done, I intend to prevail. The bar has been as

shameful and complicit as the medical establishment, because so few have stepped up to

defend the egregious loss of freedom and the blatant violation of numerous federal and state

laws. God's will be done. I pray for justice for us all and I thank God for the many who insisted on

refusing to accept the consensus. God's will be done. (I am a broken record, but I have come to

accept His timing is not my timing, justice is His, not mine,and I don't yet know whether we will

get justice on earth for the loss of so many liberties, freedoms and property rights).
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Brandon is not your bro Aug 27

Thank you , I was put in that position for 3 years , I believe to tell others , time will tell. The

evil part, in addition to the jabs, is a weaponized computer program in epic , where an

anonymous complaint can be made in RL solutions. If you have an “ at will “ contract they

can dispose of you and lie about you through this anonymous site . It was proven I did not

say this but I believe it was because I did not conform to the narrative and was not

vaccinated. I hope by saying things on various substacks , convinced a few to wake up to

what was going on in my field of medicine.
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Jim Davidson Writes SpacePrivé News Aug 26

Defamation is a different action from the employment matter. The question of personal

relationships is interesting. Are we supposed to put our friendships ahead of freedom or the

oath to do no harm?
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Brandon is not your bro Aug 26

I had a phony write up in RL solutions and then fired … I fought back , the defamation was a

lie , they admitted it … but it was the at will employment. They are slowly getting rid of the

unjabbed I believe . Our oath is number one . Some of these physicians truly believe in the

jab narrative , others are evil and want their job and the money
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Aug 26

1,000%
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Metta Zetty Writes BeyondC19.net Aug 26

. . . and call on Aaron Siri to help with this lawsuit.
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Jim Davidson Writes SpacePrivé News Aug 26

Litigator gonna litigate
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AK Aug 26 · edited Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

In 2021, my wife received both Pfizers. I am a federal employee and did not want to risk my job. My wife

had a congenital heart defect that within a year or so, was in need of repair. Nothing urgent at the time.

Soon after shot #2, my wife started feeling unwell and wisely scheduled tests and a cardio appointment.

The cardio sat down, a good Jewish doctor of impeccable creds, looked at the screen and said literally:

"Holy Shit, what happened?"

Our confidence quickly inspired by this, we asked hm...WTF? He said your numbers have dropped off a

cliff. literally. Let me get the surgeon....so the two of them looked at the screen and said, you have this

open-heart aortic replacement within two weeks or you're dead. I asked The Question...both of them

looked away - remember this is March 2021 - and said, well, we have seen some strange things with this

vaccine, so....maybe...

Had the surgery. She spent a year in bed recovering. Tough 66 YO (at the time) Jewish girl who looked

longingly out the window at the YMCA Thanksgiving 5K Turkey Trot and said "next year, I will be out

there." And she was. I got COVID soon after and it was long after the supposed effect of the Pfizer wore

off. A bad flu that lingered a bit.

All the preceding by the grace of God. We are being saved for something.

No one will ever come at us with a COVID shot - or likely, any other vaccination - again. Trust is gone.
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Capt. Roy Harkness Writes Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

Sorry to tell you this, but: You didn't get "COVID" because "COVID" doesn't exist. Not one agency

anywhere in the world has a sample of the ballyhooed "Sars-Cov-2" virus; check out the work of

Christine Massey (https://christinemasseyfois.substack.com/) or Dr. Samantha Bailey

(https://drsambailey.substack.com/) amongst numerous others.. Her husband Dr. Mark Bailey's "A

Farewell to Virology" is a most interesting read: https://drsambailey.com/a-farewell-to-virology-

expert-edition/...

I'm also aware of the experience of Patrick King here in Canada; fined for "COVID" violations, he

subpeoaned Alberta's Chief Provincial Health Officer to provide proof of the virus' existence; she did

not appear; the Province's lawyers admitted they had no samples. That should have been the end of

the COVID Fraudemic world-wide, right then and there.

But two weeks later the Alberta Government were right back to their lies...

(https://rumble.com/vkstpe-reality-check-did-one-man-from-red-deer-alberta-figure-out-how-to-

stop-the-.html / https://everydayconcerned.net/tag/patrick-king-deena-henshaw/)

Just like the AIDS scam; like millions of others suckered by their trust, you and your wife took an

untested, incredibly dangerous drug with zero safety data -- for the sake of a disease that doesn't

exist. 

🙄
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AK Aug 27

Ok, well thanks, Cap'n, but my erstwhile friends in the Illuminati and Bilderberg were rather busy

playing kiddie games at Bohemian Grove and didn't get the "no such thing as COVID" warning

in time to me. They are off my Christmas list.
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Capt. Roy Harkness Writes Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Aug 27 · edited Aug 27

Your insult was stupid, and completely unnecessary.
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AK Aug 27

And you, sir, are combative and condescending. As well, your choice of words -

"suckered" - applied as you did to my wife and me (as well as multitudes less well

informed than yourself) was plainly insulting.

As well, as your self-congratulatory conceit that you *just knew* (more than the

lumpen proletariat) COVID did not exist before all the facts started to come out.

All completely unnecessary, agreed.
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Capt. Roy Harkness Writes Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Aug 27

Further to our conversation... I'm 3/4s through listening to this.. It may be of

interest / use to you...

https://makismd.substack.com/p/interview-talk-truth-with-drpeter?

utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email#play
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Capt. Roy Harkness Writes Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Aug 27 ·

edited Aug 27

Then I apologize. 

🌿

No insult to you or your wife was intended. After nearly 4 years of this

orchestrated bullshit insanity I am deeply, deeply angry and utterly frustrated and

I guess it comes out no matter what, as my rights were ever more curtailed, I was

denied attendance at concerts, theatres, cinemas, sporting events, restaurants,

social gatherings of any kind -- including church socials for crying out loud --

unless I displayed proof of the Lethal Injection via the British Columbia

government's despicable, morally abominable, utterly illegal Yellow Star "Vaccine

Passport" app -- and finally, I was denied employment, unless I took that

injection which I knew by February 2021 to be deadly dangerous. Look up what

happened to Jummai Nache: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-

9826739/Minnesota-woman-legs-AMPUTATED-contracting-COVID-19-days-

receiving-vaccine.html.

I feared mass arrests were coming next, as the day after I walked away from my

job I listened to British Columbia' Minister of Health Adrian Dix, voice on local

radio station CFAX his desire to arrest and incarcerate everyone in the province

who refused The Lethal Injection... 

😳

And I apologize some more, because I simply cannot understand how the vast

majority of humanity could be completely conned into believing what to me was

a blatantly obvious, criminal fraud. Meanwhile the people responsible for these

crimes? They'll never be apprehended. They'll never be held to account.

Thus, the quality of my language to you. Again: Please accept my apologies.
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AK Aug 27

"Meanwhile the people responsible for these crimes? They'll never be

apprehended. They'll never be held to account."

The Gates of Hell will not prevail... Matt 16:18

For there is nothing hidden that shall not be revealed - Luke 8:17

Patience my friend...the Lion is soon to be released.....
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Capt. Roy Harkness Writes Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack Aug 27

I thought you were Jewish... Well if so you're allowed to quote The New

Testament.. 

😘
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AK Aug 27

I am Catholic, otherwise known as Extremely Reformed Jewish. ;)
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AK Aug 27

You, my friend, and I are on the same side - thank you. Satan and his

minions on earth love it when we go at each other.

Lock and load pal...those of us who have this crap figured out have a

crusade to start a preference cascade ....
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Karen Lynch Aug 28

Loved reading this exchange. Thanks to both of you for working

through it!
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AK Aug 28

“There are two loves, the love of God and the love of the world. If

the love of the world takes possession of you, there is no way for

the love of God to enter into you. Let the love of the world take the

second place, and let the love of God dwell in you. Let the better

love take over.”

—St. Augustine
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Jonathan Ramsay Aug 26

I’m not trying to be hostile, but what motivated you to accept what you had to have known was an

experimental drug for a illness with a 0.03% chance of death? I’m trying to comprehend the thought

process behind it...
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AK Aug 26

Trust at first. I mean, been vaccinated all my life, right? The Heroic Dr. Salk and all that.

Continued employment as well, if you read my rant. Wife, was expecting to go into the hospital

by the year's end and thought, vaccination prior to entering a sink of disease, good.

That was then. As I said, trust is gone.

Besides, who knew back then the .03% figure? We all know better now, with 20-20 hindsight....
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Chiadrum Aug 27

People need to understand the perversion of the process. Dr Salk was doing actual science

at a time of actual oversight. In the 80’s all liability was removed from manufacturers and

RCT’s became a thing of the past. My mom “(a VERY well informed LIBERAL)” trotted out

those ridiculous arguments. I didn’t even know what to say. Her and my sister are so far

gone. I’ll be shocked if my sister (a decorated “science” teacher) does NOT end up

poisoning one of her kids doing irreparable harm. Mom says she has no plans to get a

booster but she is probably just trying to shut me up. People need to understand that this

has been going on for decades. It’s only now coming to light. It’s so simple. Why won’t the

CDC simply gather the medical records of the Amish and compare with the records of the

“evolved” masses? Who has more autism, heart disease, epilepsy, asthma, and on and on?

Cmon CDC, rub the FACTS in our moronic faces. Release the data......
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Karen Lynch Aug 27

Exactly. I trusted the system after receiving vaccinations my whole life. Never again.
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Ernie Rockwell Aug 26

Good answer. I was lucky to find out on time to avoid the jab, at great personal cost.
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Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Aug 26

"... asked The Question...both of them looked away - remember this is March 2020 - and said, well,

we have seen some strange things with this vaccine, so....maybe..."

Are you certain of that date, or is "March of 2020" a typo??
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AK Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

You are correct, the shots, conversation was March 2021; surgery was several weeks later in

April. Dates corrected in the original post.
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Ree T. Aug 26

Uhmmm...maybe because the vaccines didn’t become available until very late 2020 and

early 2021. You stated she had the vaccines in March 2020- they weren’t even produced

yet. That’s why your date was questioned.
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AK Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

After the question, I checked my vax card - sure enough, 2021. A 69 YO memory

occasionally drops a bit for dates, not for sequences nor gravity of events, and the

remembrance of one miserable year plus being home caretaker.

Appreciate the correction.
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Ree T. Aug 26

No worries! A miserable three years for sure. Sorry you and your wife have had

such a difficult time.
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AK Aug 26

Thanks. Old Jersey boy, my first reaction to a question like that was "who

the eff wants to know...?" But I also have had enough old age

embarrassments to go...and ..check....oops...
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Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Sep 6

I knew it was just that, wanted to draw your attention to it, that's all.
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Aug 26 · edited Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for sharing this. May you and your wife be well. As for me, my trust in the medical

profession is, as it were, Gone with the Wind. Fortunately, there are some doctors and nurses-- such

as Dr. Thorp-- who have shown great courage and principle, and I have a lot of respect for those who

stood their ground in the turbo winds of this criminal bufoonery. In fact I have transcribed a good

number of censored and shadow-banned testimonies from these good doctors and nurses, and with

each one, my respect for them grows. But now, just because a doctor has a degree from Big Deal U,

or some medical board certification, or heads some department at some Big Whoop Hospital, I see

now, this means more likely than not that, oh, by the way, la de dah, if it's convenient for their career,

they'll be just fine with injecting you with poison, and injecting your kids with poison, too, and then

gaslighting you about the deaths and injuries until Kingdom Come.
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Indrek Sarapuu Aug 26

And I read all of your transcriptions...
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Aug 26

Thank you for your kind words.
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Thank you for your kind words.
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AK Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Keep on keep[in' on....the truth in this and a dozen other issues affecting this age (election

fraud, corruption in Ukraine, the Bidens, etc.) has to keep coming out until it builds a preference

cascade. Marcuse posited the same strategy in the 60's, using the universities to ignite a

"prairie fire" throughout the society but with lies and Orwellian repetition.

People though, if they have not been terminally indoctrinated by media and academic BS, have

a limited tolerance for what obviously is negatively affecting their lives. At the risk of being too

repetitive, I will quote St. Augustine of Hippo, on not trying to defend the truth, just set it free and

it will defend itself.

You and others like you need to keep setting free, the truth. I will do my small part.......

LIKE (18) REPLY (2) SHARE

Karen Lynch Aug 28

I LOVE this quote. It helps me tremendously. I’m not responsible for defending the truth,

simply setting it free.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Aug 26

Thanks AK. I like that St. Augustine of Hippo quote.
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AK Aug 26

you are welcome...the whole quote is, "the truth is like a lion, you don't need to defend

it..."
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Relatedly:

DR. JAMES THORP ON DANGERS TO THE VAXXES MOMS' BABIES

CHD.TV FRIDAY ROUNDTABLE

November 25, 2022

https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/friday-roundtable/nurse-whistleblower-reveals-

shocking-increase-in-fetal-demise

TRANSCRIPT - BRIEF EXCERPT

28:30

DR. JAMES A. THORP: What I like to focus on in these interviews is, and in my message to the world, I

want to talk only about what I'm absolutely certain to be true with 43 years of obstetrical experience, with

having served on the American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology as an examiner, having served as a

board of director of Society of Maternal Fetal Medicine for 3 to 4 years, and having testified under the

Bush administration in 2003 for my expertise on fetal therapy in the womb, I'm telling you what I know to

be true. And I've published you know extensively on this subject and on other subjects. I know my clinical

medicine. I'd be willing to bet a bullet in my head on this data, that's how certain I am of the data.

DR. ELIZABETH MUMPER, MD: Dr. Thorp, that's really very dramatic and I think that clearly your

credentials speak for themselves. One of my frustrations in this whole pandemic has been how clinicians

in the trenches like you and me are not really consulted with these decisions which are made in

committees by people that really aren't seeing patients.

My question to you is about whether you're aware of any babies that are actually being autopsied. As a

pediatrician I know that that's extraordinary hard to obtain because you've got these parents at the very

depths of grief and it's very difficult to even broach that. But is anybody actually doing the pathology onExpand full comment
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Also relatedly:

Dr. James Thorp (OB-GYN) on medical censorship

Interviewed by Steve Kirsch

https://rumble.com/vru732-dr.-james-thorp-on-medical-censorship.htmlJanuary 3, 2022

TRANSCRIPT OF EXCERPT

4:06

DR. JAMES THORP: [On recommending the covid "vaccines"] Certainly not for pregnant women and

children. 

STEVE KIRSCH: So could you then have your medical license revoked for giving your honest opinion

like that?

DR. JAMES THORP: Absolutely, yes.

STEVE KIRSCH: So you're caught between your oath [Hippocratic Oath] and your duty to your

patients, and losing your license.

DR. JAMES THORP: That's exactly right. There's no such thing— there's no physician or nurse in the

entire United States of America that should be believed anymore. 

Patients, for those of you listening, you shouldn't believe me, you shouldn't believe your physician or

your nurse. We're all under a gag order. Why would you believe us? It's ridiculous. Because if we say

what is opposed to the state doctrine, we will be destroyed. Our careers will be destroyed, we'll lose

our livelihood, our reputation, and we'll have our families destroyed. So you shouldn't believe them.

And if that weren't bad enough, certainly there's no such thing as fair, honest, informed consent

anymore, Steve. I mean, it's all null and void. When you make threats, when we've all been threatenedExpand full comment
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

And also relatedly-- in which Dr. Zelenko discusses child sacrifice:

Dr. Zelenko Schools Israeli Rabbinic court

Posted August 4, 2021

https://rumble.com/vkqs1o-dr.-zelenko-schools-israeli-rabbinic-court.html

also posted at:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/fjwitJt8ARxD/

TRANSCRIPT - EXCERPT

RABBI ABRAHAM DEUTSCH: The doctor Vladimir Zelenko.* Dr. Zelenko is a board-certified

family physician for over 20 years. He has been described by his patients as a family member to

thousands of families. And he is a medical advisor to the volunteer ambulance corps in Kiryas

Joel, New York. Dr. Zelenko developed his now famous Zelenko Protocol ** which has saved

countless lives worldwide. So welcome Dr. Zelenko, thank you for joining us. And I would like you

to comment on our subject please.

DR. VLADIMIR ZELENKO [via Zoom or similar remote video telecommunication]: Thank you so

much for having me. Can you hear me?

RABBI ABRAHAM DEUTSCH: Yes. Loud and clear.

MALE VOICE: [inaudible] loud and clear.

DR. VLADIMIR ZELENKO: So I'll just give you quickly my experience. My team has directly

treated successfully 6,000 patients. I have trained hundreds of physicians who are now training

their students and as a cumulative group we've treated millions of patients successfully.

President Trump was my patient. Rudy Guliani was one of my patients. Rabbi Chaim Kanievsky

*** has been my patient. Rabbi, Mr. Litzman **** your health minister of Israel last year was my
Expand full comment
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Indrek Sarapuu Aug 26

And I can thank Dr. ZZ for his protocol,...

I adopted it in April 2020.

No colds,no flu, no Covid-19..

I take it every morning.

Guess my immune system is working...

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Margaret Frank Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Israel reported very early that they were seeing young people develop heart issues shortly

after the covid jab

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

...continued...

DR. VLADIMIR ZELENKO: So I beg of this Beis Din to put the interests of klal Israel above

politics and anything else that may alter your opinions. I have, I receive death, daily death

threats. I risk my life, my career, my financial life, my reputation, almost my family,

everything just to sit here and tell you what I'm telling.

So I'll just summarize it that there is no need for this vaccine. And there's actually no need

for anyone, and I'll explain. Children, I already told you, they have a 99.998 % chance of

getting better. Young adults from 18 to 45 have a 99.95% of getting better. This is

according to the CDC. Same concept. Someone who has already has covid and has

antibodies, naturally induced immunity is a billion times more effective than artificially-

induced immunity through vaccine. So why would I vaccinate someone with a poison death

shot that makes inferior or dangerous antibodies when I already have healthy antibodies?

And then if you look at the high risk population that has a 7.5% death rate– So my data

which was the first in the world which I published in a peer-reviewed journal which has

become the basis of over 200 other studies and that have corroborated my observations

that if you treat time frame you reduce death rate by 85%. So out of 600,000 Americans

we could have prevented 510,000 from going to the hospital and dying. And by the way I

presented this information to Bibi Netanyahu*** directly into his hands by way of

[inaudible] in April 2020. And I informed every single member of your Ministry of Health as

well.

So my question to you is, if I can reduce the death rate from 7.5% to less than a half a

percent, why would I use a poison death shot that doesn't work and has tremendous and

horrific side effects?

Now I'll do one more mind experiment with you. If everyone on the planet were to get covid
Expand full comment
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Katie Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I don’t know what it is, but I’ve been overly emotional to the point where I break down out of no where, so

take all the time you need. I completely understand where you’re at, mentally. My entire summer has been

that way. It’s beyond overwhelming when you know what’s going on. You want to stand in the middle of

your town and scream it from the rooftops!

I want to thank you, yet again, for being a true champion for women and children. I’ve read everything

you’ve written the past three years. Take a much deserved break, but your voice is so valuable. Wishing

you and the rest us, peace and tranquility. This fight has only just begun.
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Queen Hotchibobo Aug 28

“I don’t know what it is, but I’ve been overly emotional to the point where I break down out of no

where...”

I am right there with you except I know what it is. Someone I love was poisoned and it terrifies me. I

feel so helpless.

I know God knows and prayers accomplish miracles, but I so desperately want to *see* and *know*

that she’ll be alright. 

😢

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

AuroraNite Aug 27

I’m so Grateful for Dr. Naomi Wolf and this community. I too have become discouraged at the

uninquisitive minds in my circles. The denial of our reality, reinforced by history. Now an off limit topic,

because “its over.” But it actually isn’t over... I’ve digested that evil is in no short supply. That once

trusted; medical institutions, doctors, public health agencies, research to “Find a Cure,” are a cruel

misrepresentation within this Matrix.

Dr. Wolf, rest-renew-heal-keep the Faith.

God Bless.
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AL Aug 27

I went through that in 2021, realizing what all of this meant and what was behind it for the first time

and realizing my world would never look the same. Now I've accepted it and only hope I can save my

children from this culling.
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Chiadrum Aug 27

The problem is, none of the sheeple have the slightest desire to learn anything. They KNOW they did

the right thing. Or actually by now they strongly suspect that they have been scammed but

conforming that is far too painful. So let’s just move on and pretend everything is ok.
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Kelliann Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I cry weekly. I bring this evil up at work and it's like they are in a trance - no response.
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Joan Day Aug 26

You’re planting the seed. God bless you and all who know you. Unending prayers ARE helping;

let’s keep hope alive and surely most of those in trance will begin to get it, each to their

individual timing.
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Katie Aug 26

Oh I completely understand!! I cry daily. People walking around my city like zombies.

Expressionless, blank stares. People are just going through the motions now, we’ve been so

demoralized. I’ve done many big life events on my own (including sending my husband to war)

and it never effected me like this has. Hugs to you, and we will get through this. It will not be

easy but if we stick together, we’re more powerful than we realize.
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Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Aug 26

Jeez Kelliann: how do you BEAR it! 

😢

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Kelliann Aug 27

Prayer
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Aug 26

I hear you.
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Relatedly:

"Foot-Long Blood Clots" From mRNA, Says Pathologist Dr. Ryan Cole w/ Dr Kelly Victory – Ask Dr. Drew

December 1, 2022

Dr. Drew YouTube Channel

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2SLp6B_kkRI

TRANSCRIPT - BRIEF EXCERPT, DISCUSSION ON PLACENTAS

1:00:53

DR RYAN COLE: Here's the other sad thing. And I won't— [leans down] I'm going to grab this from under

the desk. [holds up cardboard box before the camera] This is starting to arrive. These are placentas.

These are placentas coming from obstetric colleagues around the country.

These placentas are the wrong size for the gestational age. These placentas are calcified. These

placentas have spike protein in them. These placentas have antibodies in them. These placentas have

induced excess inflammation in them.

This particular one is from a nurse, hospital, eight months pregnant, required to get the jab to keep her job,

very shortly thereafter unfortunately intrauterine fetal demise. I know you guys talked to a couple other

colleagues that went over that kind of data. So certainly the data paints a picture but more importantly the

pathology mechanisms are already identified. And just more studies need to be done from these.

So what I encourage is, any medical colleague anywhere in the world, find your pathologist, say, here's the

list of stains [shows paper with list], start ordering them, start looking at these things in the tissue of the

deceased, start looking at these in those fetuses that don't make it to full term. Start looking at those

placentas. Start taking your surgical specimens that are in unusual cases of multiply jabbed individuals

with unusual conditions and start looking for what would be causing it. Obviously I have an inkling basedExpand full comment
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Margaret Frank Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Pfizer had the vaccine within months. Usually takes years. They didn't have time to test it in the manner

most drugs are tested. They said that. No one knowing the chances of getting the jab got it. Mainly people

working in the pharmaceutical field. Faucci. Our politicians and the FDA all culpable. I still blame those

forcing the vaccine on young people and pregnant women more than I blame Pfizer.
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CMCM Aug 26

We can't forget that the mRNA technology was not just invented quickly for Covid, it had been

kicking around for over a decade as a technology with potential. It just hadn't worked before, and

here was a golden opportunity to do a mass drug trial like no other one in history. Irresistible to the

mad scientist Fauci. However, I say this while realizing that this is only one slim possibility, and only

worth considering if you dismiss the other ideas about it all being planned, nefarious, and with evil

intent to depopulate. I still don't know entirely where to go with all this, although for sure today's

article is horrendous and damning to the whole scenario. It's also believable at this point in time.
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Lidia Aug 30

"a golden opportunity to do a mass drug trial like no other one in history"

Fauci, Specter, Bright at Milken Institute saying just that:

https://evidencenotfear.com/the-technological-prospects-of-an-effective-universal-flu-

vaccine-milken-institute-c-span/

Aired in October 2019... I don't see how this can *not* be a script they are following.
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Metta Zetty Writes BeyondC19.net Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

Big Harma Knew!

> https://workflowy.com/s/beyond-covid-19/SoQPdY75WJteLUYx#/e0134d830a75

And, if that's not enough to convince you, just take a look at a small sampling of previous Pfizer

scandals!

> https://workflowy.com/s/beyond-covid-19/SoQPdY75WJteLUYx#/c113a26f80ac
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Margaret Frank Aug 26

I hope someday the truth about everything will come out. Pfizer told the Fed govt ahead of time

that they could not insure the vaccine. They needed more time to develop it. The reason it is

insured by our Federal govt. They did not guarantee it was safe. Pharmaceutical companies also

planned to stop making childhood vaccines. Reason our Federal Govt insures them also.

The anticipated mortality rate from childhood vaccines is 5%. Our Government accepts that.

These vaccines were properly tested. COViD was not. FDA should not have approved the

vaccine. Both political parties pushed it in 2020. I was in Az

We were glad to get it being elderly. Obviously the truth needs to come out and be examined

totally

Jan 6th also. Etc. Etc. I want our present government out. Only way the truth will be exposed.
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Metta Zetty Writes BeyondC19.net Aug 26

Childhood vaccines have never been properly tested with placebo controlled trials ~ and

their legacy has been horrific. In fact, the Supreme Court ruled these vaccines are

"unavoidably unsafe".

> https://workflowy.com/s/beyond-covid-19/SoQPdY75WJteLUYx#/974844c48d7c
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Margaret Frank Aug 26

Then why since the 1960s have they been required to get a child into a public school.

.

.
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Metta Zetty Writes BeyondC19.net Aug 26

Good question, isn't it?!
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Tarheel77 Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My husband and I thank you for all you do and pray for the safety of you and your family. This article and

your appearance on War Room today just hammered home to us what a threat you must be to the

Marxists bringing back mask mandates and the deadly vaccines. Godspeed!
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Rachel Cheeney Writes Rachel’s Substack Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I"m sooooo needing to know... given the obvious shedding... what about the risks to the unborn and their

unjabbed mothers, when the father is jabbed?

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Metta Zetty Writes BeyondC19.net Aug 26 · edited Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Pfizer actually warned about shedding during their clinical trials:

> https://workflowy.com/s/beyond-covid-

19/SoQPdY75WJteLUYx#/v_658005bf4b9c_9c1ccf8f33bb_0527

You can learn more here:

> https://workflowy.com/s/beyond-covid-19/SoQPdY75WJteLUYx#/658005bf4b9c

> https://workflowy.com/s/beyond-covid-19/SoQPdY75WJteLUYx#/bb8062b655eb

Fortunately, more and more information is coming to light about ways of successfully detoxing (or at

least minimizing the effects of) whatever is being shed, so do not lose hope:

> https://workflowy.com/s/beyond-covid-19/SoQPdY75WJteLUYx#/026b4e1bd888

Remember: Our beliefs and expectations have a powerful influence on the body, so it is important to

do our best to maintain a positive, optimistic outlook:

> https://youtu.be/H2bq4XLhMDc?feature=shared

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Rachel Cheeney Writes Rachel’s Substack Aug 26

Thank you for your consideration and the multiple groups of links. The shedding is real, I know. I

have followed closely enough to recognize I did not escape harm. Perhaps I'm not willing to face

it for fear of my children and future grandchildren..

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Her Indoors Aug 28

FLCCC protocol for vax reaction and shedding 

🙏

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Rachel Cheeney Writes Rachel’s Substack Aug 28

Thank you! I've long used a combo based on Dr Zelenko's zinc, Quercetin, d, c, with

NAC,plus added C, curcumin. Now going to add TWC's natt and bromelain.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Her Indoors Aug 28

https://drtrozzi.org/2023/08/28/vitamin-d3-the-great-biology-reset/

This is an excellent, clear, dosage explanation too, of vit D by an expert

endocrinologist of the old school 

🙏

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Metta Zetty Writes BeyondC19.net Aug 27

I know this is hard. Only 1 of my 2 children escaped the propaganda, and this is always in

the back of my mind.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

OpenMind Fitness Writes OpenMind Fitness Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you Naomi, devastating indeed. Non-psychopaths struggle to understand how anyone could

consciously murder babies and mothers. But, they are. And what can we do? Alert as many mothers or

mothers-to-be as we know, and we need to arm ourselves with solid data that isn't hysterical but rooted in

real science, validated by real studies, and not concocted to hide the truth and/or make money. Your

interview is one such supporting document... which I plan to use. Thank you!

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Roscoe Christopher Writes The Roar Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

So Dr Wolf

A piece on The Hill on YouTube was "fact-checking" your recent piece... here is my response to them

copied and pasted below

How many masked boosted demonic angels dance on the head of a needle????

Dr Wolf is admittedly not a scientist or medical doctor

She accidentally double counted

& this undermines the past 3 years of madness!¡!¡!!!!

Dr Wolf is the ONLY person who has taken on this Covid authoritarian monster
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Dr Wolf is the ONLY person who has taken on this Covid authoritarian monster

"Im not on the side of Pfizer" this reporter says in this piece..... actually indirectly likely unintentionally

even maybe...but YES YOU ARE!!

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

KW NORTON Writes KW Norton Borders Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thanks Naomi. This is very very personal. Babies used to arrive in all sexes. It is not just a war on women

we’re fighting - it is on all of us. Thanks.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Toonlydoo Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Why would they care about human life now? They haven't cared when it came to abortion or euthanasia.
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Dan McGlaughlin Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I’ve been crying a lot the past three years. I’m crying a lot right now Dr. Wolf. God help us.

LIKE (14) REPLY (1) SHARE

DAM on the beach Aug 26

He will. I am sure of it. Pray. We know how this ends. God wins.

LIKED (8) REPLY SHARE

Mark terrell Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Is there any sign at all that these bastards are going to be brought to justice at some point?

LIKED (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Metta Zetty Writes BeyondC19.net Aug 26

Follow the work of Dr. David Martin and Aaron Siri ~ They are both legal heroes.

> https://workflowy.com/s/beyond-covid-19/SoQPdY75WJteLUYx#/5c2428dc9364 < David's

"Prosecute Now" site has been hacked, but will be back up again soon.

> https://workflowy.com/s/beyond-covid-19/SoQPdY75WJteLUYx#/7673d4183e26

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Mark terrell Aug 26

I saw that interview about Trudeau when it first came out. He is still busy conning Canadians in

ways that show exactly how wicked and devious he really is. It should be a national holiday

when he is thrown out of office.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Chief Wolf Writes Chief’s Substack Aug 26

2 KINDS OF DEATH,,,, NORMAL / REGULAR OR BY DEMONICRAT CLINTOON COMMUNIST ATHIEST

LEFT WHICH IS ABNORMAL

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Frank Aug 26

Trump and Repiblicans also responsible. I voted . TRUMP. Both parties responsible for the madness.

.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Chief Wolf Writes Chief’s Substack Aug 26

HEY IGNORANT LEFT Margaret Frank TRUMP IS NOT AND HASNT BEEN IN OFFICE. WHO IS

IN OFFICE FOR ALMOST 4 YRS NOW A USURPER COMMUNUST joe biden, (NOT TRUMP.)

ALL THIS MURDEROUS COMMIE BS IS bidens FAULT,,,THE FIRES THE POISONING OF OR

LAND & WATER & FOOD AND US,,,,,THE MURDERING OF INNOCENT CHILDREN HOW

STUPID ARE YOU TO NOT SEE USUURPER joe IN OFFICE AND THE PEDOCRATS THE

IZLAMOCRATS THE QUEER ABOMINATIONS WHICH ON OF THESE ARE YOU Margaret

Frank?? I THINK YOU ARE ALL OF THEM

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Frank Aug 26

I voted for Trump. However I do not see how considering 2020 was the start one can blame

it all on the Democrats. I have never liked Biden. While I dislike George Bush,.I agree Biden

and the media. The FBi the Justice Dept have come together to destroy this country. I have

volunteered with at risk children in the inner city. I assure you that neither party seems to

care about babies born to drug addicted 14 year old prostitutes. Democrats especially

ignore their plight.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Chief Wolf Writes Chief’s Substack Aug 26

DID YO GET SCHOOLED AT ALL? DEMONICRAT EVIL GOES WAY BACK TO

LINCOLNS ASSASSINATION DEMONICRATS STARTED THE KKK RACISM KILLING

OUR SOLDIERS BENGHAZI THRUOUT HISTORY 0bamanus funding jihad with biden

ETC DEMONICRATS KILLED PRESIDENT KENNEDY ETC THE DEMONICRATS

CLINTOON FOUNDATION OF SILENCING PATRIOTS ETC AND YET YOU IGNORANT

SOPPY PRAT Margaret Frank YOU ARE SICK AND DERANGED BLAMMING

PRESIDENT TRUMP

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

TOM SIEBERT Writes A Wrinkle In Tom Aug 26

Half-human parasites are trying to kill us. Thank you for providing more evidence.

Otherwise, someone wrote to me and claimed Dr. Wolf has written somewhere that she suspects her

appendix problems were caused as a result of creepy orange smoke (or whatever it was) that rolled into

NYC while she was there. I cannot find anything that resembles that claim. Was it something that Dr. Wolf

actually said, or was I dis/misinformed?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 26

She talked about the smoke from fires in Canada and how the color in the sky didn't look like past

forest fire smoke. One of her past substacks. Not very long ago.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

TOM SIEBERT Writes A Wrinkle In Tom Aug 26

I guess I should have provided more detail. I have read all of Dr. Wolf's posts, including the one

about her trapped trip in NYC. She was wisely suspicious of the Official Story™.

What I'm saying is that someone I know has been adamant that she read something from Dr.

Wolf that she suspected a connection between the smoke and her appendix problem. I've not

been able to find it, despite being a pretty loyal reader of her work. I looked on her Twitter feed. If

this person has mis/disinformed me, it would be helpful to confirm, and to know she cannot be

trusted going forward.

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Aug 26

How about asking that person for a REFERENCE, aka: "link please."

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

TOM SIEBERT Writes A Wrinkle In Tom Aug 26 · edited Aug 26

I have. Recently, and twice. She claims she cannot find it now.

This isn't just some random person. This is someone I have grown to mostly trust over

years' time. If she's lying to me, it's gonna suck. But I'd rather know. At this point,

however, I think I probably got my answer.

The reason it's of particular interest to me is that I likewise had to have my appendix

removed. It was thanks partially to Dr. Wolf's Substack that I figured out what was

probably happening to me and got to the ER before it burst.

I'm 61. The nurses in the ER told me that until the past couple years, it was rare to get

patients over 20, and even more rare over 30, who needed their appendix removed.

But recently there has been a significant uptick, two nurses told me. The CDC's

webpage only has statistics and graphs on appendicitis operations through 2019,

which is similarly suspect.

Thank you for your comment. I assure you I've been on top of this thing since my

friend claimed it. Maybe not really my friend. Ugh.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Aug 26 ·

edited Aug 26

Wowsa.

Thanks for your testimony. 

💖

Maybe not really your friend, but at least you'll know... (Perhaps you already do.

Any old excuse to slag.)

My son attempts to influence me, with stuff "he heard" from (remunerated)

influencers on Tik Tok, and someone repeated verbatim, from a Rolling Stone

article.

"Sound of Freedom mum"... Just now, for instance, a film I saw and

recommended he see... 

😉

Finally: he linked me to the RS and Tik Tok regurgitated hit pieces. (Had to ASK

for "links please" too...)

Epic failure though, because I simply dug out the actual facts of the matter. From

Forbes of all places. (Yes dear: it IS outselling Mission Impossible. Rolling Stone's

hit piece backfired... hooray!)

Might be time to find your tribe. (Glad you survived and gleaned some

corroborative data.)

Sepsis is on the rise too... As well as "death from sepsis", albeit with a firm nudge

from powerful "medications" which will alleviate the suffering of a loved one.

(They will cease breathing, within 22 minutes or so.)

I'm in the same boat here. Not many of us to be found, but an old Italian adage

goes:

"Meglio sola che mal accompagnata."

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

David Cashion Writes David’s Substack Aug 26

I don't remember the appendix connection.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Writes Margaret Anna Alice Through the… Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for summoning the courage to peer into the abyss, Naomi—and the strength to maintain your

humanity in the face of the atrocities you’ve witnessed.

Mistakes Were NOT Made. And we won’t let them get away with it.
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The Rationalist Society Writes The Rationalist - Society of Pr… Aug 27

How do we SAFELY reverse the course which these corrupt centralized entities have us on?

We build new systems that make the old ones obsolete- ones 100% controlled and built by the

people - then plug them into the system with decentralized leadership.

We feel like we are down a rabbit hole and found a fix for all of the corruption and most of our

problems, but can’t scream loud enough for others to hear us. We need to build better Swarming

systems, and plug them into our current broken systems using leaders who decentralize their own

positions. We implore you to read this and understand the importance

https://joshketry.substack.com/p/human-swarm-intelligence-the-most?

r=7oa9d&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
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Janet Aug 28

We are already reading in an alternative system. I see a functional medicine doc outside of

conventional medicine. Natural healing methods also. I’m buying local food and making note of

local suppliers. I use a small local bank. I may be trying barter soon. This week I’m visiting a local

farm store to get their own organic unhomogenized whole milk and meat. (My state forbids

selling raw milk). I realize many don’t have these resources handy, but they are growing in reach

and in those who know about it. My functional medicine docs clinic is growing by leaps and

bounds. She had to hire 2 NPs. Good health will strengthen me for what is ahead.
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Loli Aug 30

Likewise. Small steps in creating the world we wish to live in. I started seeing tuina

practitioner 9 years ago as western medicine told me, there is no hope for my chemical

sensitivity. Went keto/carnivore eating local meat. Added cold water exposure, kung fu

practise, belly dancing, hiking, weight lifting to my ‘prescription’. Did no participated in any

of the rituals pushed in the last 3 or so years. It feels, I have reverse the aging process and

healed all ailments. Just came back from a three day hiking trip. Wish you all well in this

wellness path. It is totally doable

💜

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Janet Aug 31

💪❤

. I have been paleo, keto and ketovore. I’m transitioning to more carbs as I get

older and 3 meals a day from 1 meal and a snack. More constant energy through the

day I’m finding. But with healthy, grain free carbs. In other words, I’m shaking up my

diet and reving up my metabolism. At 75 yo my body has different requirements now.

More calories, increased calcium and other nutrients and not as punishing exercise to

save muscular strength. . I wasn’t eating enough for me. I’m a science and health geek

so I’m always looking at optimizing. Going slow though. You are thriving it looks like,

Loli. 

😁

. I realized some time ago we are getting lies from the sickcare system of

conventional medicine.
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Jim Davidson Writes SpacePrivé News Aug 26

"And if thou gaze long into an abyss, the abyss will also gaze into thee." Zarathustra got nothin'

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Removed Aug 27

Comment removed

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Jim Davidson Writes SpacePrivé News Aug 27

Mama told me not to click links from strangers. Fear porn isn't helpful

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Janet Aug 28

Yup. Not going there either. I wish people here would put a few words on what the

links pertain to also, and not just a random link. A big pet peeve of mine. I never open

those random links.
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Prof. Fred Nazar Writes Scientific Progress Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Hero! Take a look at this:

Great post!

Watch this movie:

https://scientificprogresssubstack.com/p/fast-food-or-pfas-food

you might be interested in this:

The full PLAN exposed:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-plan-revealed

16 laws we need to exit Prison Planet

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/laws-to-exit-planet-prison
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Lioness of Judah Ministry Writes Exposing The Darkness Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Mike Yeadon Comments on "Bill Gates Dictates: No “Normalcy” Until All Submit to Experimental Shots,

“You Don’t Have a Choice”

"...I recognised that these injections were designed to injure, maim and kill before any had emergency use

authorization."

https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/dr-mike-yeadon-comments-on-bill-gates
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Stevanovitch Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dear Naomi,

Take all the time you need. The world needs your excellent writing and advice, and is always worth the

wait!

LIKED (22) REPLY SHARE

Sirka Sie Writes Sirka’s Substack Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I have been listening to The Day Tapes which Sage Hanna posted a while back. This has been in the

works for decades. The world is not what we thought it was. It is being runs by psychopaths and the more

we know about it the better to defend ourselves. Thank you Naomi, Dr. Thorpe for being a part of the

awakening

https://ia600903.us.archive.org/28/items/New_Order_of_Barbarians_remaster_tapes_1to3/New%20Ord

er%20of%20Barbarians%20%5Bremaster%5D%20tapes%201%20to%203.mp3
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Prof. Fred Nazar Writes Scientific Progress Aug 26

Not psychos, but satanists:

What’s your best way to wake-up those who don’t want to open their eyes?

Please share your most effective wake-up strategies.

The more the awakened, the sooner this nightmare will be over!

For example, I start with this video (2 minutes):

https://odysee.com/@ImpossiblyWackedOutWorld:f/WTC-7-Free-Falling:8

(caveat: pot destroys your brain…)

9/11: two "planes", yet the third tower (WTC7) imploded like in a controlled demolition. It was out of

reach and all 7 World Trade Center towers destroyed, not the closer towers not belonging to World

Trade Center... and the owner, with his 2 grown up siblings, failed to show up for work (never skipped

work before)… by the way, he first took an insurance policy for the WTC against terrorism, just

months before, when no one was taking them. The inside information about the FUTURE 9/11 event

helped masons make trillions by shorting the stock exchange: the records were deleted by the SEC

so they wouldn't be prosecuted !!!:

4 min. (0.75 speed):

https://rumble.com/v1jpdwl-a-911-conspiracy-theory-explained-in-5-minutes-by-james-corbett-

classic.html

Where’s the plane for the 2nd Tower (WTC1)?

https://odysee.com/@N%C3%A9mesis2030:8/11WTC:3

Controlled demolition?

https://odysee.com/@covid2020:d/9-11-World-Trade-Center-..-Demolition-Control%C3%A9e-1:2

Why is 9/11 called a Pearl Harbor event? Both Churchill and Roosevelt were masons and plotted to

get the reluctant USA into the war by provoking the Japs and letting Pearl Harbor (left the whole fleet

defenseless and concentrated there as an easy candy to be taken from a kid, no radar warning from

outer islands, etc.) and MUCH MORE:

Please read and watch all of this! Your life depends on it, because there's a plan to murder 95% of

the global population by 2050… written on the masonic Georgia guide-stones: “Maintain humanity

under 500,000,000 … ”

- J6: The fake riot was mason-planned, incited and guided by FBI agents, who broke into the Capitol

!!! The same mason-plot was copy-pasted to disband the insurrection against the stolen elections in

Brazil! All intel agencies (CIA, FBI, NSA) were founded by masons and are run by them for their own

nefarious goals.

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/j6-what-you-need-to-know

It's such a mason manual that they organized the same J6 play in Brazil when it was proven that the

voting machines owned by mason Soros, were rigged:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-2020-american-coup

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/dominion-over-us

- At least since the 90s, vaccines are weaponized to reduce the population, for example:

1. Adding hCG to infertilize women: lab detected in 30 countries

2. Overpassing the FDA 10 ng limit to human DNA “contamination” by 2000%, thus causing neuro-

damage (autism, asperger, tics, dyslexia in 29% of kids, etc.) and childhood cancer epidemic (n.b.

leukemia, non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas)

Check soundchoice.org or videos at bottom after this page:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/wake-up-videos

- COVID was designed as a primer for even more lethal COVID haccines:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-real-covid-timeline

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/not-vaccine-not-gene-therapy-just

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/what-do-bioweapons-have-to-do-with

- Wake up videos:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/wake-up-videos

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/2050-youll-go-nowhere-and-youll-be

- It's genocide for depopulation:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/depop-vaccines-no-myth

- It’s the masons, who create counterfeited currencies (trillions of dollars and EUROS) and bought

the listed corporations, media, healthcare, universities, parties and political careers:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/david-rockefeller-illuminati

Confessions of ex-illuminati Ronald Bernard (all lodges obey the same master, Satan):

http://youtu.be/JAhnCdXqPww

Now, are you really ready for this?:

The full PLAN exposed:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-plan-revealed

16 laws we need to exit Prison Planet

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/laws-to-exit-planet-prison

Pllllleeeeease, on my knees, don’t believe me, just do your own homework by searching the following

in yandex.com, mojeek.com (includes crawl date filter and substack search), gigablast.com,

startpage.com, duckduckgo.com (not Google, Bing, Yahoo censors). The key terms to test them?

Child Satanic Ritual Abuse, Child Satanic Ritual Murder.

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/rpn5aj/i_have_found_the_perfect_uncensored_sear

ch_engines/

https://www.deepwebsiteslinks.com/uncensored-search-engines-for-anonymous-searching/

If you are a mason or know a mason, ask him to ask his 33° master to put in writing and sign it, who is

"the great architect" and that he is not Lucifer. If he refuses, then he’ll know who he is really serving,

Satan: tell him to get out of masonry NOW. Sooner or later he’ll be required to trample on a cross to

get to a higher degree.

President John Quincy Adams: “Masonry ought forever to be abolished. It is wrong - essentially

wrong - a seed of evil, which can never produce any good.”

Confessions of a former mason (Serge Abad-Gallardo):

https://www.ncregister.com/interview/confessions-of-a-former-freemason-officer-converted-to-

catholicism

Confessions of ex-illuminati Ronald Bernard (all lodges obey the same master, Satan):

http://youtu.be/JAhnCdXqPww

Confession of 33rd degree master mason - Masons worship deities/demons

https://rumble.com/v294ksc-words-from-33rd-degree-master-mason-rare-video-masons-

worship-all-sorts-of-.html

Masonry's Satanic Connection

https://odysee.com/@HiddenTruths:c/Masonry's-Satanic-Connection:4

Masonry's Satanic Doctrine | From Their Own Books

https://rumble.com/v2wg24a-masonrys-satanic-doctrine-from-their-own-books.html

Do Freemasons Worship Lucifer？ Evidence They Don't Want You To See

https://odysee.com/@John_4-14:a/Do-Freemasons-Worship-Lucifer%EF%BC%9F-Evidence-They-

Don't-Want-You-To-See-%EF%BD%9C-Hidden-Agendas---Walter-Veith:0

Satanic Ritual Abuse and Secret Societies [1995] [VHS]

https://odysee.com/@thisworldworks:1/satanic-ritual-abuse-and-secret-societies-1995:3

Satanic Pedophilia Torture and Blood - Dark Satanic Secrets Revealed

https://odysee.com/@Gmail.com:52/822821884_Satanic-Pedophilia-Torture-and-Blood---Dark-

Satanic-Secrets-Revealed:4

UNITED NATIONS LUCIFER AND THE LUCIFER TRUST

https://odysee.com/@dynosarus:c/UNITED-NATIONS-LUCIFER-AND-THE-LUCIFER-TRUST:4

The best way to have a real dialogue about vaccines being weaponized to handicap, infertilize and

murder the “over-population” is to start with vaccine contamination: nobody could be in favor of

contaminated pharmaceuticals.

1. Carcinogen SV40 in Oral Polio Vaccine: they knew it since the 60s but kept distributing it even until

2016 !!!

2. hCG in vaccines to infertilize women detected since the 90s: still going on

3. Thimerosal, aluminum, Mono-sodium Glutamate (MSG) and other NEUROTOXINS

4. Heavy metals

5. Human DNA 2000% in excess of FDA 10 ng limit (main driver towards brain damage like
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5. Human DNA 2000% in excess of FDA 10 ng limit (main driver towards brain damage like

autism/asperger/ticks, leukemia and non-Hodgkin cancer), probably related to point 7 below.

6. Graphene oxide in Flu and COVID shots but now with anything injectable (even dentist anesthesia,

hospital IV, etc.).

7. Carcinogenic SV40 genomic sequences and double-stranded DNA in mRNA COVID shots: the

hacked DNA in the cell doesn’t stop producing the poison when the cell dies, but its descent

continue the poisoning until the haccinated casualty dies.

8. Bluetooth nano-routers injected with COVID vaccines and inserted with swabs (which explains

why they rejected the cheaper non-invasive saliva test).

Proof of criminal intent:

Points 7 and 8

Censoring and blocking 30+ COVID cures

Labeling the most lethal batches with a lethal code (howbad.info)

Blocking the real knowledge of effectiveness v. "adverse event" rate

That proves:

A. There's zero Government control

B. There's zero Manufacturer liability

C. There's zero Media coverage

D. All that, during decades and still going on, not only with vaccines but also with medicines,

food&beverage additives, etc. Everything, even institutions have been weaponized!

E. There's zero political action to stop that (except RFK2 in the USA)

A school buddy told me "I know you make sense but if I recognize it's true, I won't be able to enjoy

life anymore".

16 laws we need to exit Prison Planet

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/laws-to-exit-planet-prison

If we don’t succeed, they’ll succeed with their 6-sword lethal plan fully exposed here:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-plan-revealed

Change goes in hand with the number of awakened! Thank you for sharing this to save lives!

PS I'm sorry I'm linking to my own substack. It’s not self-promotion: I couldn’t find better links but if

you find anything better, I'd be glad to replace.
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Margaret Frank Aug 26

Do you care about the estimated 30 million Chinese civilians killed by the Japanese. Even

though the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem sided with Hitler. Do you think a man determined to have a

blonde blue eyed civilization would have continued the friendship if he had won. If not for

Churchill refusing to join Hitler. He would have won.
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TOM SIEBERT Writes A Wrinkle In Tom Aug 26

I dunno if Prof. Nazar's claim is anti-semitic or not — do you feel it encompasses the

Palestinians, who are a Semitic people? Or are you specifically referencing an anti-Jewish

worldview? — but I will note in various intelligence community guides to hijacking online

conversation, one tactic is "flooding the zone" with a series of short responses of varying

degrees of relevance or no relevance at all, instead of compiling one large and organized

reply.
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Margaret Frank Aug 26

Prof. Navar went off topic. I have lived with Holocaust survivors most of my life. Iran

plans to wipe every Jew out of Israel within 15 years. Into the sea.
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Margaret Frank Aug 26

I pity the Palestinian people. The family across the street from me are Palestinian

refugees. Had the Europeans not continued killing Jews who attempted to take back

property after WW11 ended, the Israel.designation would not have happened. Jews

would have continued to buy back the land. Instead WW11 also made a victim of the

Palestinian people.
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Margaret Frank Aug 26

The theory that the Jews took down the World Trade towers has been going around

since it happened. Why? BinLaden had tried to blow them up before he was

successful. Plus if it wasn't BinLaden why were the only planes flying on 9/12 the

BinLaden family leaving the USA. The theory George Bush did it is blown apart by the

fact that most of the terrorists were Saudi. He wanted to bomb Iraq to the ground. He

would have insisted they were all from Iraq. Probably under Saddam. I like Muslim

people. I have 4 mosques within walking distance of my home.
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Margaret Frank Aug 26

Hitler asked Chutchill to join him. Hitler considered the English the same as the Germans. Had

Churchill said yes my country would not have been bombed to the ground. The Japanese were

preparing for war. If the Americans had trusted the radar, supplied by Britain, Pearl Harbour

would not have happened. They could see the planes coming in. Didn't know what they were.
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Prof. Fred Nazar Writes Scientific Progress Aug 26

So you see dozens of airplanes coming from Japan (direction) and you don't sound any

alarm? Knowing Japan had hostility towards the USA?
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Margaret Frank Aug 26

That is anti semetic rhetoric. The buildings were insured as that is what every owner does. Lots

of jrws died that day. Bush would have said all the terrorists were from Iraq, not just 2. Most were

Saudi. Then his bombing and murder of Iraqi people might have made more sense.
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Prof. Fred Nazar Writes Scientific Progress Aug 26

Not every owner insures against terrorism, not then!

I never wrote anything about Jews.

What’s the chance of this?: 9-11 (1991) exactly a decade before 9-11 (2001), George Bush

(father) said “What is at stake, is more than one small country - it is a big idea - a New

World Order where diverse nations are drawn together in common cause... to achieve the

universal aspirations of mankind - peace and security, freedom and the rule of law.. out of

these humble times, our fifth objective - the New World Order - can emerge, [and] now we

can see a new world coming into view. A world in which there is a very real prospect of a

New World Order…” 1

September, 2000, one year before 9/11, Neo-Con think tank, “Project for the New

American Century” (PNAC) 1 sustained: “the process of transformation, even if it brings

revolutionary change, is likely to be a long one, absent some catastrophic and catalyzing

event – like a new Pearl Harbor.” PNAC members included Bush Administration insiders

such as Cheney, Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz, Libby and Perle.” 2

In a 2016 interview, Chief of Staff Andrew Card reveals how he interrupted GW Bush in a

filmed 2nd grade class with the shortest (11-word) strongest message he could come up

to: “A second plane hit the second tower, America is under attack” Card said that, before

entering the class, Bush had been informed that possibly a small plane crashed into WTC.

1 Anyone watching the video footage knew it was a big aircraft. Did any news report talked

about a small plane? How could they expect us believe that narrative?

3 questions:

1. Was Andrew Card completely incompetent to make sure that Bush understood “The

most important message in the history of America to have ever been passed on to an

American president”?

2. He knew it was a jetliner. If America was under attack, shouldn’t he have taken Bush out

of the room and make sure that the Commander in Chief was safe and understood how

serious the situation was?

3. Why weren’t other staff and navy captain capable of interrupting?

Now watch Bush’s complete lack of reaction during the rest of the class (6 long minutes),

as if he was already expecting such attack and was already prepared for the response2:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rg5NvKpJfKE

Some argue that Bush was shocked and didn’t want to disturb the children. 3 questions for

them:

1. Why was the video from that class, taken by dominant media, never released? (we only

have a phone video).

2. Why doesn’t Bush look shocked at all? In fact, he appears distracted and not caring

much about the class. Proof: it was scripted that he’d grab the class book which was left at

his reach, yet he took it much later than the class and opened it in any page.

3. Why is this analysis immediately erased by YouTube as soon as posted under those

videos? Still in 2023?

From the message, Bush couldn't know if the “plane” could have been a first and a second

enemy fighter jet still armed with rockets and there could be more rockets and jets coming.

Yet, the armed forces couldn’t do pre-emptive strikes in enemy territory, or wouldn’t decide

stopping the 3rd plane or 1003rd plane (for what he knew) because the Commander in

Chief was still pretending to read a children’s book!

In 2014, when questioned about still fighting in Afghanistan 15 years later, Card answered

“Fighting terror is in fact an ongoing war that must be waged every single day in many

forms … I did have an expectation that this was going to be a challenge that would continue

through today, as it’s been 15 years, and we are still carrying the burden of fighting war on

terror … Don’t forget the obligation to keep America safe.” That was the real reason behind

9-11: a psy-op to justify the Government spending of trillions in spying the world, starting

with every single US citizen.

Along with much other evidence3, the fall of WTC74 proved 9-11 was a Pearl Harbor event

planned by the masons to make trillions but also to induce the taxpayer in accepting a

surveillance police state, spending billions in mass digital surveillance of both citizens and

foreigners as never before
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Esteban Aug 26 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Stay strong, we have more rough waters ahead.
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deleted Aug 27

Comment deleted

Puffin Aug 27 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Sharing it far and wide - love from Italy Dr Naomi 

💖
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Comment deleted

Eliza Writes Eliza’s Substack Aug 26

Working for the WEF and satanic globalists to attack humanity.
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